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The apostle John was banished in  plm. 95 AD. to the  volcanic island of Patmos by the 

then anti-Christian Roman Emperor  Domitian. There are strong suspicions that John 

belonged to the municipality of Ephesus. Then the Christians suffered  severe  oppression. 

Revelation is also called the  Apocalypse, after  the Greek word which means :  Apo  

means "remove"  Calyps  means  "veil". It looks like a covered statue  or  memorial stone 

that must be solemnly unveiled.   Here it  will not be a statue, but a clear visible of Jesus 

Christ  himself! John  wrote the   apocalypse  in a cave, later a monastery was built there. 

Revelation  now brings  much more light to the end times, compared to earlier times, where 

it was much harder to understand. (Fig. Coast on Patmos.) In fact, the Bible is full of written  

revelations, by the prophets and the  apostles. Jesus built his congregation on rock-solid 

revelations to man. 

E.g. 16 Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living 

God!17 Jesus answered and said, Blessed are you, Simon Barjona,  for flesh and 

blood have not revealed it to you, but my Father, who is in heaven.18 And I tell you 

that you are Peter, and on this petra I will build my congregation, and the gates of 

the realm of the dead will not overwhelm her. 

By Petra, Jesus, that rock-solid revelation peter had received, meant that Jesus was God's 

son. Through revelation, many people have come to faith, and these people are firmly in 

their faith, and hell cannot overcome them. These  born-again  people are the church of 

Christ to this day. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

(1,2) Through the message ofanangel, God has made it clear to His servant  John, "which 

must be done soon". This book is not a work of art of theology, but a  pure prophetic    

message,  a  revelation of a divine secret, for  all  born-again children of God! It's  full of 

symbolism and visions. The apostle was allowed to "see" it and had to write it down for the 

coming Christian generations,  and  especially for those who live in the end times. 

(3 ) "Blessed." It is  abouthappypeople,  privileged  people, (KJV) who are allowed to read 

and listen to these words.   These prophetic words give light, insight, and encourage 

Christians, but  those same words are frightening to the unbelievers, and  warning them to 

repent  and change their minds.  A good municipality exists youit light givers and light 

carriers. Darkness is ignorance. We'll find them at the end of the chapter. 

"And keep" or "take to heart". In this we must understand that these given prophetic 

words have an impact and influence on our dailye  lifestyle. It edits a constant and 

permanent conversion. Sooner or later, all iniquities will come under God's judgments. So 

we are all the more going to remove ourselves from all iniquities and earthly deities. (Rev. 

22:11) 

" time is near " The time is approaching, which has begun certain time, "kairos"  or the 

ripening time of the sown, after christ's death. (John 12:24). 

(4) These seven municipalities  represent the completeness of all municipalities in other 

things to understand write  this  to "all" municipalities  separately. Each municipality is 

treated separately, which indicates their independent  character of each municipality. 

Jesus was described here with "who is" "who was" and "who comes"! These seven spirits  

before the throne of Godspeak a great dealof  Hisomnicientity. These are not special 

spirits, again thefullness of the Holy Spirit must be understood. The Prophet Isaiah 11:1 - 

2 shows which spirits these are:  1.De spirit of God 2.De spirit of Wisdom 3.De spirit of 

Mind 4.De spirit of Counsel 5.De spirit of Strength 6.De spirit of Knowledge 7.De 

spirit of the Fear of the Lord. 

(5,6) John: experiences the peace of Him who: is faithful, has risen from among the dead, 

and  is  now  king  of the kings of the earth.   Jesus did three things:  1. He loved us  2. 

Deliver us through His blood  3. Made us  Royal  priests before God. We became priests, 

only  by believing  in Him,    and  being forgiven. We did not become  Royal  priests by 

studying theology or philosophy, but by a living faith in Him through revelation and in what 

He teaches us in the Bible, and NOTHING else! Sola Scriptura! 
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(7,8) The second coming of Jesus to Israel,a  very 

emotional moment for all the tribes of  God's people. Also for 

all that can look and all israel  will "zien", whom they had 

rejected! Remember Joseph and his brethren  in Egyptwhen 

they recognizedJoseph! All nations  will grieve. All nations will 

be crushed, for they fought against God's people and  their  

God! (Psalm 2:6.7. )  Jesus is the beginning and end of 

everything! He comes  with  the clouds,  not    the clouds. 

This means with all its municipalities. (Hebrews 12:1) A cloud 

of witnesses, Christians! 

 

(9,10) Johannes wasprosecuted for testifying,  and  was  

oppressed by an anti-Christian regime. This also worked for john and for us still today. Can 

we sympathize with John as being banished  or excluded because of God's Word? He 

received blessing through everything! 

 

The apostle lived on that  Sabbath,  a vision, and hears a clear and 

clear language,powerful as a trumpet! A vision is not a dream, he 

really sees the images-ready  and clear, he really gets an epiphany. 

This wasn't shamanism! It  wasn't a squeaky voice from hell either. 

(Isa. 8:19). 

Isaiah 8:19 And when one says to you, Ask the spirits of the dead 

and the telling spirits, who squeak and mutter there. Won't a people 

ask his God? Will the dead be asked for the living? 

 

Isaiah 29:4  Then thou shalt speak deep from the ground, and your word will resound from 

the dust muted; as of the spirit of a dead man, your voice will come out of the ground, and 

your word will squeak out of the dust.  

 

(11) God's  command is to write down and  now send it to all congregations. Throughout 

the ages, God himself has ensured that we can still read, believe and rejoice in it today! 

Whoever wants to stop, twist, or damage the message of the Bijbel is fighting Against God 

himself! Once upon a time, the Bible was forbidden reading! 

JOHN SEES JESUS CLEARLY! 

THE SEVEN GOLDEN CANDLESTICKS  Seven, the number of fullness,  indicates the 

totality of the municipalitiesover  time. Jesus walks in the midst of these candlesticks, i.e. 

he walks or empathizes and is central among  all  His congregations. Is Jesus also in the 

middle of our personal lives? Is everything about Him?  Is he our life? Do we always take 

Him into account first,  in hiscongregation? (12-16) 

 

 

 

http://www.google.be/imgres?imgurl=http://www.dick.wursten.be/images/ooms_verboden_lezing.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.dick.wursten.be/ooms_verboden_lezing.htm&usg=__2EZtyWWO4yQK5cwqG_SY5wuRtxQ=&h=682&w=511&sz=72&hl=nl&start=0&zoom=1&tbnid=EgYz2IMqbdLOJM:&tbnh=149&tbnw=108&ei=AC1eTYOlFojsOarPhLoN&prev=/images?q=Verboden+lectuur&um=1&hl=nl&sa=X&rlz=1T4SUNA_enBE314BE314&biw=1003&bih=564&tbs=isch:1&um=1&itbs=1&iact=hc&vpx=124&vpy=50&dur=1141&hovh=259&hovw=194&tx=107&ty=130&oei=AC1eTYOlFojsOarPhLoN&page=1&ndsp=19&ved=1t:429,r:0,s:0
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The candlesticks are therefore  the municipalities  (verse 

20b) The oil is an image of the Holy Spirit, and lets the 

candlesticks burn. Every morning the candlestick in the 

temple was refilled with oil, this is ,or should be:  our prayers, 

and Bible reading, in the early morning. 

"Someone like a son of man." John may see Jesus as He 

will appear, a true revelation of Jesus for John. The apostle 

sees Jesus as He is currently in heaven in all glory! 

This is important how  we look at Jesus. Many people see 

Jesus as the child in the stable, others always see Him on the 

cross. His children see Him as the  Risen  Lord! 

 

WE MUST NOW SEE HIM  AS THE  COMING  KING OF 

THE WHOLE  WORLD! 

Even the first Christians did not have an eye for the symbol of the cross which was 

ultimately only  a cursewood,  because this was only the means of the death penalty, 

imagine if it was the bullet, then one should hang a large bullet in our church? 

HOW IS JESUS DRESSED AND WHAT MEANING DOES THIS MEAN? 

HOW WILL WE SEE JESUS LATER? 

a/Lined with a robe reaching out to the feet.  
We won't see a movie actor! In the N.T., we read of Jesus as high priest(Hebrews 9:11-
14)  Particularly Hebrews 9:28. 28 Thus, after Christ has sacrificed himself once to take 
upon himself many sins, secondly will be seen without sin by   those who expect Him to 
their salvation. Only those who expect Jesus to be their savior will be saved. Jesus comes 
not from the temple but from the true holiest  in  heaven! 
b/"gird with a gold belt". 

This belt speaks of His judiciary.   We read that he wears that belt on the breasts. That's 

how the judges wore these seat belts. Priests wore those belts in their waists. So you dear 

believer reader! Angels also wear gold belts. (Openbar.15:6). 

c/ Verse 14 "Head and hair as white wool and eyes as a flame of fire". 

These hairs have nothing to do with being gray in old age. But of purity and glory. 

 

Daniel 7:9 While Daniel was allowed to watch the antichrist fight on earth and set up a 

mouthful of grandstanding and defame God, Daniel sees something else  n.l. the drafting 

of thrones, Royal courts and an "Old ofdays"  with the same description of a King - Judge. 

Old days = Better translates:  Impermanent  of days. 

Those thrones were made up of fire, and it would be a just judgment. Hebrews 10:31 

Terrible to fall into the hands of the living God!  

 

 

EYES LIKE A FLAME OF FIRE. 
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We think of Jesus' eyes on earth, weaned for Lazarus, he looked at his murderers, and 

asked forgiveness for them, what merciful eyes. Now it's different:  God looks different 

from  people! Doesn't need a camera! He sees and knows everything about everyone, 

including the hidden things. Fire is a symbol of judgment, so John saw a fiery judgmental  

gaze from the Lord who will judge the congregations. 4 The Lord dwells in his holy 

palace, the Lord has in heaven his throne; His eyes are beating, his gazes are 

passing on to the children of men. Read: Psalm 11:4,  Jeremy 17:10, Hebrews 4:13 

FEET EQUAL COPPER BRONZE, VOTE LIKE MANY WATERS.  

Hebr.1:13  there we read that the enemies of Israel will be posed as a footstool at His 

feet. This does not bode well for  unbelievers!  His voice is clear and clear, but for those 

who are of goodwill to listen and believe in the Bible!   (see v.16). The  language  and 

teachings  of the Lord Jesus are very  sharp, and by no means popular, it makes a stark 

distinction between good and evil.  Isaiah had foretold this 49:2 Whoever speaks from 

God's Word walks in the shadow of God's hand, we must know that He takes care of us. 

John saw seven stars in His hand, andreveals in verse 20 what it is. 

(17,18) John's emotional response was so  constrained by fear of death  that he fell to the 

ground, his body could not withstand the event of seeing Jesus! This is the  allpowerof 

Jesus, who hassuch power asHe. Which will be our reaction on the day of the recording? 

Then where are    the loveless gods like  Allah? Buddha? Krishna? The lies are sold today, 

and Darwin took the crown!  

Jesus already has the power over death and the realm of the dead. He's got the key, 

he opens the door and closes. All death is in His hands, one is not dead  until Jesus says 

Amen  first!   Time of death- by body and mind - cannot determine science. Jesus himself 

points to his resurrection. Jesus  himself,  then gives him the order of contentof his writing. 

(19) This is the key to understanding the Bible book, in connection with the times. 

1. What you have seen. He  didn't see Jesus until he saw allthe glory. The Lord who takes 

careof hiscongregation, but will also judge. 

2 What is  Then he must write down about the grace time, in which the congregations are  

built. These seven letters give a picture of the history of  all  the Congregationn.  Yet Jesus 

points even more in the direction of the existing errors that have already    penetrated the 

congregations numerously. It's a warning, with judgment. 

3. What will BE DONE. This is  the post-church era, and a time when the Lord is taking 

on His people. The gospel returns fully to His people! We have not read about the 

congregations that belonged to Christ since Chapter 4.  Here we read about the upcoming 

judgments.  

TheWeatherMan, the H. Spirit, won't he  be on   earth? The church is the temple of God's 

Spirit. This is where jacob's tightness begins,  the eardry,but also the great evangelism 

work! 

 

(20) A mystery has been revealed! The  seven  stars are the light givers,  those who give 

biblical messages in the congregation. The candlesticks- light carriers of the gospel - are  

all the congregation members. There is also another cavea for these seven stars. 
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Job 38:31 Can you bind the love of the Seven Star, or loosen the strands of the 

Orions? 

 

The KJV translation  speaks of the "influence"  instead 

of sweetness. The  pleiades  reflect in the sky, the seven 

gemeenten, in terms of the place, and seen from Turkey. 

These seven stars saw John in the hand of Christ, and 

Job was asked if he could change the influence of these 

stars!  All farmers in the Andes mountains according to the 

brightness of these stars for planting their potatoes, for the 

sake of success!  

The influence of the entire church of Jesus Christ brought blessing to all who believed in 

the light of thesestars,  being the  evangelists!   

CHAPTER 2.  

 

Chapters two and three are small  letters 

which the apostle had to write on behalf 

of the Lord to the  seven  congregations. 

These seven gemeenten give  a  

prophetic  picture of general Christianity. 

In these municipalities we find all kinds of 

points that provide light for all 

Municipalities, including today. So  this is 

not limited to a certain period in the 

history of  Biblical  Christianity! Jesus 

himself gives various warnings about 

behavior and doctrine. 

But we read that He keeps those 

congregations with their character in his 

right hand. We don't read about certain 

denominations  or allianceshere !!! 

 

THE LETTER TO THE MUNICIPALITY OF EPHESUS. 

http://www.google.be/imgres?imgurl=http://www.dedammenlaan.be/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/zevengesternte.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.dedammenlaan.be/?p=205&usg=__4yeonOC2wvDuqu9j0tkjy9smM4U=&h=599&w=900&sz=57&hl=nl&start=0&zoom=1&tbnid=SuW2H8gWPG0JgM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=151&ei=Q5xdTZjdIcedOrao1dMK&prev=/images?q=zevengesternte&um=1&hl=nl&sa=G&rlz=1T4SUNA_enBE314BE314&biw=1003&bih=508&tbs=isch:1&um=1&itbs=1&iact=hc&vpx=110&vpy=70&dur=3515&hovh=183&hovw=275&tx=141&ty=98&oei=9ZtdTYrnHc3rOdrzxcIK&page=1&ndsp=15&ved=1t:429,r:0,s:0
http://9BD335ED446DA492F55CD6DB14A5510B1908B325/file%3A%2F%2F%2FC%3A%5CDocuments%2520and%2520Settings%5CAll%2520Users%5CApplication%2520Data%5CWORDsearch%5CLibrary%5CUngersHandbook%5CLinked%5Cimages%5CUngersBibleHandbook-465-large.png
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Jesus makes himself known here as the one who 

holds all the church leaders, the seven stars, in his 

hand, as the one who guides them. He looks at all the 

municipalities and knows everything that is happening. 

He also knows the wandering stars,  false  preachers, 

they are not in His hand. (Judas13) Ephesus' time period 

ended with the death of the apostles. 

"To theangel"  Paul, founder of this congregation or 

John later? Angels are messengers, to be understood here: those who deliver the biblical  

message. (2,3).  Ephesus  made an effort, persevered, and had good spiritual 

discernment. False apostles came to visit. They were able to distinguish between what 

was false and real doctrine, had good reliable  Bibleteachings. This characteristic is 

essential for the municipalities of our time, because of the many  artful  errors. Jesus 

appreciates this congregation forthat. The great weakness of this congregation was 

leaving the first love. 

(4)  People fought for the truth, that was that first love! In the first years after his conversion, 

they learned to walk diligently in the love of the Lord. Efforts were made to apply what had 

been learned, here came a clear weakening. 

Hebrews.6:10-15. 10 For God is not unjust that He should forget your work, and the love which you 

have shown for his name through the services which you have proved to the saints and still prove.11 

But it is our desire that each of you gladly show the same zeal for the realization of hope to the end, 

12  that ye may not be slow, but be followers of those who, by faith and patience, inherit the promises. 

We must continue to maintain the same zeal. Do not slacken, but by faith and patience, 

and in this way Abraham has obtained the promise! 

(5) A call to repentance by Jesus himself, at the 

beginning of the creation of the Christian congregations! 

Paul ends his letter to Ephesus (Ephesians 6:24) and 

addresses the Christians who continue to show an 

"imperishable  love".   

Ephesus was a prosperous  city, offering many temptations 

that  excited the carnal desires of man.  It was also very 

occult, with theArtemi temple. (fig.) (Acts 19:28)  Thus the 

spiritual growth of the weak believers was made more 

difficult. 

 

Removing the candlestickmeans    the disappearance of the oil and  light. Spiritual life  

will then  disappearand,the commonebecomes only an association,VZW  or  a religious  

friends club, with worldly activities 

(6,7) THE TEACHINGS OF THE NICOLAITES WERE NOT ACCEPTED! 
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What was that doctrine anyway? Nico  means "conquer:"  Laos means "people". 

Nicolaus  was a popular victor by speech and bigotry. This is the same feature that was 

found at Nimrod and Rome! Nicolaus  came from Antioch, appointed deacon at 

Jerusalem, who divorced his wife, and also ate meat from  idolaters. He already brought a 

different doctrine with democracy. 

He came to Ephesus and then to Pergamum! (Acts 6:5)  Nicolaites, antichrists,  

compromised  with the worldfor  their self-interest. (Revelation 17:1,2)  This error involved 

becoming a  "worldlike",  in this way you bring together a people,  a great church,  work of 

the flesh, and no longer of the Holy Spirit. 

Nicolaists loved strict traditions and polywigs  and free sex. Thus, the idol sacrifice and 

fornication soon resurfoped,  all  contrary   to biblical principles. Some of the members of 

the congregation responded. Ephesus' predecessor hated this and applied the  Bijbelse 

discipline. 

This is how other municipalities were created with the  false  teachings of Nicolaus! It also 

began to distinguish between clergy and lay people.   Klerikalism  arose, a spiritual stand, 

from deacon to Pope. Paul had also caught the eye of this matter and  sharply warned the 

believers in Ephesus. The tree of life is Jesus himself, who gives eternal life.  The tree of 

knowledge of good and evil, which finally brought death, it was a forbidden tree. 

THE LETTER TO THE MUNICIPALITY OF SMYRNA.  (CURRENT IZMIR) 

SMYRNA: Myrrh and balm for the dead. This was  a period of  the persecuted 

church in the beginning. Death was the farthest thing of 

their minds for the Christians in Smyrna, which is why it 

was a hard blow. This congregation brought the  "balm 

of grace",  but was bloody persecuted by the Roman 

emperors. Here in this period also the real  catacombs 

arose.  (see photo)  The word "Maranatha"  was then used 

as a password for 

security.  (8) 

Jesusimagines himself 

as the one who has been dead and become alive. What 

a hopeful letter, for the Christians there who were 

threatened with death day and night, and thrown to the 

lions! Don't be afraid! 

(9)The Lord knew their "oppression and poverty". The Christians there were in poverty, but 

on the other hand they had a  "spiritual wealth". Jesus knew that people were telling lies 

and evils of his  true  followers. There were people there who claimed to be religious, or 

Jews, but they were really servants of the synagogue of Satan, Pharisees. 

 

John 8:44 You have the devil as your father and want to do your father's desires. He 

was a man-killer from the beginning and is not in the truth, for there is no truth in 
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him. When he speaks the lie, he speaks by his nature, for he is a liar and the father 

of lies. (see  also Marc.13:9) 

 

(10,11) Not being afraid  was an order of the Lord in the face of the persecutions of the 

Romans, with torture and imprisonment. Iedereen  had to make an incense sacrifice to 

the emperor, and the Christians refused. 

Christians and sham Christians were quickly  separated here. Smyrna was known for his 

myrrh.  Here we find  ten days, which in realitylasted ten years. Persevering to death was 

the commandment here. The Second Death  means hell here! Christian persecutors, who 

mock and kill the Christians, and do not repent, will  sufferthat seconddeath. This is  worse 

than being thrown to the lions. Some died like Polycarpus, predecessor or elder at Smyrna. 

 

THE LETTER TO THE MUNICIPALITY OF PERGAMUM 

(12)  Jesus introduces himself as the sword or the Word!  

 

The Word is necessary to distinguish 
between truth and lie. (13)  I know where 
you live, says Jesus ... where Satan lives. 
This meant the then imperial throne. 

Pergamum means marriage, but during 
this period the marriage  (compromise)  
came between church and state, emperor 
and pope. The Roman Empire fell apart 
due to the rise of a  young  powerful 
Christianity. Ware Christians left such 
renegade congregations at that time. 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT WAS THERE TO SEE IN PERGAMUM? 
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A large temple of ESCULAPIUS., Esculaap, a European snake species. Esculapius  was 

the god for healing and medicine. There were still temples in Pergamum, including zeus, 

in which there was a great altar for sacrifice. With  sacrifices and worship for Satan and 

the Emperor. (see Fig.) (1 Cor.10:19-20, Openbar.9:20) Altar of Zeus, the throne of Satan, 

currently in Germany. 

Christianity became Pergamum ="elevated"  in  313 to state religion, which meant 

disaster! The Christian persecution stopped. The 

baptism of children  was instituted, The 

foundation of the Christians, the Bible was 

rejected. 

The marriage between the Emperor 

Constantine and Rome resulted in the bishop of 

Rome being given world power, and given a  

pagan  imperial title as  "Pontifex Maximus" 

 

Thus the Church of 

Christ became the Church of Constantine and gradually became a 

worldly institution with a religiousform! A Babels foundation,  with 

a structure of a multinational. 

In 385 AD. that  shamChristian church becamea persecutors of 

"heretics", these were  then  a  minority  of  Bible-faithful Christians 

protesting against the renegade doctrine.  Antipas was probably 

the pastor of thecongregation  that was murdered. The reason for 

this is probably that he certainly did not want to compromise with the political world. 

Antipas means  "against everything". A SAYING: the people  spoke:the whole world 

turns against You! Antipas replied: "I'll turn on the whole world." (14,15)  Two things that 

grieve the Lord. 

 

 

 

THE TEACHINGS OF BILEAM AND THE NICOLAITES. 
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The teachings of the Nicolaists have already been dealt with 

in the municipality of Ephesus and it goes hand in hand with 

bileam's practices. Bileam  was a rich but false prophet or 

soothsayer with paranormal powers in the O.T., and 

expressed powerful and  very  dangerous troubles. He was 

open to the sources of God and Satan. Satan was a murderer 

in Smyrna. In Pergamum, however, he worked as an angel 

of light! Satan wants a mixture- a new unity   between the 

believing seed and the unbelieving seed. 

 

Bileam used to try to  mix the Jewish people with other 

peoples, by seducing them with very beautiful daughters of 

Balak, the king of theMoabites. So by forming marriages of 

believers and unbelievers. 

This doctrine is in fact nothing but a  demonic practice, which aimed to mix the true biblical 

faith with other beliefs. It is the same occult wind that blows today,  to form a new Babel 

by merging and merging all kinds of  religions. 

 

For example, there were many confusions due to mixes, of truth and lie. For example, 

many biblical holidays were mixed and exchanged with all kinds of pagan holidays. Thus  

became the  "agape"  love, mixed with erotic love. Fornication can cause someone to fall 

off God, it's a dangerous bow! 

Ephesus also  knew  his idols and temple prostitution. For example,  Christians were 

enchanted by occult influence, and sometimes they spoke truth and lie interchangeably. 

They were unable to reject the teachings of evil spirits due to lack of Bible knowledge, and 

became unspeward. For example, one confuses then and today, for example, 

divination and prophecy! 

 

(17) The Hidden Manna. This is the Lord who is currently hidden 

from our eyes. The Afikoman  the piece of bread that was 

hidden in a linen cloth,  on the cedar meal, or  the  Passoverfeast  

until drinking the  third cup. During the existence of the temple, it 

was a piece of meat of the slaughtered lamb! This remained 

hidden to keep the children awake, and whoever found it then 

received a great gift. God's adopted  children must stay awake 

today and read the prophecies. Had God's people read the 

prophecies correctly,  and not been deceived by the Pharisees, they would have 

recognized their Messiah in Jesus! The hidden piece of bread, an image of Jesus still 

hidden from our eyes! 
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A white keursteen.( SVV) Such a stone was given to those 

who were acquitted by their judges.  A black stone was 

given to those found guilty. Photo shows a white stone in 

Pergamum, which recalls the words of Jesus. (Openbar.2:12-

17). 

A newname. Whoever gets a new name also starts a new 

life; He who has come to faith is a new creation. 

Apparently, white stones were also given at a wedding party. On these stones were 

put the names of those who were admitted to the feast, perhaps the State Translation is 

right again, for a judge was understood as a control stone for an acquittal. 

LETTER TO THE MUNICIPALITY OF TYATIRA. 

The name Tyatira  comes from the Greek verb "Thuo" which means sacrifice.   From here 

there have been stray Christiansreintroding   an idolsacrifice under the signs of bread and 

wine. Transubstantiation theory, that is, it was believed that bread really became the 

body of Christ, and the wine really became His blood. Cannibalism. At the beginning of 

this period, the battle against the papacy also arose!  Monasteries arose, one fell to 

paganism  etc... They bought meat that was sacrificed to the idols. Here, too, the authority 

of the Bible was completely replaced by a doctrine of  the mighty papacy! The 

consequences of this were a spiritual or physical persecution of  all  Bible-faithful 

Christians.( 18.19)  In detail, the Lord Jesus sees everything that happens in the church. 

Here Jesus observes a healthy spiritual growth of the congregation members, which 

became visible to all. This was done through more and more striking works out of love for 

the Lord. 

The very dangerous Jezebel, who claimed to be a prophetess! 

(20) Here we find the"Jezebel"  idolproblem, in this 

congregation which means occult idolatries, with 

idols. Jezebel was the seductive wife of King 

Ahab. 

(2 Kon.9 ) This temptation was an  idolatrous cult like the 

Nicolaites and Bileam. Jezebel  was rebellious and 

disliked the authority    established by  the God of 

Israel. She fought against God's prophets,  The 

Izebelgeest against all church leaders! 

 

Her spiritual profile: She does not assume  spiritual  authority. They seduced by a sharp 

language and many  seductive  emotions, like fast crying. She seems very religious 

outwardly, but does not want to convert, and persecuted  the prophet  Elijah. They claim 

to be special tools of God. (2 Kon.9) 

 

 
2 Kings 9:33  And he said, "Knock them down from above." And they lowered her from above, so 

that her blood was sprinkled on the wall and on the horses; And he's got her. 
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2 Kings 9:37  And the dead body of Jezebel will be like dung on the field, in the piece of land of 

Jizreel, which one will not be able to say: This is Jezebel. 

 

Others believe that  Jezebelsyndrome  originatedfrom the cult of theNicolaites, and this is 

possible. It is also possible the symbol of the Babel church in Rome. This woman raised 

her husband, King Ahab, to  persecute the true prophets, (2 Kon.9:7) and to destroy and forbid 

their gatherings  and worship.   The Roman Church worked with the kings to persecute the 

true Christians  covertly  and under sectarian  duress, think of the time of the Middle Ages. 

Revelation 17:4 And the woman was clad in purple and 

scarlet, and adorned with gold, and precious rock, and  

pearls,  and had in her hand a golden goblet, full of 

horrors, and of impurity her fornication. 

The  woman here means a church. "Roma" the protection  

ofGod of Rome was also described inthis way. With which 

the kings of the earth have whoered, and who inhabit the earth, have become drunk 

on the wine of her fornication. Openb.17:2  (21)  The municipality as a whole did not 

act. The Lord saw it and gave her a time to repent of her spiritual fornication, which meant 

compromises with worldly politics,  and other  religions, such as the  Nicolaites. 

(22,23) A triple judgment comes  if Jezebel did not convert: 

Firstly, a physical  illness,  secondly oppression for these Christians who are infected by 

Jezebel, resulting in setbacks and other accidents. As for being sick, this is a picture of 

pagan Christianity,  which has been sickened to death by Jezebel  idolatry. 

Thirdly, there will be death to her children, followers, black death. The congregations will 

understand that God himself intervened in this congregation! 

 

(24) The Lord now speaks to the pure core of the congregation: I do not impose any other 

burden on you. There were those in the congregation who had learned the depths of Satan. 

Black magic,  etc.  These are the paranormal practices that permeated  that congregation. 

It is true that a great deal  of occultism has permeated the Roman Church, particularly from 

the monasteries and abbeys, which means that people still face many difficulties and 

setbacks and even die as a result of "the sin of Jezebel.   " 

 

(25,29) Jesus calls for hold on to MyWord. Those who adhere to the Bible are victorious. 

From this congregation period from 7OO until the Reformation in 1517, there will alsobe 

anoverbl ijfsel, which will have converted and now belongs to God's children. The Morning 

Star is a symbol of Royal rule. 

CHAPTER 3 

THE LETTER TO SARDES 
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Sardes comes from the Hebrew word "sardis" which can 

mean relic or escape . (Fig. Sardis1834)  This name is clearly 

related to the prophetic nature of this letter. In French it 

stands for "remnant"  "Ceux qui Echappent". Those who 

escape the unseated traditional state religion. The  origins 

of Protestantism? Prophetic aspect. 

 

Part of the Roman Church protests against the shameful 

course of events including Luther, Calvin, Zwingli and others. The authority of the Bible 

was  completely  replaced by    papal authority! This is where Protestantism was born, 

because the Christians were exploited and brought money orfers under duress.   The 

indulgence trade,money-making. 

 

(1) The name you live, but you are dead This is the present state of the Catholic and the  

traditional  Protestant, ready for fusion. They both claim to be "Christian", but have long 

since stopped following biblical norms. They are sham Christians says Jesus! They're 

mentally dead! Biblical authority disappears, ecclesiastical laws and traditions, protected 

state churches and organizations are substituted.  

Protestants fled Rome, but not all came to an inner conversion or rebirth. Creed  came 

instead of baptism, after actual repentance! Everything stuck to words, so no repentance 

or works out of faith. It was a change of  statechurch withpolitical influence, and with a 

similar church structure.( Fig.  Remnant Synagogue at Sardis)  Yet we heard of dopers, who faced a lot 

of resistance. 

(2,4) Catholics and many Protestants  have fallen asleep, they no longer have insight into 

the biblical prophetic event. Even today, the Pope does not believe in christ's second 

coming, and he describes it as sectarian! (3) The recording will come for them like a thief 

in the night,  completely unexpected! Understandable when hebelieves in the Bible and 

no longer believesin the Bible.   

"SOME PEOPLE LIVING IN SARDES" 

A very small number, a house congregation or Bible 

circle, were preserved from this dead, official Sardes 

church. Those few remained vigilant about God's word, 

and were converted people, Jesus knew them! They 

wore white garments, expecting the Lord's wedding. 

They encouraged others to adhere only to the Bible, and 

not to be discouraged by  the  mock Christians. They like 

to be seen as sects, as they will not be recognized or 

protected by the state.  They  also maintain a biblical 

attitude towards the Jewish people. 

(5,6) Who conquers. These are not super Christians who have overcome all their sins, but 

Christians who have remained faithful to God's Word. Christians who have made good 

choices in their lives: follow Bible study  weekly or the football match on TV! God or football 
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gods,  cycling gods,  etc.  they have rejected the idols of their lives. Everything that could 

keep them from love to the Lord,  they sacrificed. 

Ex 20:3 Thou shalt have no other gods before me. Whoever continues to read and trust 

in the Bible will prevail in Christ. The Lord will confess his name! The book of life. 

Underneath,we all who have come to faith and remained faithful in their rock-solid faith in 

the Lord. A tip to avoid swearing, get rid of all idolatry from your home. Don't bring idols 

from your trip. 

THE LETTER TO THE MUNICIPALITY OF FILADELPHIA 

In Philadelphia there were many pagan 

Roman worships. There was a small 

Christian congregation there. Many 

Jews came to believe,  but there was 

also strong opposition. 

The name of this congregation means 

brotherly love. This churchperiod   

probably  forms  during the  already  

existing  Catholic and 

Protestantfaith,Islam and many other 

religions. 

 

It is a small remnant of ancient Protestantism that testifies again and remains faithful to 

the Bible like the few of Sardes, and bring others to the faith. It may  be our contemporary 

time period in which choices are made between Jesus or a ruling great world church, 

working with  many alliances with many movements and organizations. 

(7) Jesus reveals himself as the  "true one." The day comes when we will say  "truthful" 

the Lord is there! Truly He has come, as promised. The key Davids speaks of power to 

grant access to King Jesus!  David had the keys to the jerusalem city gates. Jesus has 

them from the new Jerusalem 

AN OPEN DOOR. 

The gate of heaven is a door that is still open for a short time, only entering with a mercy 

ticket, proof of payment through Jesus' blood. This door is only  open to people who have 

accepted the grace of God in Christ, and received personal forgiveness. The Bible is that 

only door! 

 

John 10:9 I am the door; if one enters through Me, he shall be saved; and he shall enter 

and go out and find pasture. 
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27 And when they came there, they gathered the congregation, and recounted how much 

God had done to them, and how He had opened the door of faith to the gentiles.  Hand.14 
 

3 and also prays for us that God open a door to our word,to speak of the mystery ofChrist, 

for the sake of which I am also imprisoned. Col.4 

YOU HAVE LITTLE POWER. 

In this day and age, it always becomes more difficult to bring the gospel to the people. 

There is a small spiritual power.  True  miracles aren't many today. We live in a time of 

faith waste.  There will come a time when no one   will be able to spread the gospel, and 

all of them will feel this in those witnesses. 

A plague disease can prevent anything like the corona plague  today! Jesus, pay attention 

to being small, or of no importance in human eyes, and yet He saw Zacheus, who was 

small but wanted to see Jesus! ( Luc. 19:3 ) 

KEEP THE WORD. (SOLA SCRIPTURA). (8) 

A small minority of Christians from this period, and now  also  in our time, are  attached to 

God's Word. Even today, there are Christians who reject contemporary theological, 

compactions and philosophies. They don't twist God's words. They don't add anything to 

it or do anything about it. Some translators have printed Bibles omitting  nearly  200 

verses!!! Bible translations matter, woe betish those who deviate and twist the word like 

the devil against Eve! 

Ancient Bibles are recommended 

18 I confess to anyone who hears the words of prophecy of this book: If anyone 

adds to it, God will add to him the plagues written in this book; 19 and if one takes 

away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God will take his share from the 

tree of life and from the holy city, which are described in this book. Open bar.22 
 

 

The time has come when the Christians of the Laodicea congregation  will have to 

recognize that there were once only a kind of Christians,  Bible faithful,  only those who 

testified of Jesus and were expecting Him. Leave this congregation to be preserved. 

 

 

 

(9) THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN. 
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It's a Jewish synagogue with the Babylonian Talmud and child 

sacrifices on the Moloch! Others think of the R.K.K. Jesus, know 

perfectly what's going on there. These Jews taught the people from 

their Talmud, which was an altered  version of the Torah, the law of 

Moses. They once changed the Ten Commandments to the  "seven 

laws of Noah" named after them. And other laws. It is topical again 

today, these sevenwets are followed by the NWO,  (nieuwe  wereldorde)  

eand occult political group from which 

theantichrist will emerge. 

It is these Jewish laws, which one 

wants to make international in the UN, in which the death 

penalty by "beheading" stands for all disobedient people. 

These new guillotines are already ready  in U.S.A. 

 

Whoever believes in Jesus as the son of God or as Messiah 

will be beheaded in the great tribulation!    The apostle John 

knew all this Pharisee "book of faith", their Talmud, a forged 

Torah, in which Jesus was described as an idol. Now it is easier to understand that the 

apostle writes the following: 

1Jo 4:3 and every spirit that Jesus does not confess is not from God. And this is the 

spirit of the Antichrist, whom you have heard will come,  and he is already in the 

world. 

It seems to me easy to assume that this synagogue is about Jews, because after their 

conversion, they have to establish and admit that those who follow Jesus do follow the 

truth. I am thinking of  many  Jews  and pagans  who, after being taken up as their savior, 

will be beheaded! 

 
Opb 20:4 And I saw thrones, and they set themselves upon them, and judgment was given 

to them; and I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded for the testimony of Jesus 

and for the word of God, and who had worshipped neither the beast nor his image, and who 

had not received the mark on their foreheads and on their hands; and they became alive 

again and ruled as kings with Christ for a thousand years. 

 
(9b) Behold, I give you from the synagogue of Satan, who say that they are Jews, 

and they are not, but lie;behold, I will make them come and worship at your feet, and 

recognize that I love you. 

Jews who follow the Farizeeën say they are Jews. Jesus, says they're lying! Indeed, real 

Jews follow the Torah, the Ten Commandments,  the prophets,  and the scriptures. In my 

opinion, this is about today's Messianic Jews who believe in Jesus Christ, and see that a 

people from the gentiles will also be preserved. They face  stiff opposition in their country. 

(10,13)  THE GREAT PROMISE 

The Lord will save his congregation for the houroftemptation,  the time of God's 

judgments that will come upon this whole  earth. Whoever comes to faith now symbolically 
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takes a step into the ark, and it will not save it for a sea of water, but for God's fire of 

judgment!  I will soon be better  translated as I come "suddenly". This congregation kept 

the prophetic word. This municipality reflects the time leading up to the recording.  

In our time, there are Christians who have a deep desire for the second coming of Jesus, 

and other Christians who have becomeindifferentto Esau, they no longer take it all as 

closely. They deceive themselves and are seduced by all kinds of  cunning  errors, for lack 

of Bible knowledge. They bear all the hallmarks of the next congregation, which Jesus will 

spit out! 

Who conquers... These are those who resist and will not join the new Babel, the official 

world church. Those who do not join will have a hard time, religious freedom will only be a 

sham. Columns  are important, because they are the strong pillars  on which the temple 

rests. The recorded and risen  Christians will have a very important place in the New 

Jerusalem. We'll get a new name, too. 

LETTER TO LAODICEA 

(14) Laodicea comes from the words "Laos"  

(people)  "Dice"  (right). People's government. 

Voting rights. 

It is clear that a worldly democracy is being born 

here in this municipality, with elections. Some 

municipalities hold elections of elders or deacons,  

etc. in the same  organizationalway. Electing a pope 

is clearly a Laodicea principle, anti-Christian. A 

world council of churches is also appropriate here.  
(Fig.Laodicea painting 1800) 

Chief Rabbi 

Yona Metzger makes a proposal to the Pope during 

his visit in May 2009. His proposal is to set up a 

body in the image of the UN but for all major  

statechurch leaders. This is to  deviously  avoid 

religious  conflicts.  

Laodicea had become prosperous and great by the 

bankers,  nobility,  and  new  multinationals. The 

city was very rich and well known. Still, she was 

wiped off the map by an earthquake, but later 

rebuilt. 

It is precisely theworld's traders- multinationals -  who are heavily influenced by our  world, 

and will eventually build a Babel unit, in other words, roll out the red carpet for the next 

antichrist, perhaps with  great  cooperation! 

The Christians of Laodicea are those  Christians who still believe that each is blessed in 

his own faith. Jesus, imagines   this as the  "Amen",  the original meaning of this word 

means "surely". 
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(15,17) Many say they are sometimes Christian but are they  

are not at all! Years ofpaedophilia and the like in the Roman 

Church could not be covered up! They're similar to  dolik. A 

characteristic of such Christians is that they no longer 

accept biblical  Christian duties, the Word no longer has any 

influence on their lives. Pay attention to the organizations 

and alliances that join the Vatican for all kinds of benefits. 

Neither cold nor hot. The water that arrived through a river 

in Laodicea was lukewarm, those who wanted to quench 

their thirst spewed that water back! There were hot springs 

at  Laodicea,  and too many minerals. The water could not 

be drinked because of the bitterness, even when thirsty. People are disgusted by that 

compulsive doctrine that remained traditional for  centuries.  

In the same way Jesus spits out this congregation, in other words this congregation will 

not be included, but will be left behind! This congregation or "church" says  it is rich, 

but it clearly means aworldly wealth, too bad it does not possess the spiritual wealth of 

Christ! 

Paul wrote a letter to Laodicea with the reminder not to allow any  ceremony and worldly 

practices. This letter was lost or omitted because it was disgraceful to  Babel's  Christianity. 

(Cfr.Col.) The small note was discovered,  which contains a warning from Paul not to "tarn 

likewise by chasing profit." In this we clearly find the characteristics of the  Catholic Church, 

which was  blinded  by its  political world power and wealth, but it does not believe the truth 

ofthe Bible, and no longer wants to accept the authority of the Bible. 

In 1999, Pope John II called the first Protestant Bible spread in Brazil Rio de Janeiro "a 

plague"! Then he sent many missionaries! (Cfr.Drs.C.Blenk, Pastor Delft p.231) 

(18-19) Jesus recommends buying gold from Him, not on the stock exchange, as it did in 

the world. The gold is God's Word,  God's counsel, God's commandments,  the Bible!!! 
 

Psalms 119:162 I rejoice in your word 

As someone who finds rich loot. 

 

Buys whitegarments,  clothes washed in the lamb's blood. White garments were worn by 

the priests in the temple. 18 Come and let us turn together, says the Lord; though 

your sins were like scarlet, they shall turn white as snow; though they were red as 

crimson,  they shall become like white wool. Isaiah 1 

The white garments were therefore a symbol of the cleansing of sins. Baptismal clothes  

are white, and symbolize, for someone who has received forgiveness of sins, and has 

become a royal priest. Laodicea  was a textile city with a lot of modern fashion. They were 

still wearing their sin clothes.  Laodicea was known for their  production  of fine black wool! 

We come up with the black priest clothes of old. Black  the color of death. (Ps.35:14) Clothes 

speak of a certain  status, mind,  and behavior of man. 
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Buys eyeointment. Laodicea was also very well known for good    eyeointments. The oil 

or ointment that one also needs today is the Holy Spirit in order to understand and explain 

the Bible. This congregation had no spiritual or Biblical Christian doctrine! 

All other religions, including Catholics, have no true  

prophetic insight, therefore christ will come for them as 

a thief in the night, unexpectedly. Yet the Lord loves 

that church. He will  discipline them and call for them 

to repent. 

20 Behold, I stand at the door and I knock. If 

anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will 

come to him and have a meal with him and he with 

Me. 

This verse teaches us very clearly that Christ is at the churchdoor.   One no longer listens 

to Him, nor accept Him as Savior and Lord! His words were strictly forbidden in a certain 

time, with pyres for violators! The Bible was forbidden reading! Yet Jesus keeps knocking 

and calling to listen to His "voice", the Bible! The Lord knocks on  the  door  of  everyone's  

heart,  separately, here we understand that even today Jesus approaches every human 

being individually through our witnesses. Jesus promises an indescribable joy to people 

who are open to the gospel. 

He's inviting him to a wedding party. Many people have come to 

faith by answering His words. When Jesus turned water into wine, 

it also had prophetic meaning. A human earthly life without Jesus 

is like water, odourless and tastelessly  hopeless! He can turn a 

man's life into  wine,  a new life, to celebrate the big wedding party 

later. 

 

25 Likewise the cup, after the meal was over, and He said, This cup is the new covenant in 

my blood, do so, as often as ye drink, to my remembrance. 26 For as often as you eat this 

bread and drink the cup, you proclaim the death of the Lord,  until He comes. 27 So whoever 

eats the bread undignifiedly or drinks the cup of the Lord shall be oate to the body and 

blood of the Lord.28 But every one tastes himself and then eats of the bread and drink from 

the cup.29 For he who eats and drinks, eats, and drinks to his 

 Therefore, the Lord longed for the cedar meal, to proclaim to His disciples this heavenly 

feast: 

Mt 26:29 But I say unto you, I will notdrink from this fruit of the vine from now until that 

daythat I will drink it with you new in the kingdom ofmy Father. 

Wi e conquers...... Those who will repent or change their minds and turn back to the 

worlds  of Jesus  Christ.   

Jesus promises a king's life to all who will follow Him! What a special promise! 
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CHAPTER 4 

AFTER THESE THINGS I SAW.......  

(1) Grace time is now over! From here we  no longer 

know  anything about  the  recorded church of Jesus 

Christ, but about God's people Israel and its hostile  

world. There was  a door open in heaven. The 

apostle John was allowed to hear and see and write 

down the  coming events.   A  true  revelation  of 

God's plans for jacob's   tightness. We read about 

several open doors in this book. The next door 

opened was not in heaven. 

Another door that is opened is this 

one from an abyss where demons are released (9:2) We also see God's 

temple opening in heaven (11:19) Here God's covenant with Israel is 

visible.  

The temple of testimony also opens, after the seven scales of judgment. (15:5) Finally, all 

heavens open, and Jesus goes to war righteously! (19:11) Climb up here. John himself 

is  nowbeing absorbed intoheaven,  an  encouraging  counter-image of the inclusion of  

all  born-again  Bible-faithful Christians. Many explainers take this text, to point out that the 

recording   will indeed take place for the  worldwide great tribulation, by the way, this is 

also the opinion of the author of this course. 

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE AFTER THIS.  

Now John must write down all that must be  done duringall these days of great tribulation 

or the hour of temptation that will come over the whole judgment-ready  world.  All this is 

described from chapters 4 to chapter 19  These things we must explain to people so that 

they might think,  stand still,  and repent of an  ungodly and ignorant  life, but special that 

they find their way by believing what the  Bijbel says. 

(2.4) The  first thing the apostle sees in his vision is  Iemand sitting on 

his throne. Ezech.1:26).  He whosits on the throne has a  strong 

appearance of the Jasper stone, which symbolizes our salvation  (right)  
and the  sardius, which speaks of blood!  (left) 

(3) A  new  peculiar  heavenly  (rain)arch,(AKJV) which was 

greenish, the emerald  equal. (right)  An arc that is similar to 

the rainbow, but is completely round.   So many people have  

wanted to form and paintan image of heaven.  The  earthly  rainbow on earth spoke of a 

covenant of God with the earth, that there will never be any more floods! The arch in 

heaven is completely  round,  symbolizing  God's infinity, or eternity. 
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WHO ARE THESE ELDERS? 

(4) They are crowned with golden  Royal  crowns. 

White clothes, these things speak of washed 

garments in the blood of the Lamb, sanctification.  

Elders  were representatives of the people. At the 

O. T. (1 Kron.24)  there was a classification for the 

service of God and this was done by 24 priests. 

Usually one mistakenly thinks of 12 archfathers of 

the O.T. and the 12 apostles of the New 

Testament as the representatives of God's 

people. Did John  suddenly see  himself? 

 

(5) God's  throne seems  very awe-inspiring!   Lightning and thunderclaps, and voices,  

kunnen  here serve as warnings for  God's coming judgments. It shows the powerful effect 

of God from heaven! It's the heavenly nerve center of everything that exists! The seven 

torches have already been discussed. 

 

 

Example 1.SAM.12:15-19 15 But, if you do not listen to the Lord and oppose the command 

of the Lord, then the hand of the Lord will be against you as it is against your fathers. 16 

Still standing and seeing this great thing that the Lord will do before your eyes. 17 Is it not 

the time of the wheat harvest now? I will call to the Lord that He will thunder and  rain. Then 

know and see that evil is great, which you have done in the eyes of the Lord by asking for 

a king for you. 18 Then Samuel called to the Lord, and  the Lord gave thunderclaps and rain 

on that day, so that the whole people were very afraid of the Lord and of Samuel, 19 And 

the whole people said undeathed to Samuel: Pray for thy servants to the Lord, your God, 

lest we die, 

Here the people were in awe, and learned the fear of the Lord, for God and  for  

Samuel! 

In 1 SAM.7:10 10 While Samuel was in the process of making the burnt offering, the 

Philistines marched against Israel, but on that day the Lord made the thunder roll powerfully 

over the Philistines and confused them, so that they suffered defeat against Israel. 

Here thunder is once again  a  powerful weapon in God's hands, and that Israel has won 

a victory. It was on the assumption of God's throne,    where Samuel had penetrated with 

his prayers! The people repented.  

Zac 14:3 Then  the Lord will go out to fight those nations, as He used 

to fight, on the day of the war; 

(6) A glass sea, crystal equal. We take  Jes.57:20 
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20 But the wicked are like the sea, so whipped up, that it cannot come to rest, and 

whose waters stir up mud and mud.  21 The wicked, my God says, have no peace. 

This shows how God speaks of the sea. He talks about it as he does about  the  peoples. 

The wicked are compared to a "sea" that is very unsettled and dirty by whipping up and 

chasing the wind. Today we see a  turbulent  sinful  people'ssea- veryunsafe, like a 

storming and murderous  sea. War and  terrorism and injustice are increasingly looming. 

Think of the revolutions in the M.O. today. 

 

Psalm 86:14 O God, the overconfidence is against me, a gang of violent people are 

coming to my life, they are not putting You before theireyes. 

 

Crime can no longer be stopped! A global  sinful life as in the days of Noah. One speaks 

of crystal clarity, which here suggests that everything around the throne of God is 

transparent, and there is nothing hidden there! 

Itspeaks of honesty, a sea of preserved believers. So here there are many people without 

sin, crystal clear, all the dirt is gone! 

 

 

 

FOUR ANIMALS,  CREATURES OR ANGELS? 

 

(6,8) They are,  in fact, living beings seen by a few. These four beingshave nothing to do 

with the four great animals of the book of Daniel, which depict kings or kingdoms. The 

prophet Ezekiel saw  themin Chapter 1 and comes to the conclusion in chapter 10:20 

that they are in fact a special kind of cherubs. 

 

20 This was the same creature I had seen 

under the God of Israel on the Kebar 

River, and I understood that they were 

cherubs. (Ezech.10:20) 

 

The animals werecovered in eyes, front and 

back. One can think of totale registration and 

observation about heaven and earth. In 

certain groups of Jews have  a  

"Merkabah"doctrine  or tradition, in which 

there are angels as the"many-ogigen". 

Merkabah is also a  heavenly or  divine  "chariot" with four cherubs. The Hebrew  "galgal"  

ent indentwheels or pupil of the eye, found in Ezekiel. (Cf. Ezekiel 1 and 10). 
 

4 Then I saw, and behold, a gale-force wind came from the north, a great "cloud",  

and a fire was replaced in it, and a shine was around that cloud; and from the center 
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of it was like the paint of Hasmal, from the center of fire.5 And from the center of it 

came the likeness of four animals; and this was their form: they had the likeness of 

a man;6 And each had four faces; similarly, each of them had four wings.( Ezekiel 

1) (SVV) 

4 And I saw and behold, a gale-force wind came from the north, a heavy cloud with 

flickering fire and surrounded by a sheen; in there, in the middle of the fire, was 

what looked like shiny metal.( NBG) 

 

This description reminds many today strongly of a UFO  species,appearing to be a large 

floating "wheel "  in the  air. Later we see that these angels,  Cherubs  judge and  have 

assignments carried out. Example: 

 

2 Could. 2:11 And, as they went forth, walking and speaking, behold, a fiery chariot 

and fiery horses! and they made a separation between the two of them. So Elijah 

sailed into heaven in a storm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE SYMBOLISM OF THESE FOUR CHERUBS! 

(7.11) The first was  like  a lion. A lion symbolizes 

strength. The gospel is a force 

( 1 Cor.1 :18.24 // 1 Cor.4:20) We  think of: the Lion ofJudah 

and refer to King Jesus. A cattle, calf or bull,  was the 

sacrificial animal that refers to the sacrifice of Jesus. 

(Exod.29:36)  The  third  cherub  with  a  similar human 

outlet speaks of  humanity. The latter as a  flying eagle, 

an aggressive eagle,  quickly  judging everything from 

the sky. Cherubs appeared in Eden and performed there, 

in the tabernacle, at the ark of the covenant, etc. 

 
11 When an eagle, which raises its brood, hovers over its young, spreads its blades, 

picks one up and carries it on its blades, D e u t  . 3 2 

The eagle itself  teaches its young to fly and learns to  trust them, as if God teaches us  to 

take steps  in faith.   This shows here that Jesus acts as a teacher. These described  

angelic  creatures had eyes everywhere. 

This shows us  that God also has everything  under control .( 2Kron.16:9).  When these 

angels, unknown to us, bring the honor and thanksgiving to God, the twenty-four elders 

will  humbly cast off their crowns!  This means that  the twenty-four elders,  as 

representatives of his people, do not consider themselves worthy to receive honor or  

http://www.google.be/imgres?imgurl=http://memberfiles.freewebs.com/52/46/53694652/photos/Animals/Zee%20Arend.jpg&imgrefurl=http://twanniespictures.webs.com/apps/photos/photo?photoid=74926023&usg=__dFOBerrz6BYLR3_ScMOl9Jrq9HA=&h=602&w=900&sz=332&hl=nl&start=229&zoom=1&tbnid=f6UYIUb77UzNMM:&tbnh=104&tbnw=148&ei=xeyBTYTuJYnsOf2p6bsI&prev=/images?q=arend&um=1&hl=nl&sa=X&rls=com.microsoft:nl-be:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7GGIE_nl&biw=1003&bih=513&tbs=isch:1&um=1&itbs=1&iact=rc&dur=468&oei=T-yBTbHtJsrL4Aaiu9D5CA&page=14&ndsp=19&ved=1t:429,r:14,s:229&tx=68&ty=46
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power. Indeed, they have   received it from God. We too are not worthy, it is and 

remains,grace,  thanks to the sacrifice of Jesus that we have been saved. God only the 

honor. See Psalms 115:1 and 2 Cor.3:5.  

1 Not us, O Lord, not us, but your name give honor, for your kindness, for your 

faithfulness. 2 Why should the gentiles say, Where is their God? 3 Our God is in 

heaven, He does all that pleases Him. 5 Not that we are able to charge ourselves for 

something like our work, but our skill is God's work, 

Hence, when Christians perform, there should be no applause as an honor,  because 

everything is from God and he deserves only thehonor. (11) The great reason  for this is 

that only God is worthy of the honor and the power and the glory:  He is the great Schepper 

of all that is! We must never take credit for what we may do for the Lord. We can bring 

someone to the Lord, if God is merciful to us for that! 

May we sing for the Lord, then it is grace!  May we sacrifice for the Lord, it is grace! 

 

 

CHAPTER 5 

We see the scroll in God's hands. (1)  It is the title of ownership 

of the earth in the hands of God! Satan has made every effort to 

destroy everything from the fall. The seal points to  the hidden 

secrets contained in the book. They will now be revealed. The 

Prophet Daniel (12:4) points out that his book was also sealed 

until the end times. 

 

 

4 But you, Daniel, keep the words hidden, and seal the Book until the end time;many 

will do research, and knowledge shall increase. 

Today we live without a doubt in the end times.  

John heard about secret plans of God, which He would reveal. Here the apostle John 

follows the opening ceremony of a sevenfold sealed scroll on display in God's hands. (2)  

The voice of this angel was powerful, all creation could hear it, including the dead.  The 

question of that strong angel is about: 

 

"Who is worthy?" to open the sealed Book of God's plans of judgment? It's not about 

who "wants" or "can" open. 

Who deserves it, and is given the authority to open the book and break the seals? 

Stamps were used during the Roman Empire, because the written was not allowed to be 

read by unauthorized persons. Only Jesus is authorized to do so! There is no question of 

a dead president, a king, super-rich,  or pope who would be worthy. There had to be 

someone who could read and perform the seven seals of God's judgments, to show that 
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God will claim His property in the world,which was insatan's hands from the fall! Worldly 

honour and dignity no longer count at all. Dignity has to do with belonging to God or not. 

WHOSE PROPERTY ARE WE? 

When one comes to faith, a spiritual struggle arises, for here one who 

was in satan's power, by the fall, is redeemed by faith in Jesus sacrifice 

and God's grace. That's how someone became the property  of Christ.  

It is sealed with God's own seal!   

Ephesians 1:13 In Him you too are, having heard the word of truth, 

the gospel of your salvation; In Him, when you became believers, 

you were also sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise, 

 

Ephesians 4:30 And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God, by whom you are sealed 

by the day of salvation. 

When one rejects the gospel, a conscious sadness spontaneously enters the heart of the 

sealed kristen, for he understands very well the severe consequences for that man, now 

and in the afterlife,  a second death. Whoever comes to faith has changed hands,Father! 

He now belongs to God, he has become an adopted  child. He got his place in heaven. 

God is now his father, he used to be an unbeknownscent man, Satan as a father. 

Joh. 8:44 You have the devil as father and want to do your father's desires. He was a man-

killer from the beginning and is not in the truth, for there is no truth in him. When he speaks 

the lie, he speaks by his nature, for he is a liar and the father of lies.  The infidel will get a 

mark later or in the next few years, a chip like your dog! 

COULDN'T ANYONE OPEN THAT SEALED SCROLL? 

(3,5)  This sounds like a dramatic problem in the first place! The world would remain in 

satan's power. This world would remain a lost world as we have known it so far, with wars, 

injustice, etc. Death and the Mammon would continue to prevail.  

Who could condemn the world for all the injustice?  

The apostle's weeping indicates that, in the first respect, he is deeply disappointed, and 

that his faith in the Lord Jesus would not turn out to be a living hope and victory after all. 

Satan and the wicked would have won the battle. However, one of the elders comforted 

and prophesied to the watching apostle with the following words: 

"THE LION OF JUDAH" HAS CONQUERED :  J E Z U S CHRIST !  
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John had not yet seen the LAM, hence his 

sadness and sorrow. 

(6,7) Every man who does not put Jesus at the center 

of his life will weep like Ezau and he will become, 

distraught, despondent, hopeless! That's why suicides 

are on the rise, and psychiatry rooms are filling up! 

Godless prevention fails.  Ps.1:1 Blessed is the man 

who does not walk in the counsel 

of the wicked! Such people need 

to hear and know that Jesus Christ is the great victor. They must now 

expect Him as the coming LION OF JUDAH, a strong God, and know 

that there is no other solution in the world.  He has a strong hand to 

get people out of the pit,  so grab God's word, the Bible, the only 

truth, the only effective prevention! It brings people into 

contactwith God. 

WHOEVER REJECTS JESUS REJECTS HIMSELF. 

John sees Him with seven horns,  hearings speak in the Bible about power, a perfect 

power to rule worldwide. With  seven eyes. Eyes an image for perfect wisdom and control.  

Jesus, see all the people on earth, including those who seek Him, He also has an eye for 

the greatest criminal who seeks forgiveness. Seven horns, horns are a symbol of power. 

Seven for fullness. 

JESUS YOUR SAVIOR? 

We find in that word, the word LOSSER, Goel.  In the book of Leviticus there is talk of a 

looser. It states what conditions a "looser" had to meet in order to comply with the law. 

Unloading means buying freely or buying freely. One could also buy off, for example, a 

firstborn, in order not to have to perform temple service. This taught people that they could 

buy free. Thus Jesus bought every man completely free of the law, in order to be 

preserved. God's new covenant : grace. He now asks only to live out of faith, and trust in 

Him. 

Conditions for "unloading": 

    He had to be a blood relative.....  Jesus became human. 

Don't have any debts yourself..... . Jesus had no sin. 

    The price can be paid...... Jesus gave his own life. 

    Had to do it voluntarily...  Jesus did it voluntarily. 

Heb.9:13 
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(8-14) The cherubs and the elders saw the apostle, each with a harp (Eng.vert.) or 

citer and gold bowls. 

Here he saw a heavenly ceremony, an adoration by all those present. When Jesus takes 

the scroll, he is also told the smell, the prayers. Smell work is pleasant! Proverbs 27:9 Oil 

and odor work rejoice in the heart, and warm friendship, through sincere counsel. 

These prayers of the Christians are offered on golden 

scales,as in the temple, this is something that points to 

the great value of our prayers. This is something that is 

also encouraging for the praying Christian, in gatherings, 

at home, on the road, and in all circumstances! We don't 

need cathedrals or Roman temples to pray! 

There are many questions in the prayers that we can 

bundle together as questions of JUSTICE, SALVATION, 

REPENTANCE OF ONE, HEALING, FINDING GOD'S WILL. . . , FORGIVENESS! 

Then came a new song. Music can sound gratifying to us, to our ears, and sometimes 

calms us down. This will be a heavenly, totally new music for us. What are they singing? 

In verse  10,  that we shall rule  as  kings  on earth,thosewho havebeen redeemed before 

God with the blood of the Lamb. Here we must learn justice, here we are prepared, read 

sanctified!  (Openbar.22:11) Jesus  was worthy: to receive all power,(Matthew 

28:18/19) 

18 And Jesus approached and spoke unto them, saying: I have been given all 

power in heaven and on the earth. 19 Then go them, make all nations my disciples, 

and baptize them in the name of the Father and the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and 

teach them to maintain all that I have commanded you. 

5:12 saying in a louder voice: The Lamb, which is slaughtered,  is worthy of 

receiving power and wealth, and wisdom and strength, and honor and glory and 

praise. 

IN THE CEREMONY IT WAS SUNG ABOUT WHAT JESUS WILL RECEIVE!  

the wealth (2 Cor.8:9)  9 After all, you know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that He 

became poor for your sake, while He was rich,that you might be rich through his poverty. 

This is not getting rich on earth, as today false teachers proclaim, not a prosperity gospel! 

wisdom (1 Cor.1:30)  30 But it is from Him that you are in Christ Jesus, who has become 

us of God:  wisdom,  justice, sanctification, and salvation only through Jesus! 

strength (Psa. 24:8) and honor. 8 Who is the  King of Honor? The Lord,  strong and 

wonderful,theLord, great in battle. 9 Raise, gates, your heads, and raise them, ye ancient 

entrances, that the King of honor may enter. 

Through the struggle of Jesus, a remnant of Israel will be preserved. 

the glory (John 1:14)14 The Word has become flesh, and it has lived among us, and we 

have seen his glory,  a glory as of the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth. 

He showed his glory to some apostles! 
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praise (Ps.1O3:1-3). 1 From David. Praise the Lord, my soul,and all that is in me, his 

holy name; 2 Praise the Lord, my soul, and do not forget any of his . . . 

 

All creation will praise Him! What a new world that will be! 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 6 JUDGMENT TIME BEGINS 

With this chapter begins the coming  period of judgment, 

this earth becomes ripe for the judgments described, by its  

celestial  iniquity. God's patience has an end. The 

judgments will consist of catastrophic natural disasters, 

nuclear wars ordisasters, famines, diseases, epidemics  

such as  the  Coronaweapon  and all kinds of disasters of 

unprecedented magnitude.   This is not a doomsdaythinking  

or conspiracy,  as some  quickly  get rid of these things, but 

when these things come, one will startto think about. 

Fukushimanuclear disaster, far worse than  Chernobyl  with its million  victims,  is  

a  small  example, a major sea quake, with murderous high waves. If You read this and 

you have not yet come to faith, bow deeply before God and pray for forgiveness of all your 

sins, and believe that Jesus  Christ died for You and your  deathhascarried punishment,.... 

DON'T WAIT TILL TOMORROW! 

The ancient  apostle John describes these world disasters with many comparative images, 

because of modern weapons he  logically had no insight, therefore he used many 

comparisons. 

THE SEALS 

(1,2) John sees Jesus break the first seal,  and  hears like a  thunderclap,  "Come and 

see"  (KJV) 

He sees a white horse. Victorious generals of the Roman army always entered the city of 

Rome on a  beautiful  white horse. The rider here wasgiven a crown, or great  worldpower.  

He had a bow, a militarypower? Horse and bow  symbolized   the Turkish army. The horse 

symbolizes an army. An antichrist from this corner? It's a world ruler who's conquering 

the world. The future leader of the UN or a religious  worldpower, orEU? (Dan.8:23-25)  He 

mimics Christ as the coming leader  or  Messiah of the world.   The world is seduced by 
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this  demonic  man, the  Bijbel calls him the antichrist, a kind of false peacemaker with a  

blasphemous big mouth. It is satanic temptations  and inspiration that will take him to the 

top.   

Let's take a moment to reflect on the bow he has. The Greek word for bow is  "toxo" 

This is a substance with the general character as a toxoid, which, however, did not arise 

from old age. It is present in the cultural broth at the beginning. Post-diphtheritic paralysis 

refers to the action of such bodies. (Source: The century  Dictionary.) Also  toxius. This 

arc is deceitful, still appears in the Bible  Hos.7:16. Jer.9:3  Ps.78:57. Toxo,poison. Created 

by an invisible hand.  (Dachsel verkl.) This makes you think about the vaccine treatments 

against Corona 

Making this  public  or public can only happen after the "uptake"  or the delight of 

Christians here on earth. It is quite possible that he already lives in the existing political 

world  or do we get a false revolt from someone? Jesus has warned of such temptations, 

blessed those who hear and believe. The thunderclap  indicates that nature is entirely in 

God's hands, which He uses 

 

A SECOND SEAL IS OPENED, A RED HORSE. 

 

(3,4) This  "red"  horse  

(army) will take the peace 

away from the earth. The 

false peace of the previous 

horse is already taken away 

here by the beginning of 

W.O. III.  This is only after 3.5 

years after the covenant. Reason:  Crisis situation about 

the city of Jerusalem? (Zach.12)  We read that the rider 

gets a large sword, another translation speaks of a very strong weapon! Great  communist  

army? The known atomic weapons are terrible, this can slaughter people in large 

quantities. God says that these nuclear weapons will be used all over the earth! What  fool 

will contradict God. (Matthew 24:22)  The prophet Jeremiah also speaks of that sword. 
(Jer.25:29) 

A sign of the times. 1 But as for the times and occasions, brethren, you do not need to be 

written. 2 For you know full well that the day of the Lord comes as a thief in the night. 3 When 

they say, "Peace and security, then  a sudden destruction shall come upon them as the 

need for mercy upon a pregnant man, and they shall not escape in any way. 4 But you, 

brethren, are not in the darkness, so that that day would overtake you as a thief; 5 for you are all 

sons of the light and sons of the day. We are not of the night or of darkness. 1 T h e s s . 5 

We are thinking very much of the  coming  war of  Gog and Magog with all the 

consequences! (Ezekiel 38)  The red army of Russia,Iran, Turkey, and... 
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(5,6)  A THIRD SEAL, A BLACK HORSE! 

After apocalyptic warfare, it is best understood that nature 

will have suffered an  indigestible blow. People around the 

world will die of hunger,  food will become  expensive, 

inflationwill be unprecedented-  the global economy will be 

too soul-searching, the prosperity that was known in the 

past will still  be a dream or a memory.   The grain will be 

nuclear-contaminated,  the rich will also starve and perish! 

Wheat and barley  will be priceless. 

We can assume that a loaf of bread according to  English translation will cost a daily wage. 

Maybe I'll pay  tribute. Oil and wine  are not damaged. This is  the  symbolic image of the 

luxury products. You can    imagine watching TV, with grief from the deceased, hunger  

and thirst,  beautiful modern  empty  fridges,  empty freezers,  looted  department stores  

and  yet internet to share all  the suffering!     Greenhouses full of beautiful clothes that will 

all grow way too big. Modern counters without meat. Only the rich will be able to tolerate 

this situation for a while. 

(7,8) THE FOURTH SEAL IS A GREY,  PALE GREEN HORSE. 

The fourth animal, is also  a cherub that gives the start. This powerful judgment brings the  

mass  death, many die from the consequences of nuclear    wars, natural disasters, hunger, 

plaguediseases  ,blackdeath. Example: 

Australian scientist Dr Helen Caldicottsays 

every reactor at  Fukushima  contained 250kg of 

plutonium. If you breathe one millionth  of one 

gram you get cancer! She's talking about 

upcoming cancer epidemics!  

You can't  taste radioactive elements, you can't  

smell them, you can't see them. Even the wild 

animals flee and  seek    to survive-killing  people, 

through disasters and climate change. 

This judgment is a consequence of not wanting to believe in  the  Bijbel. One would think 

the apocalypse has already begun! Israel did not listen to  their King Jesus at the time 

either. Their misery and fears still last,   as an example  written down  for us! Yet there will 

be a remnant who will believe in Jesus and rule with Him for a thousand years. 

THE FIFTH SEAL.  (9.11) 
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Killed Bible-faithful Christians of history and 

great    tribulation pray in heaven for revenge! 

Dead true  Christians pray for the vengeance of God. 

Indeed, we clearly feel that  Bible-faithful  

Christiansare strangers on earth, and no longer fit into 

this  growing 

Anti-Christian world  with its coming  new  Babel. The 

religious freedom  of Bible-faithful Christians will be restricted  by  politics and  the  

ecumenical  statechurch. Discrimination laws will try to undermine Bijbelse Christian 

doctrine, to no avail! Therecent beheadings in Iraq, remind Iran of the future! The    Vatican  

also beheaded true Christians in history!   Bible was forbidden! But the coming of Jesus 

is upon us! 

These martyrs are people who came to believe in the greatworship- manyJews - and were 

murdered by the antichrist everyday! The grace time will be over. These people get a 

white robe. God is patient, and He asks them to    be patient. For example, we must now 

learn this same patience, because the evil  that is now being done to Christians will 

certainly  be punished. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sixth seal. (12,17)  A fourth angel 

blew the trumpet. A  global  unimaginable  worldquake-gr.seismos - and mountains are 

being ripped from their place. Islands will  fade  away. Today we hear talk of an earthquake, 

a sea quake, but God  even speaks here  about a fatal sky quake! In the description of  

verses 12,13 and 14  we see a confluence, a connection, and a great influence of all 

celestial bodies. 

JESUS, AND THE PROPHETS SAW AND WROTE ABOUT IT:  
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Jesus said: 

 
29 Immediately after the tribulation animal days the sun will be 

darkened, and the moon will not give its shine, and the stars will 

fall from the sky and the powers of the heavens will falter. 30 And 

then the sign of the Son of man shall appear in the sky, and then 

all the tribes of the earth shall strike themselves upon the chest, 

and they shall see the Son of man come upon the clouds of 

heaven, with great power and glory. Matthew 24 

 

Joel wrote in chapter 2, 

10 Before them the earth trembles, the sky trembles; the sun and the moon turn black and 

the stars draw in its shine. (Joel) Isaiah  wrote in chapter 24:  19 The earth bursts open 

completely, the earth shakes violently,the earth wobbles navigably;20 the earth waddles 

very much like a drunken one and waves back and forth like a night hut; for her 

transgression weighs heavily on her; she does not fall and get up again. 23  Then the 

white moon will turn pubic red, and the glowing sun will be ashamed, for the Lord of 

hosts shall be King on Mount Zion and in Jerusalem, and there shall be glory in the sight 

of his elders. 

The Hebrew writer wrote in chapter 12:26  Then his voice staggered the earth, but 

now He has given a promise, saying, "Once again I will tinge not only the earth, but also 

the heavens." Hebr.)  

 

SUN AND LUNAR ECLIPSES. 

 

The moon became like blood. A red light for the moon.  Nature is falling into disrepair 

with all the unimaginable consequences. Shooting stars  will be a starry rain. This is 

something that people are already hearing about today, but to a small extent.  

Shooting stars can do a lot of damage to The Earth. There  will also be explosions of fire 

mountains, resulting in earthquakes. All particles after such explosions go into the 

atmosphere and  can make  the sun like a hair bag!   

 

The sky is being rolled up. (14) According to scholars, this would be the result of heavy 

hydrogen bombs pushing away the  Earth's  atmosphere with great force. We believe more 
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in the violence of nature that God uses in battle! Thank God that when you believe, you  

won't have to go through these things! 

 

2 Peter 3:10-12. 

10 But the day of the Lord shall come as a thief. On that day the heavens will pass by 

with noise, and the elements will perish by fire, and the earth and its works will be found. 

11 Since all these things perish thus, how then should you be in holy walk and godliness, 

12 eagerly pressing you for the coming of the day of God, for the sake of which the 

heavens shall perish burning, and the elements shall melt away in fire. 

 

 

 

 

END OF THE WORLD? 

 
19 Then repent and repent, that your sins may be 

exterminated, that there may come times of relief from 

the face of the Lord, 20, and He sends the Christ, 

which was destined for you before you, Jesus; 21 He 

had to take heaven up to the times of the resurrection 

of all things,  of which God has spoken through his 

holy prophets, traditionally. Hand. 3 

 

 

After research, we find what Peter is talkingabout  here, namely that at the visible second 

coming of Jesus, it begins a time of recovery, and freedom of possession! He's  talking 

about a jubilee year-the 50th  year. Psalm 89:16  speaks of the  "Jubelroep". Jubilation 

means the "teruach" to God's people. This means the  jubilation sounds on the shofar  
(ramshorn).   
This is symbolically do with a great victory.  On June 7, 1967, when Jerusalem 

wasrecaptured, the shofar was blown by the Chief Rabbi of the army. The red light for 

the moon will re-emerge exactly 50 years after 1967. 

EXTREME FEARS FOR YOUNG AND OLD 
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The people, both the political and the military rulers, and the ordinary citizens 

will come together in rock crevices out of fear. These people will become 

aware that God has become their enemy.  

This is because of their ungodly governments and their ruthless behavior, their 

anti-Christian rule. They pray for destruction and desire to die, what a 

humiliation for people who were once so highly and  importantly  regarded in this world. 

What stands out, they know and speak of the "wrath of the Lamb". 

CHAPTER 7 

The apostle sees four angels holding the four winds. A global 

wind silence! It doesn't say how long this will take! God uses 

winds as judgments. (Jer.49:36 Elam=Iran)  The people of the 

earth will see a sudden and abnormal and catastrophic 

climate change. A global never-before-known strict wind 

silence will also cost lives. 

A summer pressing 

extreme  heat without wind 

can  seriously compromise all our  health.   Wind 

turbines  for energy will shut down-causing unknown 

damage. The consequences of these climatic changes 

will lead to strong air pollution and odour nuisance,  and 

will have a negative impact on nature, which will be 

incalculable. Shutting down factories and other polluting 

sources-  likeall  air and roadsources - willbe necessary. 

Locallye  radioactive air and clouds will have a negative impact on public health. Jesus  

has everything under control! 

Matthew 8:27 And people marveled and said, What kind of person is this, that the 

winds and the sea are obedient to Him? 

(2.3,4) Four judgments  must not yet harm the earth, the sea or trees and must wait a 

little longer! The angel with  God's seal gives orders The angel of the rise of the sun, i.e. 

the east may be Jesus. Now we find  the  seal of the 144.OOO. These are servants of our 

God. 

These Israelites were sealed by God himself.  Why were these Bible believers sealed? 

The seal had to be a feature of:  1.Protection of God. 2.Being the property of God. 

A stamp print used to be a sign of ownership. The blood at the door post after Passover 

was also a landmark for judgment to pass that house.   This seal will be visible to all men. 

We too carry an  inner seal. 
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EPHESUS 1:13. 13 INYOU ARE ALSO HIM AFTER YOU HAVE HEARD THE WORD OF TRUTH, THE 
GOSPEL OF YOUR SALVATION; IN HIM YOU ARE, WHEN YOU BECAME BELIEVERS, EVEN AFTER YOU 

HAVE BELIEVED, YOU HAVE BEEN SEALED WITH THE HOLY SPIRIT OF PROMISE;  

The fact that believers are sealed with the Holy Ghost is a testament to the glory of 

the Person of Christ. It is proof that we belong to him, and He protects us! 

(4,8) Here we read  who these  144,000 people are. They are  Israeli  evangelists- 12,000 

from every tribe.  12000 x 12 = 144,000. Dark blue on the schedule. Here there is no 

symbolic language, but the correct number  was determined by God.   

They are peoplewho will be able to bring the 

gospel to the then  suffering world 

populationunhindered  and protected.   

Churches and sects symbolically included 

these 144,000 and proclaimed that this 

would be a statue of the congregation.  The  

Bijbel makes it clear that it is certainly about  

Israel. The Antichrist is unable to kill them 

or hurt them, they will fulfill their mission of 

God!   

WHERE'S THE TRIBE NOW? It is 

noticeable  that the Dan tribe was 

replaced by the tribe  Manasse, a grandson of Jacob and son ofJoseph. The Dan tribe 

does not occur among the 144,000 sealed. 

 

Why? It's not a typo. "Then  a serpent will  

be on the road"  Gen.49:16  A serpent 

remains  the image of Satan in the Bible.   So 

there has long been  a  strong suspicion 

among many exetes  that  the antichrist 

could come from this  completely  lost tribe  

Dan.   

This Jewish tribe is thus identified with a 

certain "snake"  as a symbolic sign of 

interest! Translations bring  more  light. In ancient Hebrew, the word  

"Putin" stands for slang! 

Makes you think! (Pillar carmelite monastery) 

 

By research it says in the : STV:  Isaiah 14:29  Rejoice, thou all of Palestine! that the rod 

that struck you is broken; for from the root of the serpent  shall come a basilisk,  and its 

fruit shall be a fiery flying dragon. (Heronimusvert.: winged) 

Isaiah 14:29  Rejoice not you, whole Palestina, because the rod of him that smote you is 

broken: for out of the serpent’s root shall come forth a cockatrice, and his fruit shall be a 

fiery flying serpent.  (KJV) 
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This soort snake,  Leviathan,  winged  

dragon occurs in mythology, but also in nature, as  a  very  poisonous  fast  snake. China? 

Pope Gregory I used it as a symbol for the king of snakes, Satan! 

Wat is een Basilisk  of cockatrice? 

An image leads us to similar  images found in the shield and on floors of the Vatican! This 

image is also known as the idol in ancient Babel:  Marduk! 

Would the incoming Antichrist, Pope, be a descendant of the Dan tribe?  

Or a humanization, personification of the snake itself? This would greatly enable the 

antichrist's peace alliance with Israel. Why so many agreements between the Vatican and 

Russia? Later in this study more in Chapter 17. 

 

THE GREAT COUNTLESS MULTITUDE 

(9,17) The  dead people who have been 

whitewashed come from under the altar, come 

before the throne of the Lamb. A very large fan 

base as a  global  fruit- conversions,  perhaps  

by the  144,000 Jewish evangelists. They 

confirm that there is still salvation in God's 

hand.  (13,14)  Nevertheless, we pay 

attention to the innumerability. This points 

to the countless descendants of Abraham, as 

a symbol for the believer who can bear many 

fruits. 

 

 

They had palm branches in theirhands. 
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Palm branches are a sign of victory-  king's 

appointment,  honour and triumph. They also 

speak with  great  joy, but now it is a heavenly 

Feast of Taberhouses, aheavenly family 

feast.   

Palm branches were also used at the Feast 

of Taberhouses on earth, for praiseand 

worship. Especially  on the last day of the 

seven days,a  last  harvest festival. 

Remember Palm Sunday, Jesus entered 

Jerusalem, praising! 

This feast was a reminder of their salvation 

from slavery in Egypt. The seventh day 

corresponds to the day of rest, or 

prophetically to the millennial kingdom of peace of the Lord himself. Psalm 118 is sung at 

the Feast of Taberdu huts, which also has a prophetic character. People  sang  

"Hosanna". This word  literally means what it says in  Psa. 118:25 25 Oh Lord, give 

salvation, oh Lord, give prosperity! 

 (10) And they jubilantly, and cried, "Hail our God, who is seated on the throne, Hail 

to the Lamb!"  (fulfillment of ps.118).  

All these people had come to realize on earth that they needed salvation. Israel, in 

particular,will invoke hisGod. The decorated palm branch  at the Feast of Taberhouses, 

also harvest festival,  came from four types of plants and each with their meaning and this 

is called the "Loelav"  among the Jews.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The loelav werd every day of the seven feastdays tookmeto thetemple to wave directions 

in all  the windand give ablessing. That  Loelav  was important to all in the party. What's 
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in here as a symbol? They appear to be four symbols of species of people in the 

algemeen that were bundled together to the glory of God. 

THE PALM BRANCH was taken from a tree with which their huts were made. The palm 

branch has a taste but no smell. This is a  symbolic  image of: there is Bible knowledge,  

Torah knowledge. No smell, no  happy message to testify-but  law-and persistence in the 

great tribulation. 

 

THE WILLOW BRANCH:  Two  or three willow twigs were used. Here there is no taste 

and no smell. A man without Bible knowledge and without spiritual fruits. God's people 

from Israel who had many setbacks in the world, and came to believe in the great 

tribulation. The willow branches later passed through the fire. (1 Cor.3:15). Saved as if by 

fire. 

 

THEETHROG. (Citrus Medica, Meden)  This is a lemon-like fruit, and served them as food. This 

has good taste and smell. This indicates a believer with Bible knowledge and acts of faith. 

Today perfumes are made from this oil. A Christian  spreads  the scent of Christ. (2 

Cor.2:15) 

 

THE MYRTLEBRANCH. The myrtle branch does have a delicious smell,  no taste. Was 

used to make the deciduous hut. The good smell is like an odor sacrifice, the prayers. The 

myrtle was a symbol of human love in ancient times. Love is a hallmark of the  Christian! 

They have an appeal to others. 

This seven-day   celebration included a thanksgiving for the home- the  heating, the 

nutrition and   the joie de vivre they received from God in their daily lives. The deciduous 

hut with a roof through which it could rain inside served to make them understand that the 

worldly dwelling was only temporary. Through the roofthey still sawthe sky, so they build 

up their vision of faith. 

WHAT DO THESE PEOPLE HAVE, THE GREAT COUNTLESS  MULTITUDE  OF 

SAINTS FROM THE GREAT  TRIBULATION? 

 

(16,17) This  shows us : hunger and thirst, harvest failure or radioactive grain,  one heat 

wave after another, which brought with it a great drought. The intolerable heat will be fatal 

for many people. This large crowd will consist of  converted  people from all countries in 

the world who have lived in the most difficult days of world history. They havecome to 

believein the sacrifice of Christ, the blood of the Lamb. 

 

 

The last great revival, but their past disobedience to the gospel they now pay with their 

own lives. Grace time is over here. Biblical christs are in the great tribulation is forbidden 

under the regime of the antichrist and will be punished with the death penalty, beheading. 
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The Holy Spirit will still be active in this day and age! Only belonging to the  unholy  state 

religion  and denying Jesus will be an escape from the death penalty. 

(17)See God's love n  we,  in the image of wiping the tears of these martyrs saved by their 

own blood. They will be comforted by God himself!  Only God can  truly  comfort with his 

water sources! 

CHAPTER 8  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1,2) John sees the ceremony continue with the opening of the seventh seal, resulting in 

half an hour ofdead silence. This  seventh seal consists of the seven trumpets! This being 

quiet or quiet is reminiscent of Moses before the Schelfzee. There God said to him, "The 

Lord will fight for you, and you will be silent." The belligerent Egyptians drowned before 

their eyes, no coincidence, for God himself intervened  through nature. Salvation, salvation 

for Israel, became the judgment for pharaoh and the Egyptians. Egyptians are symbols of 

religious and superstitious  idolaters. Now God himself will wage war against the antichrist 

and all his worshippers. After salvation, being the resurrection and uptake of the Christians 

on earth, the judgment of the wicked comes to earth! 

The Prophet Habakuk  (2:20) says,  "But the Lord is in His holy temple,  

shut up to Him, you all the earth." 

 

The prophet Zechariah (2:13)  Shut up,all that lives, before the Lord, 

for He prepares from His holy dwelling. We are thinking of a saying:  'the 

silence before the storm'. The seven judgments were delivered to the angels. 

(3,4) All prayers for righteousness come before God. (6:9,10)  The odor sacrifice altar was 

only to be served by the high priest. From this we can deduce that it may be Jesus who 

sees John now!  Our prayers come as odor sacrifices for God's throne! But all these 

prayers of the Christians have great consequences for the wicked world.  

 

2 Leave my prayer as a offering of smell before your face, raising my hands as an 

evening sacrifice.3HERE, put a guard before my mouth, watch over the doors of my 

lips. Psa. 141 

FIRE POURED ON THE EARTH! 
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(5,6) This is a long-awaited judgment for Christians. The  

growing  injustice  and  injustice in this world once had to 

come to an end. Every born and accepted child of God  

knows,when he experienced injustice, suffering, and 

disadvantage for christ's sake,  that this   would one day 

be punished. Fire or radiation (G5) are a form of 

judgment. Countless lightning strikes will cause fires and 

cause casualties. A third of the earth will be affected. 

22 Blessed are you, when you hate men and when 

they cast you out, and scorn and reject your name as 

evil for the sake of the Son of man. 23 Rejoice on that 

day and jump up with joy, for,behold,  your reward is 

great in heaven;after all, in the same way theirfathers 

have acted with the prophets.   Lucas6 

The fire described here comes from heaven, and it's heading towardearth. So no 

volcaniceruption,  that's where the fire goes to heaven! The fire of the altar, the cross of 

Jesus sacrifice, becomes the fire of judgment! 

 

John 9:39 And Jesus said, "I have come to judgment in this world, that those who 

do not see, see may, and who see may goblind." 

Voices will also be heard. It is unbelievable to some Christians that in heaven everything 

will be orderly and festive while here on earth all hell will erupt. In contrast to the seals that 

spoke of wars, this is about indescribable natural disasters. Those who  do not want to  

rely on the Bible will be able to see these  disasters  with their own eyes and experience 

them painfully.   Then one will no longer speak of  the  doomsday thinker  of  the Bible-

faithful  Christian! 

 

 

THE SEVEN TRUMPETS. 

 

THE FIRST TRUMPET. 
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(7) Hail, fire (atomic?) mixed with (radioactive?) blood. In 

India, blood rain was observed, examined and living 

elements found in it. Science can't explain it! Remarkable 

does not say "like  blood"! These three elements together 

are harder to understand. A giant volcanic eruption from 

the sea, could the fish's blood possibly carry miles in the 

air?  No,  the direction is from heaven! 

It's Matth. 27:25 And all the people answered and said, "His blood comes over us and 

over our children! You could literally understand. But there is, also another explanation, 

namely this was a well-known saying of the Jews. This was in the sense that we are 

certain and this was emphasized that Jesus was guilty. They were wrong, but their curse 

fell upon them. 

We must take into account the other previous disasters that have already come around 

the world. Hailstones  form in giant storm clouds, and can accumulate to heights. 

Hailstorms are usually accompanied by very strong gusts of wind, and thunderstorms.  

Hailstones like that don't go as well. speeds of 300 km/h. On 6 June 1998 hailstones of 

cross-section were already found. What will a city look like after such a flurry? Today's 

nuclear weapons can have a serious negative impact on nature. The climate has 

become unsteady. Let us pay attention to what God Job makes clear about these natural 

elements:10 km10 cm 

22 Have you penetrated the treasuries of the snow? And have you seen the treasuries of 

the hail, 23 that I have saved for the time of oppression,for the day of struggle and 

war? Job 38 

The time of Jacob's oppression is the time ofjudgment, during which God will kill all the 

wicked! The consequences of this judgment are that a third of the world's nature will be 

burned, resulting in great famine. 

 

There, the entire environment was burned by the radioactive fallout or other possibilities. 

Chemical warfare can also have such consequences. Spreading viruses, etc. Pay attention 

to the application of Iraq at the time to the 

Kurds with such chemical weapons. 

The consequences of this first trumpet are 

unimaginable. A third of the world's trees 

have been burned. Today's forest fires are   

incomparable.   The forests are the lungs of 

our planet. Here one can really speak of an 

apocalyptic event with never-before-seen 

consequences 

THE SECOND TRUMPET. 
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(8,9) "Something like "  a big mountain 

burning like fire! A mountainous big fire! 

The word "something"  is not in the basic 

text! 
 

What did the apostle see here? Something 

he'd never seen! 

Did John see here the known mushroom of the 

nuke or a volcanic eruption? The island of 

Patmos is volcanic territory, if the apostle knew 

a volcanic eruption would he not have 

described this?  Could it also be an impact from 

another planet or a large falling meteorite in the sea? 

A third of the world fish population that still exists is killed 

here! One wouldn't think it possible. The rest of the fish will 

move to other waters. The Holy Spirit may give us other 

thoughts on this in the future. 

A third of the ships went down!  Russia is already 

threatening today that it can destroy an entire hostile fleet 

with nuclear weapons in one hour!  Russia wants to 

expand its power and take over territory! 

 

 

 

THE THIRD TRUMPET. 

 

 (10,11)  Climate change, we are already seeing 

the consequences.  

A shooting star:  called WORMWOOD,  

WORMWOOD means bitter and highly toxic. This 

disaster will poison a third of the world's water! A 

lot of people are going to die because of that. Fish 

stocks are also again being hit very hard. The KJV 

says "wormwood", Absinthehe,  (Fr.Vert.) from 

which insecticides are made today. So the water 

will become undrinkable. Whoever does drink will 

die. The Prophet Enoch already mentioned asteroid here, including NASA on Feb 23, 

2020. 
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Remarkably, Chernobyl means Wormwood. The 

consequences of Chernobyl are in line with what is 

described here. Whoever penetrates radioactive 

water dies! No more drinking water means the end! 

We can already predict that this will be a time of one 

major evacuation after another. Since Chernobyl 

then, and  Fukushima  , fears of radioactive 

contamination and cancer have increased, and 

rightly so. 

In the event of such disasters, the public shall always be informed too late or falsely 

informed. Jesus, prophesied that there would be fear and fear of the things that come over 

the world. ( Lucas 21 )  A terrorist attack on a nuclear reactor is no longer inconceivable 

today! Causing  artificial earthquakes could. Seismologists sometimes do not determine 

any vibrations, as in a normal earthquake! 

W. Pfaffenzeller wrote in his scientific paper that he sees a connection between the well 

of the abyss and the nuclear fission. 

 

2Pe 2:4 For if God has not spared angels who had sinned, but has surrendered 

them, by throwing them into the abyss, to pits of darkness in order to preserve 

them in judgment. 

God has allowed people to do so by giving freedom to the nuclear fission, terrible 

destructive demonic powers. This is a large nuclear weapon whose Bible speakst. 

Currently Russia has a nuclear missile with seven heads! Enough to wipe France off the 

world map.  

 

THE FOURTH TRUMPET 

(12) The sun will hit and damage the moon and the stars, 

giving a third less light. The real  and fearful  darkness will 

literally increase here. 

Isaiah 13:7-12. 6 Wails, for the day of the Lord is near; he 

comes as a destruction of the Almighty. 7 Therefore all 

hands become weak, and every human heart merges. 8 

Yes, they are frightened, cramps and contractions seize 

them, as a giving birth they cringe; one looks bewildered at the other, their face is set 

ablaze. 9  Behold,the day ofthe Lord comes, relentlessly,  with resentment and burning 

wrath, to make the earth a wasteland and exterminate its sinners from it 

Here we find a beautiful picture of the condition that will then be on earth.  Sun, moon and 

stars are affected by this judgment trumpet. It is difficult to estimate what the 

consequences will be. Nature will suffer enormous  damage, and the cold will certainly 
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increase. Extreme temperatures will be noted, you should not be an expert for 

understanding this!  

(13) Luther translated an "angel  as an  eagle" Both 

words are in the basic text. Exactly a pause has been left 

here, because maybe people would still repent, and turn 

away from the antichrist.  An eagle or a vulture  (Gr.aetos)  

was used in the Bible as a announcer of judgment. 

(Deut.28:49, Jer.4:13). Eagle  a symbol of America and 

Germany. 

Woe in the Bible means a heavy curse.  There are now 

three more heavy judgments by God about the 

unbelievers, who today had no time or desire to listen to 

the gospel, or  were deceived by barbaric religions. 

If the wicked think that the believers will also perish, then 

he is wrong. If a Christian thinks the same way, and does not believe that the recording 

will come before this time of judgment, then one should read more of the Bible! A war in 

the M.O. with  Gog from Magog (Russia) does not mean the judgmentright away.    Noah 

remained confident despite the ridicule! 

Genesis 18:25 It is far from you, thus acting, to kill the righteous with the wicked, 

so that the righteous would be like the wicked; far be it from You; Wouldn't the 

Judge do justice to all the earth? 

 

 

CHAPTER 9 

THE FIFTH TRUMPET. 

(1,2) The star that descends from heaven is not a real star here,  but we may think of a 

distinguished other  faithful  angel. So no fallen angel, or Satan. Satan would have opened 

the pit much earlier,  to free his cronies, but he did not have the key! 

Tomorrow stars can also be found as angels in the book of Job 38:7. The star  here is a 

faithful angel who has now been given the key or code and permission by God to open the 

pit. The bottomless pit of the abyss, a kind of prison was opened, similar to a dormant  

volcano. Where there's smoke, there's fire! This is not the realm of the dead or Hades but 

the  "Abyssos"  a residence of demons. 

Luke 8:29 For He commanded the unclean spirit of the man to sail. For many times 

the spirit had forcibly dragged him along, and to guard him he was handcuffed with 

chains and foot cuffs, but he broke the shackles and was driven by the spirit to 
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lonely regions.30 And Jesus asked him, What is your name? He said, "Legion; for 

many spirits had sailed into him.31 And they begged Him not to order them to sail 

into the abyss. 

 

 

 

 

 

These hellish evil powers are unleashed on the people of judgmenttime. Many people will 

be demonized or possessed with all the horrific consequences that entails.   Horror movies 

will become like a reality. The rising smoke  from a volcano (?) brings solar eclipse, with it. 

(gene 19:24)  The zwerk is the starry sky or cloud sky that becomes very dark. (3,6)  Note:  

"from the smoke", John sees certain images emerge: a combination of locusts, with  

certain characteristics of scorpions! These  moving objects, whichare very unknown to the 

apostle John, drones are limited in their evil power, to only the application of evil by poison, 

only to the people. We are also seeing the emergence of a new chemical military weapon. 

It brings  a chemical that causes severe,burning pain and can last for five months. This 

plague will also be of a demonic nature, because they cannot die from it... Death blows 

away! This  pest will act as a kind of  daily  torture with severe pain,  working with severe 

fever and  bad  feeling, painkillers will not have any effect. Nothing like this has ever 

occurred in world history.  

 

This infestation has been  used as a weapon,  and  will only infect the  unbelievers.   The 

pain of  this  chemical  poison was compared to the symptoms of a scorpion bite. Scorpions  

usually bite at night,  a  nighttime attack with new  modern chemical weapons. Certain 

viruses? 

(7,10) John describes these demonic  locusts here as  eand  

very dangerous army. Each time he uses the word  "if". This 

suggests that he has a lot of trouble describing these 

modern weapons. 

The form  and appearance of the  locusts,  were  like 

horses,horses forwar, so war material. So it  could be a large 

formation of Cobra  helicopters, from which poison gas is 

sprayed from the tail,  the dark smoke  floats like wavy  long  

femalehair, and was already used in the Vietnam  War. Helicopters  or drones are 

sometimes painted, hereJohn is a humanbeing-the pilots! 

It's amazing how the Apostle saw these things down to the smallest parts. John heard the 

engines running and the noise of the wings. He compares this to the noise of many horses 
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going to war. He heard the powerful engines of these helicopters. The spinning wings were 

in the eyes of the apostle like wreaths on their heads! Missiles or planes are painted in 

wartime. 

(11,12) Their king's name is  Abaddon.   This is the leader 

of the once-imprisoned evil creatures. This Abbadon or  

Apollyon  is almost as powerful as Satan. It's like a 

destroyer. Immediately I would like to refer to the Prophet  

Daniel. Is theshe  destroyer the antichrist? Theapostle 

Paul also uses the word  Apollyon, ademonic being for 

denoting the antichrist! The heads of  Apollyon  can be 

found on church towers! (Fig. Statue in  Tuscany  in Italy) 

Da 9:27 And he will make the covenant difficult for many, for a 

week; in half the week he will stop victim and food sacrifice; 

And on a wing of horrors will come a destroyer,  and to the 

end, and which is firmly decided, that will pour out over what is 

ferocious. Apollyon  or  Apollo  is  a king over the locusts, 

this clearly indicates that one should not take these 

locusts literally. This covenant here, not a purely peace 

alliance, only a temporary ceasefire of seven years 

 

THE SIXTH TRUMPET. 

Verse13,14  John hears a voice from the horns of the altar. There was also a voice from 

Abel's blood. We suspect the voice of Jesus here. At  the horns  of the altar the blood 

was ironed on the great day of aerations. In the past, the blood on the horns of the altar 

spoke of  forgiveness and  mercy. A criminal  who fled used to grab those horns, and 

then he was merciful for a certain amount of time. This is where the time of grace is over!  

The crime happened against this blood. How?  

By not believing the blood of the Lamb JESUS CHRIST, God's son, the unforgivable  sin 

against the Spirit. 

The four angels bound by the Euphrates are  

strong  judgment demons with great power! It 

is highly recommended to follow the situation 

in the M.O.closely. The time for the last 

apocalyptic attack is known only to God, 

nuclear weapons will be deployed by four 

armies. Today, Iran probably already 

hasitsfirst  nuclear weapons, but cannot use 

them yet, because the GOD of Israel 

stillrules! 
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THE ANGELS ON THE EUPHRATES. 

(14,15) Four angels have long controlled the devilish armies here, which they will now 

unleash, by God's command. God determines day and hour!  These four armies   of  the 

four countries,  namely:  Turkey, Iran  (Elam,  Persia),Syria, and Iraq are arming themselves 

strongly! The special message for the Prophet Daniel was also stopped here by an angel 

prince. 

13 But the prince of the kingdom of the Persians stood before me for twenty-one 

days; but behold, Michael, one of the most important princes, came to my aid, so 

that there, with the kings of the Persians, I retained the upper hand;14 and I have 

come to tell you what will happen to your people in the last days; for again it is a 

face of the future. Dan.10. 

The area where all the occult originated, and Babel influenced the world, is under strain 

today. Place of the fall. The tower of Babel, with Nimrod as the first antichrist!  Chemical 

armament  is capable of destroying all people in the Middle East region. Chemical warfare  

has already been used by Iraq on a small scale,  against the Kurds  (old ones)  , and 

successfully! After the Gulf Wars, there will be a final conflict in which the entire Iraq/Iran 

region will be completely destroyed. 

 

Verse 16. These four angels brought a great army -200,000,0000 soldiers! These demons 

thus influence the minds  of certain heads of government. Consider how Iran is currently 

under demonic  influence!   (17,18,19)  Here we find how the apostle gives a wonderful 

description of the modern  tanks. 

17 And thus I saw in this face the horses and those who sat on them: they had 

reddish and blue and sulfur-colored armor, and the heads of horses were like 

lion's heads, and from their mouth came fire and smoke and sulfur 18 By these 

three plagues the third part of the men was killed: by the fire and the smoke and 

the zwavel, which came out of their mouths. 19 For the power of horses lies in 

their beaks and in their tails. For their tails are like snakes, with heads, and with 

them they cause damage. 
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Horses with thesrowsy tails do not exist, it 

is imagery without any doubt! Horses  with 

armor  were widely used in warfare in 

history.  What the apostle describes is 

perhaps an even  lesser-known military 

chemical  weapon. For example, tanks are 

equipped, and can spread poison up to 5 

km far. The weapon of the  horsentails,  in  

snakeform is poisontig, soa  deadly 

chemical weapon of war. 

Inventors of such weapons are inspired  

by demonic powers. What  stands out is 

the  occult  shield of the U.S.    ArmyChemicalDivision! A basilisk, king of serpents! (see 

previous studies) 

As in the days of Noah......... 

(20,21) Here we make sure that after all these judgments, 

through all kinds of disasters and wars, people would not listen 

to God's Word, the Bible. They went  everywhere with all their 

idolatry, superstitions, their murders, their fornication,  their  

paedophilia and dieverij. The traditional  religious worship of all 

kinds of statues from all kinds of metals or wood. The use of 

drugs  and occult activities will be allowed for everyone! 

Ex-world leaders are in favour of legalising certain drugs. In the 

capital of  Polen, there has recently been a case for legalising marijuana! After all these 

judgments, God continues to cry patiently: repent! 

 

 

The continued worship of the evil spirits continues and the consequences are terrible. 

Today we see an increase in Satan's worship all over the world.  Satan's worship has been 

accepted on the UK's military fleet, in the region of Iraq, and recognised as an official 

religion! Astrology, interest and use of amulets and mascots are increasing again. 

CHAPTER 10 

THE STRONG ANGEL 

Who's the strong angel here? 
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In the O.T. (1)  we regularly talk about the "Angel of the 

Lord", and this is a strong angel. We remember that once 

Jacob fought with a strong angel, and also wanted to know 

whothat strong  strange  man,  appearing  angel, was. He 

suddenly came face to face in the night with this angel.  

(Hos.12:3,5)  This angel, man began the struggle in wrestling. 

Prophetic is this night, the great tribulation. Esau, 

Jacob'sbrother, pursued him out of anger. We come up 

with jacob's enemies, Israel, looking today to destroy 

Jacob!  

Gen. 32:29 Then Jacob asked, "Tell me your name." 

But he replied, "Why are you asking for my name?" 

And he blessed him there. 

Jacob met here unexpectedly, a man who struggled with him, and he overcame him, until 

the moment that man revealed himself with divinity, and Jacob limped! The name was 

not  revealed, and hidden from Jacob, now Israel. Jacob calls the place Pniel, which 

means, "I have seen God". 

This divine appearance remains  a great mystery to Israel, right down  to  the  visible  

"Openbaring of Jesus"! The name of Jesus Christ, as the son ofGod, remains 

unacceptable toIsrael , they are still fightingwith this  "Angel of the Lord!" In the  great 

tightness  Jacob, now Israel, will see that strong Angel as their Messiah! 

10 I will pour over the house of David and over the inhabitants of Jerusalem the 

Spirit of grace and of prayers; They will behold him, which they have pierced, and  

raise a mourning complaint about him as the mourning complaint of an only child, 

yes, they will bear bitter sorrow over him as the suffering of a firstborn. Zach.12 

 

The following characteristics clearly  point  to Jesus. 

1.Line "with" a cloud. (Matthew 17:5 and Openbar.1:7). A cloud of His witnesses, His congregation! 
(Hebrews 12:1) 

2.De rainbow, the arch of judgment. (Openbar.4:3). God's covenant with the earth. 

3.His face like the sun. (Matthew 17:2)  Glorification. 

4.Roar like a lion. The Lion of Judah  today uses his servants to warn and call for 

repentance and faith in Him, Jesus! Yes, Jesus the lion of Judah! 

(Amos 3:7-8) 7 For sure, the Lord Lord does not do any thing, or He reveals his counsel 

to his servants, the prophets.  The lion has roared; Who wouldn't fear? The Lord 

has spoken;  Who wouldn't prophesy? Amos.3 
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These texts clearly show that this is the person of Jesus Christ. Those who know Him  

"roar" warning as lion cubs. 

THE OPEN BOOK FROM HEAVEN. 

(2,3) It's like an  open Bijbeltje. The Lord stands with one leg on the land and with the 

other on the sea. What a beautiful image of taking possession of this earth. Jesus is on 

his property! He was worthy of opening the sealed book!   Israel also belongs    to Him! 

That is why there is so much struggle today around the State of  Israel! What is written- a 

mystery of God - must be made public to the whole world. 

John may hear prophetic wordswritten in this booklet. We have already read voices and 

thunderclaps in forms of judgment. The whole world will be able to hear it through a  

divine  voice that sounds like  thunderclaps! 

 

These seven thunderclaps open the seventh seal.  (Openbar.8:1-5) 

We find a biblical symbolic language here again. Jesus called James and  John  "sons 

of thunder"  in  Marc.3:17. This was an Aramaic statement, with which  a  character trait  

was meant: someone who is very talkative as a destructive thunderstorm.   These 

thunderclaps can be humans or angels. 

It seems as if the world will have forgotten Jesus, and only the antichrist as god and 

Messiah will be worshipped in the coming  new  Babel. Here, suddenly and without 

possible opposition, a global turn will come and the  prophetic  Words of God will be 

fulfilled!   The Babel,  which today forms with a unity  with political and religious  

worldpower,  will  eventually  disappear and make way for the world capital  Jeruzalem. 

The end of the papacy is in sight. 

 

 

 

 

(4) The seven thunderclaps  that speak  remain  as a divine secret,but revealed to the 

apostle John,but he was not to write down thesejudgments! 

SEVEN THUNDERCLAPS BEFORE THE END TIME 

  

These seven thunderclaps, are  perhaps scathing judgments  and involved something 

that would not be for the Christians! It's strange that God won't tell us this. We can only 

suspect that this will be prophetic fulfillment, and He will spare us this suffering from 

thought when we think of the lost souls,  who have not yet converted into family and friends. 

NO MORE REPRIEVE! 

(5,7) This verse shows that god's patience here is coming to an end,  in accordance with 

His Word. The  worldpower is taken overby Jesus, at the moment when the seventh  

judgmenttrumpets. Now all violence and injustice will be punished and the prayer hearing  
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for world peace will come! Those who preach, Allah is love, and He will not punish, will see 

their lies fall upon their own heads.  

God's patience with global injustice is over. At the 

seventh trumpet,  the prophecies of the prophets will 

also have been fulfilled, concerning the Son of God. 

We can understand the mystery of God as the 

disclosure of Jesus Christ to His people Israel. 

Colossians 2:2 that their hearts may be comforted 

and they may be united in love to all the richness 

of a full understanding, and they may know the 

mystery of God,   Christ, 

In fact, it has nothing to do with the recording, also described as a mystery, because this 

event is already over. 

(8,9) John was allowed to   receive the book of God's mystery from the hands of Jesus 

and must "eat"  it,  which means examining it in depth, and making himself one with it. 

God's Word has become his life and security for a true Christian, he can no longer live 

without his Bible, he has swallowed him! 

SWEET IN THE MOUTH, BITTER IN THE ABDOMEN. 

It seems like an enigma-a splendour of imagery, but with enormous significance for us 

Christians of the end times. Ezekiel was also given such an assignment by God. (2:9 to 

3:3)  The words of God are sweet as honey in the mouth. That is, heavenly joy arises in 

the hearts of God's servants, children, when they take the Word of God. 

(Jer.15:16) 16 As many times your words were found,  I ate them, your word was my 

hearts to mydelight and joy; for your name has been proclaimed upon me, Lord, God 

of hosts. 

The prophetic word is honey, for the obedient and Bible-believing  man! 

It will  be bitter for the unbeliever, or disobedient to the Word! 

Those words became bitter in the belly- they're so hard to digest, so hard to process 

spiritually. You are instructed to become the prophet of doom, as it were, like the apostle. 

Bitterness in the abdomen,  according to greek used here, means that it causes sorrow 

and sorrow in the heart of man. We can say sorrow about sin. A Christian is happy when  

one wants to accept the happy message  of grace,  but he becomes  sad, bitter when one 

rejects the happy message in the end times!   
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ISRAEL AS AN EXAMPLE TO THE WORLD! 

Israel rejected the gospel, the sacrifice of Jesus, 

at the time, and it became bitter, even bitter. They 

were and are humiliated. 

(Zach.12:10). 10 I will pour upon the house of 

David and upon the people of Jerusalem the 

Spirit of grace and of prayers; they will behold 

him, which they have pierced, and raise upon 

him a mourning complaint as the mourning 

complaint of an only child, yes,  they will bear 

bitter sorrow upon him as the suffering of a 

firstborn. 

Where it says "they shall bear bitter sorrow over Him." These people  are an image of 

warning to the rest of the world. Then what will be the true hell for the  unbelieving  gentiles? 

JOHN RECEIVES NEW ASSIGNMENT AS PROPHET 

(10,11) John knew that his people would bear bitter suffering in the future.   He must have 

been very sad when he saw what awaited his people in the future on this earth, but in the 

end another remnant will be saved. 

Another mission of the Apostle John to prophesy and bring the gospel to HIS PEOPLE IN 

THE END TIMES! It reminds us of our mission to bring the gospel where we can. The 

apocalypse is not popular, yet God continues to warn,  just as Noah did before the flood! 

Corona is just a warning! 

  

CHAPTER 11 

BY TEMPELBOUW 

(1,2) There is  a new temple, which John sees in 

thisdifficult and anxious time for Israel. John wrote in the 

1990s, and the temple had already been destroyed in  

70  AD.   There will be   another temple in Jerusalem. 

We  can ask whether that time is still a long way off. Not 

at all, thebuilding plans, (the measurement) are ready 

and the capital for the costs is already available. The 

red bull for the coming sacrifices  has already been 

found. The great golden menora has already been 

received as a gift. 
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By building thetemple they recognizegod's people,  Israel still does not recognize that 

Jesus is their  savior and  Messiah! (1 Cor.6:19) 

By the "measurement"  that John must do, we mean,  all  preparation works  for  the  

templeconstruction,  the  altar, and  the number of  worshippers. Most of the Jews have 

become liberal, what will bring them back to  worship?   Yet there is a clear turn by 

Messianic Jews who have adopted Jesus as their Messiah! A hatred of Jews from all over 

the world? Does that temple need it?  That kind of measurement was usually done among 

the Jews, when takingpossessions. But weknow, this temple will be after  3 1/2 j. 

desecrated by the antichrist! 

Currently, there are two organizations  that want to speed up temple construction.  Temple 

construction can begin with  a  possible  truce, or  an  enforced  porcelain  peace,  later 

concluded under the regime of the Antichrist. 

 

(2) The forecourt  of the temple  (Court) is for the gentiles,  

and was not measured. A  French  translation :  donné aux 

nations"  ! An  eschatological  feature: The city of 

Jerusalem will become a  kind of  occupiedcity - probably 

bya peacekeeping force,  possibly imposed by the U.N.? 

This for 42 months, the first part of the last week of the 

year,3 1/2 years. 

 
Zach. 12:3 On that day I will make Jerusalem a stone,  which all 

nations must raise; all who raise it will be wounded. And all the peoples of the earth will gather there. 

Zach. 14:2 Then I will gather all nations against Jerusalem for battle; The city will be 

taken, the houses will be looted and the women will be violated. Half the city  will 

move away in exile, but the rest of the people will not be wiped out in the city.   

 

Before the battle for Jerusalem begins, wesee here that the city will be divided into two 

parts,  concerning the population. So that's where  Jews and  Palestinianslive. Jews are 

taken away as prisoners of war. By Oct 2007, Israel was  already  in thecity,all for 

theirpeace, but against God's will. God will intervene himself! 

Perhaps there will be a political compromise between the next antichrist and Israel! Their 

temple as a bet? A global crisis will change the balance of power  and end in ten states, 

which  they will then give the antichrist their power. Everything points in  the direction that 

the antichrist wants to reveal himself soon and cannot yet, because the H. Spirit, and the 

recording has yet to happen! 

THE TWO WITNESSES ELIJAH AND ENOCH 
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(3,6) Here we find two witnesses,prophets,  who  have  received supernatural power from 

God  himself.  With a bag  lined, which speaks of penance,mourning or repentance. They  

make  the first half of the tribulation, a powerful call for the people to  repent. They use 

their superpower defensively. They had power over man and nature.  It is understandable 

that they will be attacked very  heavily by the world ruler, the antichrist. It's remarkable  

that they have power like Moses versus pharaoh. They are  two direct pioneers for the  

returnof Jesus  Christ. Two olive trees and two candlesticks clearly point in the direction of 

their  purpose. Olive  for the  oil,and the  candlestick  for  the light. They will be two great  

light carriers inthe  darkest time of Israel and the world. The congregation has  long been 

included, including the Messianic believers! (John 9:4). 

At present, it is the messianic Jewishcongregationn that functionas oil and  

candlestick.    The two  prophets in  Jerusalem, the place where the greatest crime took 

place, are the greatest disgrace in this world (Hebrews 12:2)  The place of death  (Matthew 

20:18). Their time  for the mission on earth has been determined by God himself in advance, 

three and a half years! They live  right until their task is done. This can be a principle for a 

Christian until your task is accomplished on earth. For every Christian has  a task and  

eternal life! There are two of them because each testimony is determined by two according 

to the Bible. Mind you, God has everything under control, even today. 

 

FULFILLED THE ASSIGNMENT. (7,10) 

What happens now after their powerful  evangelism? The beast  

as world president will be able to kill them ,by beheading in 

Jerusalem, sodom    (sin symbol)  and  Egypt  (symbol  of  

idolatry and worldliness). Their bodies are still being left -

presumably  out of fear! Jerusalem  will and will be an image  

ofhideous morality today.   It does not yet want to convert to 

Christ, as Sodom and Gomorrah did not! The beast- the 

antichrist -  will show the whole world how big and powerful he is by his brief  mockvictory( 

Matthew 10:28) 
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(v.9,10) In former times this verse wascompletely 

incomprehensible. Now this is a normal thing, TV and  

Internet can show the whole world this happening. For 

example, in the hands of the antichrist, the media will 

be a powerful weapon, with all kinds of false images! 

This is proof that revelation can only be understood 

when the time is right, but is infallible in  detail! The 

murder of the two prophets  will be celebrated 

exuberantly here on earth, and broadcast on all TV 

world channels and all media. 

Laughing and mocking the gospel , with the Joden and 

with God, will be high,  but unfortunately very short-

lived! For three and a half days one will be able  to 

watch on TV or the Internet the two decapitated 

peopleinJerusalem. No funeral! Normally people are 

burying there the same day, because of the hitte. Don't you dare touch Enoch and  Elijah?   

NEW FEARS FOR THE WICKED SPOTTER! 

(11,12) The  mockeryand revelrye  will  turn into fear! The 

Ascension of these two witnesses will discourage the eyes of 

millions, to    follow the antichrist further. They experience that 

there is an Almighty God.   A voice from heaven will make all 

unbelievers  hear and see that rising from the dead is not a myth, 

that  the  God of Israel is not dead, and that mocking God can 

be life-threatening. In an  ordinary  cloud,  the two go to heaven 

through the calling voice of God. Not with  rocket or UFO! The  

unbelieving  antichrists will be hopeless! Their days are numbered, for God's kingdom is 

coming. 

Matthew 10:28 And do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul; 

rather, fear Him, who can ruin both, soul and body, in hell. 

(13) A  prophecy  of God already two thousand years agoshows that at that exactmoment, 

after  the heavens of the two prophets,  therewill be a  major  earthquake with seven 

thousand victims in Jerusalem. With earthquakes, God wants to warn man more and more!   

No human being, not even the best seismologist, can predict an earthquake either 

on,month day or hour! Some earthquakes  are no accident in the Bible! 

They come at sometimes very important moments and certain places. How much  longer 

will the pagan and sham Christian spotters laugh? The antichrist's strong position will 

weaken, and his credibility willbe greatlydiminished by the public. 

Psalms 94:3 How much longer will the wicked, O Lord, how much 

longer will the wicked cheer? 
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WHO ARE THESE TWO PROPHETS NOW? 

Malachie 4:5. 5 Behold, I send you the prophet Elijah, before the great and 

formidable day of the Lord comes. 

Elijah shows that there is only one God, this one of Israel. Most of the time Moses and 

Elijah were thought of because they did not fulfill their mission, and we also meet them at 

the glorification of  Jesus. It could  be  Enoch instead of Moses. Enoch was taken in as 

Elijah. None of them died. Why Enoch and not Moses? Moses  did die,   there was also 

a battle around the body of Moses. This is an objection, for one dies only  once  teaches 

God. 27 And as it is available to men, once  to die and then the judgment, Hebrews.9  It 

does not mean that the absorbed Christians must one day return to die! Their bodies of 

flesh and blood are gone, changed! Enoch was the first writer, and still knew Adam! 

JESUS ACCEPTS WORLD POWER ANDKINGSHIP. 

(15,19) The seventh trumpet is an apocalyptic trumpet that will reveal a mystery!   

(10:7) 

Here is a description of what is happening in heaven The seventh trumpet, is not the last 

trumpet mentioned in1 Cor.15. Because then the recording would only happen- a 

shorttime-  for the last judgments of this earth.  This trumpet in 1.Cor.15 is a  trumpet 

blast to collect. Such  an explanation brings a lot of confusion, doubt and discouragement. 

When the congregation was formed, Israel was  temporarily  set aside, but when  we  find  

that  Israel is beginning to come to the fore again, the congregation is almost in heaven 

with the Lord.   

God has not rejected Israel, He remains faithful! Anyone who thinks otherwise will feel like 

Luther. There are salvation trumpets, judgments and collecting trumpets, we must 

distinguish well between the sounds of the  trumpets, as during the exodus. 

 

THE PRAYER OF THANKS OF THE 24 ELDERS 

(18) Thank these elders for fulfilling an  important  prophecy, about the mystery of God! 

The  unbelievers, God's enemy countries and  peoples will be rebellious, noisy, and 

evil... become on Israel! It will  then be crunching for the United Nations assembly and 

its leader! 

  

2 For behold, your enemies are rampant, your haters raise their heads 3 they forge 

a cunning attack against your people and deliberate against your protégés.4 They 

say, Come, let us exterminate them as a people, so that the name of Israel is no 

longer thought of. Ps.83 
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The wrath or vengeance  of the God of 

Israel,Schepper of heaven and earth becomes 

visible and unbearable. There will be  heavy 

judgments about the wicked, the God of the 

Bible teaches. The peoples will tinge. (Psa. 

99:1). 

 

Right now, the balance of power in the world 

is changing. There will be a realignment or a new world order, globalisation, as one wishes. 

The financial world has today entered a crisis which will ultimately lead to the search for a 

competent  strong leader who could put things in order. This will  first lead to a formation 

of ten  (rich) countries that will take world power. A world power without the oil-producing 

countries is unthinkable. We are currently living in a transitional period where democracy 

is dying and a world leader will be necessary. 

 

About these ten countries,  the Prophet Daniel wrote the following: 

 

44 But in the days of those kings, the God of heaven will establish a kingdom, which 

will not be destroyed in eternity, and whose dominion will not pass to any other 

people: it will shatter all those kingdoms and put an end to them, but even existence 

will be eternal,Then.2 
 

Daniel 2:42 and the toes of the feet partly of iron and partly of loam; In part, that 

kingdom will be hard, and in part it will be brittle. 

 

It is not yet known which 10 countries are. They will come from the ancient Roman Empire, 

so from east and west! We're shutting down the U.N. Security Council. and China  not out. 

It was thanked in heaven  that Jesus has taken power,  that justice will be done. That  

wages will be given to all who rose earlier  (John 6:40) and who feared His name, the 

name of Jesus.   They've waited a long time. 

That all who destroyed the earth will be destroyed. 

(19) Thetemple's feathers, which became public in heaven, are thunder, lightning, hail and 

earthquakes on Earth. Lightning and thunder  will increase    and increase.  What an 

invisible combination between heaven and earth.  

CHAPTER 12 

We have now come to the second part of the 

seventh trumpet. After the temple of God has 

opened in heaven, the apostle  now sees prophetic  

signs. 

Drawingt woe in heaven  (1,6)  Are these  two  

signs constellationsprecedingjesus' second 

coming? (Luc.21:25)  In ancient times, much  more 
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attention was paid to  the  signs in the sky, including the prophet Enoch,who wrote 

everything down. 

AnE-English reverend  E.W.Bullinger  wrote in his book that 

God gave the twelve signs of the zodiac to Adam to show him 

God's coming salvation, astronomy! False religions have  

adopted the zodiac  to do Babel astrology.   In the previous 

chapters, we have not read anything  about these kinds of 

'wondrous   signs'. Now we first find    three " which the apostle 

saw  in heaven". (12:1,3 and 15:1) Later four on Earth. In the 

Jewish synagogue we find the  Mazzaroth,zodiac. 

 

THE FIRST, THE BIG SIGN. 

This is a woman described as heavily pregnant, in labor. The sun, moon and twelve stars 

show that the image of the woman, apparently an image of the  people of  Israel  , and not 

the churchof Christ. 

Here we find the constellation of the virgin, Virgo. The moon under her feet, the rising sun, 

God's people point to the first day of creation. This means for Jews the New Year's Day in 

the month of September. 

The woman and the child is a  repeated prophecy of Israel in the great tribulation. 

 

Isaiah 9:6 For a Child is born to us, a Son is given 

to us, and the dominion rests on his shoulder, and 

he is called Wonderful Counselor, Strong God, 

Eternal Father, Prince of Peace. 

In this one verse there is a double prophecy. First the 

birth of Christ, and  centuries later His kingship, which 

was described in previous chapter. Who's the 

woman? The woman is the faithful remnant of Israel! 

The same question was asked in Song of Song! 

(Bookvert.): 

 

10 "Who is she?" they wonder. "She has the beauty of a new morning, the purity of 

the shining moon and shines like the sunlight itself. Her strength and strength go 

out." (Hgl 6). 

 

The twelve stars,  are statues of the twelve tribes of Israel,  the  bride! They are crown 

jewels, and this points to coming Royal powerand. 

  

Jes. 2:3 and many nations will rise up and say, "Come, let us go up to the mountain of the 

Lord, to the house of the God Jacob, that He may give us a say in his ways and that we 

may walk his paths." For from Zion shall come the law and the Lord's word from Jerusalem. 
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De Bijbel himself gives the necessary explanation,which  points farto Israel, andnot  to  the 

municipality. (Gen. 37:9). 

And he had another dream, which he told his brothers. He said, "Now I have had another 

dream, and behold, the sun, the moon, and eleven stars bowed down before me."  (Isa. 

54:5-6 ). 

A SECOND HEAVENSIGN. (3.4) 

The reddish dragon symbol of China has its name in the  Bijbel, The leviathan. This word 

consists of  "levi"  which means "companion". "Tan"  means monster. It's the  old  snake- 

themost cunning animal in the world. Pity the  unbelieving  world does not see this and 

does  not understand this through  spiritual  blindness, ignorance, from which it does not 

want to heal, they remain disobeying the Bijbel. The  constellation of the dragon created 

by God: 

13 Through His Spirit He has adorned the heavens; His hand created the long-

weeping  snake. Job.26:13 

The dragontail slaat a third of the stars on Earth. Symbolisch  gevallen angels! Stars are 

also symbolic of angels. Here, too, the dragon can be foundin  the sky, standing on the left 

in front of the virgin. The dragon's tail may be the tail of the comet "Elenin". Which would 

come close to the earth. 

The color  of the dragon  is  red,which indicates bloodshed, war! Satan also accompanied  

Cain to kill. (5)  The dragon is ready to kill the virgin's child. But the child escapes. Many 

times Satan tried to thwart God's plans. Think of the escape of Moses, Jesus, etc. 

 

The woman gives birth to a child, a man, indeed,  "Christ",  was born of Israel. The  Greek 

word for "child, man" is  "poimainein",  which many also refer to  "shepherd".  Itwas written 

of that man- man - that he will rule over all pagans, and this is none other than Jesus 

Christ during the millennial empire. (Isa. 9:6, Micah 5:2).    

The apostle now saw that Christ was going to reign as king, as theprophet Isaiah  once 

wrote. The contractions are the painful  events that are yet to come about  God's people. 

God is going to speak to her heart. (Hos.2:13,14,15)  (KJV) 

 

The religious remnant of Israel and the church will rule the whole world  with  JesusChrist,  

and  after the great tribulation.  Their  own  king,  which they once crucifyed and rejected. 

Today's  sham Christian Europe does not favour Israel,  on the contrary it gives financial 

support to Israel's enemies! There are frightening times waiting for Europe!! 

THE DRAGON HAD SEVEN HEADS AND TEN HORNS. 
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The seven heads speak of a perfect political 

secular,controlling power that experiences the 

influence of Satan's power.   NWO. They are, in 

fact,  Satan worshippers. The power of the dragon 

(seven heads of government) will be characterized 

by  their  hostility towards the land of the  Bijbel. 

Possiblys  the G7? 

His ten horns may speak of a military power by ten  

powerful states that commit themselves and want 

to rule the world. We must also see the greater 

power of the V. N. and her more frequent performance with power. This  worldpower is 

also currently hostileto Israel. 

The woman flees in the desert or uninhabited land,  during the second half of the great 

tribulation. God will  prepare her a shelter and provide them with food and maintenance!! 

This  will  be a living hope for  religious  Israel.  Jesus cites this in Matthew 24:15-16. 

15 Then when you see the abomination of destruction spoken of by the prophet 

Daniel in the holy place (whoever reads it, geve eight on) 16 (24-15b) then let those 

who are in Judea, (24-16) flee to themountains. 

 

WAR IN HEAVEN! 

(7,10) The angel Michael  fights  satan, the superior of the 

fallen angels. We also encounter a struggle in the heavenly 

regions, even today. Our  thinking is also strongly 

influenced by this invisible world, which is why we must arm 

ourselves as described in the letter to the Ephesians.   

The great dragon loses war after battle,    heaven,and is 

thrown to the earth with his gang of rebellious angels. Then 

Satan  on earth will wage his war against all that has to do with God,  and  especially 

against the Jewish  people. 

THE WAR WON BY THE BLOOD OF THE LAMB AND THE TESTIMONY! 

(11-12) Here we can see that there is great joy in heaven, for those who believed in the 

blood of the Lamb, and their testimony! Those Christians did not seek further the worldly 

pursuit of wealth and honor, but sought  God's  honor! So those who do not want to believe 

in the blood of Jesus are a lost soul! On the other hand,   an indescribable great sadness 

comes here on earth, because of all this happening. 

Wee... for those who are left behind,  and who did not want to listen. The stragglers will 

live here with Satan himself on earth, grim and murderous days will be! Make sure  Satan 

knows he's short on time. This suggests that he still has a limited insight into the 
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prophecies! That is why he sows so much confusion among Christians today with false 

wonders. That is why there is a lot of  misconception about what  "prophesying"  means! 

(13-18) After the recording,  satan realized that he had ended up on earth beyond his 

own will! He is persecuting Israel, with its demonic army and all means, and possibly UFOs. 

So at the moment there will be a serious persecution and hatred of Jews against God's 

people again,  on the basis of lies,  a  possible  new Holocaust? To  observe the changes 

with  Arab/Islamic  aggression. We can accept that this is where the second half of the 

great tribulation begins. There isstill a great deal of suffering ahead of Israel- but also the 

world - yet a remnant will meet the Lord, and finally discover their Messiah. Israel will  

beblamed for all worldproblems through mass manipulation -the  European  press releases 

and CNN are already one-sided  extreme,  and not objective! The Corona infestation  is 

once again in the shoes of God's people. This is one of the causes of the Lord's vengeance 

!!!  

Deuteronomy 32:35 Vengeance and retribution come to me by the timetheir foot willfalter, 
For the day of their destruction is near, soon comes to what is available to them. 
Deuteronomy 32:36 For  the EUA will do justice to his people and take care of his servants; 
When He sees that their power has perished, from high to low all have found their end 
 

THE MYSTERIOUS ESCAPE! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(14) We know that Israel is God's apple of the eye, and it is He who will miraculously let 

them escape this genocide. The first persecution by Hitler with 6 million  dead became a 
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failure of Satan. Another attempt  at  extermination will   surely  come!  The woman, 

Israel,  gets two  eaglewings  a plane? They miraculously or  presumably escape  by 

large  aircraft, toan uninhabited,  unprecedented  rocky  place. Not all Jews, only those 

who believe in Jesus! (Matthew 24) 

There is the place Sela  and is  knownas Isaiah 16:1-5. 4 Let my expelled be among you, 

O Moab! Be to them a refuge before the disruptors; for the oppressor has an end, the 

disturbance has become too unto it, the transgressors have perished from the earth. (STV) 

Petra (see photo  above  )  in Jordania. (Moab)  It 

will be their hiding place,  but  the scriptures 

do not indicate a clear place. We only find a 

clue in the Prophet Daniel. Edom and Moab 

willbe safehavens during the Antichrist, 

which is why there is a suspicion that one 

will flee here. Other places are not excluded, 

the future will probably still provide insight, 

or are we already gone? 

 

41 He shall also invade the Sieraadland, 

and many shall stumble; but will escape 

his power: Edom, Moab, and the Keur der Ammonites.Dan.11 

 

Satan and later the  Antichrist can't stand it in all its grimness! In verse 15,  like pharaoh, 

he tries to find out and fight the escapee with a hellish army. This stream can also be seen 

as a Tsunami flood. But God comes back to the world stage, and by a natural disaster or 

plague makes this  flood or  army disappear. This will not be a fairy tale of Nostradamus! 

We assume that many Jews will still have come to faith in all this event. After the preaching 

of the 144,000 Joodse evangelists and the two witnesses. And on the second coming of 

Jesus, the remnant will come to faithn. Edom, Moab, Ammon looks like the house,  

descendants of  Ezau! 

CHAPTER 13 

Following on from the last verse of last chapter. The time is here: to start a war against 

Israel and the Messianic Christians. The apostle returns to the first seal in Chapter 6, where 

the red horse takes away world peace. (1,2)  The apostle John sees a new face from the 

dunes. It's not the dragon sitting on the sand! (see again STV/KJV) 

"THE BEAST FROM THE SEA" 

 

THE ANTICHRIST 
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12 Woe, a noise of many nations,  

which make noise like noisy  seas,  

and a roar of nations, which fizz like 

great waters. Jes.17 

 

"Peoples" symbolically  described  as  

noisy seas. We pay attention to the 

noise, this is confusion, chaos, unrest, 

and many bad consequences that 

begin among the pagan peoples. These 

developments come as a result of people will rise up against people. (Matth.24) What we 

are seeing today is that the peoples of ancient Roman  Rijk and the descendants are  

clearly entering an aggressive  revolt, a pursuit of power, for the sake of  financial, 

economic,  political and religiousreasons. Old empires want to recover! 

 

 

THE BEAST WITH TEN HORNS AND SEVEN HEADS. 

Horns or  crowns in the Bible symbolize a power-president, king, or a kingdom. 

1Sam.2:1) There will be a world government agreement between ten powerful countries 

that emerge from the peoples  and descendants of the ancient Roman Empire. 

(Dan.2:41, 7:24) These ten countries correspond to the ten toes of the statue described 

in Daniel.  

On those horns or crowns there are names of  blasphemy, names of idols.   (John 

10:33)  Blasphemy means first and foremost, people who speak, and act as if they were 

God themselves. The Roman emperors had also adopted such blasphemous titles and 

taken over from the Greeks, among other things,  the  names. They wanted to make 

them believe that they were like the living God himself. Their language and habits were 

blasphemous. 

2 (NBG51)  And the beast I saw was a leopard alike, and its paws like a bear and its 

mouth like the mouth of a lion. And the dragon gave him his power and his throne 

and great power. 

The apostle describes the beast,  as  a  worldrich and  a  person,  a world kingdom with  

symbolic characteristics of animals. In the dream of Nebuchadnezzar, the animals of the 

empires also come back. (Dan.7:7)  The apostle sees this last animal, a monster,  with 

characteristics of  all  previous empires. The  weathermirrors a powerful  dictatorial  world 

regime.   The Antichrist  is given satay,supernatural powerhere, upon hisappointment. 

This affects the entire world's population! 

THE MONSTERBEAST FROM THE SEA IS LIKE A LEOPARD. 
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Normally there is fish in the sea. So it was not 

compared to some kind of sea monster. That  

dangerous  beast has characteristics of  

speed,robbing,  devouring,  and  brutally  

conquering. We are hearing about  the  necessity of 

super-fast  military intervention  forces. The fast 

Leopard tanks can represent a picture of this. The 

leopard also  symbolically stands  for  a  money-

robbing  Greece. Greece  recently bought    400  

American tanks, despite its financial  crisis! Greeks  

also stand for ancient idolatry  and  wickedness. 

The beast- the monster - has stronglegs- this speaks of stability but is restless. Some of 

the symbolism used by this beast can be found in spells:  15 The wicked, ruling over a 

poor people, is a roaring lion,  and a bear, walking there and again. Spr.28 

 

 

Seen the bear as the Empire of the Meden and Persians  (Iran/Iraq),  or sometimes also 

as Russia. This symbolic language makes us investigate what berenlegs canbe 

reminded of. Our spell  characterizes a hungry bear by walking back and forth, or 

making raids  to satisfy his hunger or his desires? 

Think of Russia which oil or "gold and silver" needs for his large professional army. Gog 

will go out to rob Israel according to the Prophet Ezekiel.  Israel now has oil and gas.  

The lion'smouth. Reminds us of world leaders with a charismatic speaker talent. 

(Dan.7:8) Also grandstanding and charisma of the 

leader, such as the acting antichrist.  Thecurrent 

Iranian president,  and others, are an example of 

grandstanding. The lion was and remains the main  

symbolic image of Babylon. 

What Babylon? Daughter of Babylon, Rome? 

This new and future leader will now receive the 

power and power of the dragon, a superhuman  

killing power to rule the world! (2Thess.2:9) 

As a comparatively small  counter-image, this also 

happened whenEmperor Constantine, the sun and  

dragon worshipper transferred his religious power and his holy chair to the first bishop of 

Rome. That  papal  power became the power  of  a  Roman  emperor. Each bishop at the 

time was also given the title pontifex.   The emperor handed over his ChiefHighPriest title 

of the Roman religion,   which was titled:    "Pontifex Maximus" The emperor granted 

authority, privileges, and  landgoods! 
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The coming antichrist comes  to power 

to the  world,  satanic worship and  

deceit, but fromthe  occult  underworld! 

9 On the other hand, his coming to the 

workings of Satan is with all kinds of 

powersand deceitful miracles, 10 and with all 

kinds of enticing iniquity,  for those who are 

lost,  because they have not accepted the love 

of truth, by which they could have been 

saved.11 And therefore God sends them an 
error, which processes,that they believe the 

lie,12 that all who have not believed the truth 

but have had a good faith in the iniquity may 

be judged. 2 Thess.2 

 

The power of Satan can be found everywhere in Religion, politics, education, finance and 

in lying science with false theories! Only those who read and believe the Bible discover 

the causes of the current chaos in the world! Everyone must also realise that this antichrist 

will come from an elite made up of the richest in the world. From this elite comes the 

antichrist! (Cf. The Thirteen Bloodlines and Satan's) 

Does the Pope call himself an Antichrist? Old documents show this! 

THE RESURRECTION OF THE ANTICHRIST. 

THE DEADLY WOUND. 

(3,6) First  option:  The antichrist will be mortally 

wounded,    but will rise back from the dead in  

appearance.  This must be a deceptive counter-image of 

our risen Lord! The world will blindly  and  hysterically 

follow this man,  perhaps after the satanic  deceitful 

miracle they will have seen on the Internet worldwide.   

Think about how to manipulate film footage deceptively!   

The media gains  powerful influence and is the best 

means of mass manipulation! A suspended animationis 

oneof  the possibilities,  or  the error that God sends as 

above?  .  The  political world will blindly pursue and 

worship the  world-famous  man of Satan's power.   John 

5:43) 
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A second option: The Catholic 

Church suffered a major 

catastrophe. In 1798 under Pius 

VI. The Republic of Rome was 

proclaimed. The pope was  then 

arrested and deported to 

France in the French revolution. 

Jesuits were abolished, with 

great consequences. The 

church then became  

completely powerless. The 

united states gained 

independence after a battle with 

the English. In 1929,  The 

Vatican City became a 

sovereign state by Mussolini with the Treaty of  Laterals. In February 1796 Bonaparte 

invaded the papal states!  

 

 

Revelation 13:3 And (I saw) one of his heads as dead wounded, and his 
healed deadly wound; and the whole earth the beast went with 

surprise, 
 

This world leader or  antichrist will defame God for the people, and those who live in 

heaven. He will act in the second half of the great tribulation as God himself and make 

worship legally obligatory! 

 

Mark. 13:14 When you see the abomination of desecration, where he may not stand, 

—who reads it, understand it! —let those who are in Judea flee to the mountains; 

(Can.vert.) — 

 

No country will be able to go to war against its army.   Would this be  a  huge  active force 

of the V. N.  can be? No one can   go to war against it! Will the  old  traditional  papacy 

regain its original worldpower through compromises with other Religions and political 

leaders as in history? 

 

1 John 2:18 Children, it is the last hour; And as you have heard that there will be an 

antichrist, many antichrists have nowrisen, and we recognize that it is the last hour. 

Antichrist means: Anti: 1. "Against" 2. "In place of"  Vicarious function. Among these 

antichrists, John meant  sham Christians,  those who had fallen away from  true  young  

Christianity, and healthy teachings. People who didn't want to tolerate disadvantages by 

sticking to biblical teachings. They then followed the influence of the sun worship of the 

Roman emperor. 
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GOD'S PEOPLE OF ISRAEL, HATED AND  AGAIN SEVERELY PERSECUTED? 

(7,10) He will wage war against the "saints"! Who are these saints? 

 

Holy doesn't mean a man without sin, not even some kind 

of Mother Teresa. No  false  canonization either, because 

that's Blasphemy. Holy  means that God first  isolateda 

people , which would be used byhim, namely Israel.  Thus, 

out of great hatred and greed, Ezau/Edom will once again 

face Jacob, Israel for life. Then all those who are isolated 

by Christ himself to serve Him, to bear witness of Him, 

during the great tribulation, and will be used by Him as 

prophets! 

 

 

 

 

 

There will be severe persecutions for those who then became Christians. They will be 

systematically killed by beheading. (Sharia law?) All earthlings will be forced to worship 

the Antichrist, read  Satan,because they are not mentioned in the book of life. (10)  

Whoever resists will be ruthlessly killed or imprisoned. 

 

      THE BEAST FROM THE EARTH 

THE FALSE PROPHET 

(11) This is  a coming strong occult,magical  false prophet. The battle for the leadership  

or  presidency of the coming world religion has begun! A power struggle waged on occult 

clouds.  "from the earth" or  with help  "from the underworld". This shows that this 

false prophet comes from a certain  false,demonic  religion where one engages in occult  

practices. It has  been given the power of Satan, but occult power and a  seductive ability 

to speak. 

"twohorns like the Lamb's" 
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This false prophet has two horns,  two kinds of  worldpowers. Namely a political  or Royal  

power,  and a  traditional religious power. For the moment  we  are taking  three  examples,  

possibilities,  which meet these conditions. 

The first: Thepope who meets these conditions, and also has a great chance to lead the 

coming ecumenical  world- state religion. He is also a political leader, or king since the  

agreement with the Italian state. 

He also has a very overt anti-Christian  doctrine- which will fit in with the wholeframework 

of the coming antichrist himself, the first beast. But we see him as the false  anti-

Christian  prophet. 

The second possibility:  

De Islam. This religion also uses the 

two powers, political and religious 

power for the people. E.g. Libya  

Turkey,  will move to a whole of these 

two powers, Sharia. 

This against or with the meaning of the 

democratic west. We can see it coming 

today. 

 

The  option also discussed is the United  

Kingdom, where the Head of State also 

governs the Church. But the symbolism of the 

coat of arms is undeniably reflected in the 

Bible. 

(12,14) The occult work of this false prophet 

will be great throughout the world, he will 

prepare the world for the public coming of the 

Antichrist.  
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So there will be a deal between the Antichrist and the world prophet. Under duress  and 

seduction,  he makes all nations worship the first beast. The first beast  had a deadly 

wound from the sword. Symbol of sword is war or struggle,Napoleon,Hitler? In fact, this 

describes a  resurgence   . Paganism will be introduced by law. Through magical, occult 

practices and false wonders, the false church leader will be able to deceive many people. 

He will bring down fire from heaven. 

Many will be seduced because they did not want to accept 

the truth, and thus remained in darkness. Many who say 

they believe in God will also be caught here. Only the Bible 

speaks the truth! We saw the fire, the lightning from 

heaven, when electing the last anti-Christian pope in 

Rome. 

 

 

 

A TALKING STANDIMAGE! ? 

 

(15,18) The intention of this future world leader is to be adored 

by the  earthlings- whether they like it or not. 

 3 Let no one deceive you in any way, for first must come 

the waste and reveal the man of lawlessness, the son of 

destruction, 2 Thess.2 

So there will be a religious and  legal worship, eand  

mandatory state religion all over the world in all forms. 

Paganism will be introduced. This will present itself as 

a kind of  unconscious  ritual worship of Satan, whichis 

for initiated and nothing new under thesun, but 

intended for the unbeliever and religious man. Satan 

wants to be worshipped, the names don't matter, of 

now that Horus, Leviathan,  Abbadon  or Lucifer doesn't 

count. Think of  a  biochip after vaccination and the 

WWW. 

Example IHS symbol  of  three  sun gods. I= Isis (Egypt) H= Horus and S=  Seth  

Horus and Seth crown a pharaoh. Thus satan will also give his power to the 

antichrist on earth 

Isis Horus Horus  and set 
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15 And he was given to give to the image of the beast a spirit, so that the image of 

the beast would also speak, and make that all who did not worship the image of 

the beast be killed.16 And it makes that to all, the little and the great, the rich and 

the poor, the free and the slaves, a mark be given on their right hand or on their 

foreheads. 17 and that no one can buy or sell, but who has the mark, the name of 

the beast, or the number of his name. 

Image and spirit of the antichrist worship via T.V. or Internet and under control! 

 

ANTICHRIST MER SIGN 

(16,17) Under the image we can also see 

the computer or TV image, in pagan 

form. It is a world system that is slowly 

developing, in preparation for the 

revelation of the Antichrist.  It comes first 

from the free economic and financial 

world, later legally required. Satan wants 

the workings of the mark to remain 

secret from the public. But the Bible explains and warns 

of the consequences. World politics will use it as a perfect power factor. Everything comes 

under total control.  The corona infestation  will be a pressure to form an NWO. An 

inoculation with chip can be promoted! 

 WHAT'S THE MARK? 
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The " Organic chip or the like can be implanted in humans. A legally required "chip"  in  

your hand,  arm (Yad) or  in your forehead is on the  way. No tattoo? Through vaccine? 

Now it can already be planted freely, and people find it very positive. E.g. Kidnapping,  

personal medical  records, but also in traffic control etc. It is a biometric identification 

system. The chip contains all your personal data, an antenna and a  dangerous connection 

to the brain through human tissue. In this way one can manipulate the thoughts of that 

man, also killthem! etc. It has only the length of a grain. 

 

Not being able to buy or sell: without the chip, i.e. no money operation will be possible. 

No more civil rights lawless. Whoever did have the chip installed will be able to continue, 

but everything is officially checked by the state computer (Big Brother)  and under control 

via G5 military radiation  ! The beast's computer will track down all those who refuse the 

mark, and they will be killed by beheading, so to speak in the name of God! (Alah? UN? )  

Whoever refuses the chip loses all civil rights. This chip will also affect every human's 

DNA. (2014) 

 

 

 

IMPLANTING THE CHIP: 

For the mark  and the  name, the word "charagma"  

is in Greek.  The same word is used outside the Bible,  

only with a snake bite. In the snake bite, the two teeth 

pierce the skin, then the poison enters the blood 

through the teeth. The implantation of a  microbiochip 

is done in the same way today, via an injection with a 

needle. 

Removing the chip is particularly dangerous, 

because there is tissue connection, and when breaking it releases a bacterium, and the 

signal to the government fails! The word"chalal"  means pierce, pierce,  innate, prick 

and create unrecover. 
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In Thailand and Mexico it is already mandatory, without a plebiscite. The tests, as shown 

here, to transfer signals from the brain to someone else are already possible. It makes a 

connection- possibly already a  satellite connection- which will later be used bythe 

antichrist. The unbelieving man will be  bound  or chained as a slave to Satan. People are 

quite easily seduced by the great lack of Bible knowledge. We also know that the letters 

of the Hebrew and Greek alphabets have a number value, and thus one can calculate the 

number value of a person's name. He gets his occult superpower when he is appointed 

world president! 

The Hebrew number values for a letter also show the following: 

Snake  (=Samech) number value: 60 

Hook  (=connection) (waw): 6 

(brand) character  (=tav) at the  head(=rech) :600, 

Together 666 

In the Hebrew alphabet, the letters have not only a number value, but also a clear meaning 

(Cf. Liliane Warris). Bible-faithful Christians may no longer experience these laws ofcontrol! 

Don't be fooled with the 616 value option. 

The letter Waw  plays a very important role here, the connection between man and the 

antichrist, which will certainly influence and manipulate man's thinking! Whoever takes the 

obligatory mark will be severely restricted to his free will, so slave! He may act 

unconsciously! He will no longer be able to choose the King of  Kings:  Jesus,he follows 

the path to second death. 

 

CHAPTER 14 

(1,5) We see in this section that the anti-

Christian powers are weakened by the 

previousjudgments. One begins to doubt the  

power of the antichrist. John sees  all  the 

LAMB  of God  here - none other thanJesus 

Christ on Mount Zion  in  Jerusalem! We may 

say ready for the  last battle with the  satanic  

powers of the anti-Christian,earthly  

stronghold. 

144.OOO Joodse evangelists  follow  Jesus. In  their foreheads the name of God, JHWH. 

John now hears  the voice of the living  God. Now they sing  new  songs and new music- 

only the 144,000  can sing the heavenly song! He now sees them  singing for the throne, 
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so for God. So no more Satan-inspired music on earth.  The wicked and failing 

governments will soon come to an end.   

It will begin on Mount Zion. The temple mount  is also increasingly in the spotlight today. 

A  lifeend is in sight forthose who have the biochip, the mark of the  antichrist  satan. 

Thesealed  belong to God himself,    and  will  help put an end  to  all the worldly iniquity 

and  this  Jews hating world! 

144,000,not stained by women  (v.4). It's not at all  the idea that marriage  would be  un-

Biblical,   bad or forbidden. These  Joden, who believe in Jesus, are considered    the  firsts 

for the new dispensation of the millennial kingdom of peace. The  word: "stain" also find 

wij    as  "unsullied" in Hebr. 4 Marriage be honored at all and the bed  unsullied,  for 

and breakers shall judge God. 

Not being stained means: They have not  done spiritual  fornication or adultery . In 

other part, They  didn't get in with  an  Ecumenical  or New Age  mind! The women  here 

are symbolic of all kinds of  statechurches. That is, they  never cooperated  with all  

statereligions- with a state income. 

(6,7) God brings another  global  evangelism from the center of 

heaven through a strong angel that every man hears and sees it! 

Central to heaven. What is central to the Bible is very important.  

(P.Steffens)  A global warning and a global  audible  call to believe in 

Jesus! God spoke in many ways! This proclamation will not deviate 

from the Bible either! It is  another last chance also for God's 

people Israel. (Hebrews 1:1-2) 1 After God had spoken to the fathers 

many times and in many ways in the prophets,  He has now spoken to 

us in the Son in the last days, 

THE MIGHTY NEW BABYLON ( VATICAN CITY)  WILL FALL! 

(8.11) A second angel, a time after the first angel,  delivers  an  

in-coming  judgment on the great Babel. This religious and 

political world power will surely disappear. All peoples have 

been severely   influenced for centuries by  occult  powers.  The  

religious influence of Nimrod, 

Semiramis and the child Tammuz, has 

spread everywhere and in all forms. 

The  exchangeof the  Roman  church  

with  otherpagan    religions, were 

strongly attracted and promoted by the 

previous Polish pope. And especially 

today with the false prophet from the 

Vatican! 
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Jer.51 : 7 Babel was in the hand of the Lord a golden cup that made the whole earth 

drunk; from his wine the peoples drank, thereby they were dazed. 8 Suddenly Babel 

has fallen and broken, laments him! Gets balm for his pain, maybe it's curable. 

 

The wine is aimage of luxuryand power,  it  bedesars  and dismantles  

reason, and the peoples were  cunningly  seduced into  fornication and  

paganism or idolatry. 

The host is  an image of the sun,  

and the golden cup, for whichone  

kneels! In the word  hosthee, is  in the 

English word  host, which means host. 

Rev.Hislop  cites this in his book  "The 

two Babylons"  The Host  or  "hostie" of the R.K.K. is 

their great pagan, or idol according to  Ds. Hislop.  It  is  the fulfillment of the prophecy 

from the Prophet Daniel (12:11) and cited by  Jesus: 

15 When ye then see the abomination of destruction,spoken of by Daniel, the 

prophet, standing in the holy place; (who reads it, that branded on it!) 16 That if then, 

who are in Judea, were on the mountains; It's Matth. 24 

Behind this pagan symbol  lies the  "host"  who will welcome the world. 

The host was born out of Roman  idolatry, with their many gods. A hostie was 

a small round biscuit that was also given to the children, but was also 

sacrificed to one of the Romanidols.  The round  biscuit  was  predetermined  

before it was sacrificed. Cicero, a Roman orator  and  idol priest,wondered 

how a man could be so foolish  to feed on a god. 

This happened when the pope was given the title of "Pontifex Maximus" and still retained 

this mysterious ritual. Transubstance theory is an ancient Babylonian principle. Those who 

didn't want to believe it during the Middle Ages came to the pyres. The reality was that  this 

refused to indirectly worship Satan! (Think of Daniel and the statue of Nebuchadnezzar) 

WEB-HOST! AN INTERNET HOST! 

We take a look at the word  Web-host,which points 

to the global internetsystem,  a modern Babel.  Thus 

the apostle John saw with  great sorrow that in  

Christianity  a  similar  aspiration  would  arise  as  in  

Babel  destijds,  i.e. alliances and  globalization! 

That is why he also saw Rome as the  

apocalyptic,anti-Christian  and  

renegade  Christian  Babel! 

Babel had a tower, one could 

control, and on top of the tower commit fornication and  idolatry. The 
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apocalyptic Babel willpromote unity in theworld, eventually  allowing the global  

webhosting, Host/Host,  to mysteriously  worship Satan, in the form of paganism or an 

image of the coming antichrist. This will be later in the temple in Jerusalem. An image, or 

computer center, through which every person was tied with a mark! 

PSALM 106:35-39 JUDGMENT  ON OCCULT IDOLATRY. 

34 They did not destroy the nations, from whom the Lord had spoken to them;35 but they 

engaged with the gentiles and learned their works, 36 they served their idols, who 

became them  a trap,  37 they sacrificed their sons and their daughters to the evil 

spirits;38 they also shed innocent blood, the blood of their sons and daughters, which they 

sacrificed to the  idols  of Canaan, so that the land was desecrated by blood guilt. 39 They 

polluted themselves by their works,  committed adultery  by their deeds. 40  Then the 

wrath of the Lord ignited against his people, and He resented his inheritance; 

(Openbar.17:5) The roots of all false religions come from  ancient Babel, Iraq/Iran.  The 

Church of Rome is  completely  imbued with    Babylonian rituals and idolatry, which is why 

the majority of  Bible founders  see that Rome is modern Babel. False 

prophets want that  explanation to disappear 

today. Do not forgetthat until 400 AD, the 

Popewas seen as the sole representativeof  

Belsazar  or Babel's Nimrod. Nimrod was the 

first ruler of the world! 

(9) A third angel of judgment comes with  an  additional warning 

message for those who lived  and  who would dare to take the mark.   

For all those who have taken the mark have  chosen the second death, 

and a judgment. The judgment consists  of a pain with fire and sulfur 

or sulfer! We don't know where that's going to come from. Probably  a  

volcano or a  modern  rocket? Mind you, there's a torturing fire! (KJV)  

A volcano brings  rather  digesting fire. No more rest for the people who 

have taken the mark and carry it  inside them. This is happening under 

the eyes of Jesus! Mocking Him is clearly a thing of the past here!   

THE LATTER RETAIN  CHRISTIANS! 

(12,13) For those who have come to believe in Jesus,  

perseverance and patience will be a  painful necessity to see 

if their faith is real. New beheading mekanisms are already 

being prepared! There will be no more lukewarmness 

among Christians here, these  last Christians prove their 

love for the Lord with the sacrifice of their own lives! Not only 

Joden who had come to faith and insight, but also other  

people  among others. from the  Laodicea  congregation, 

which was nottakenand  op! They will  also certainly receive 

wages for their works of faith. 
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Those rare of thelastChristians will have a very difficult time and their faith will be 

severely tested. We should be allowed to place them in the line of faith heroes!  

Think of the likeness of the workers in the vineyard, where the last workers were paid as 

much wages as the first!  

 

15 Am I not free to do with mine, what do I want? Or is your eye angry, because I am 

good?16 So shall the last be the first and the first the last. Matthew 20 

 

(14,16) Eand king, similar tothe  Messiah,  with a  sharp  scyth in hand. 

To better understand the meaning of the scy scy.   

Joel 3:9-14. 9  Proclaim this among the nations: Sanctify the war, raise up the 

heroes; that all warriors take office, advance!10 Forge your plough shears into 

swords and your pruning knives into spears; the weak say: I am a hero. 11 

Make up and come, all nations from all around, and gather, do, O Lord, your 

heroes descend there.12 Let the nations rise and advance to the valley of 

Josafat,  for there I shall sit to address all nations from all around. 13 Smash 

in the sickle, because the harvest is ripe. Come, enter, for the press pit is full; the 

wine bowls are overflowing. Because their anger is great. 14 Crowds, crowds in the 

valley of decision, for near is the day of the Lord 

The harvesting wasdone  n with a small hand nickel, made of wood, or a large jawbone of 

an animal. Pieces  of flint were applied on the inside! 

15 An angel came out of the temple, and he called to Him, who sat on the cloud: 

"Wave your sickle and bring in the harvest! It's time to harvest! The harvest of the 

earth is ripe!" 16 And He who sat on the cloud waved His sickle over the earth, and 

the harvest of the earth was brought in.17 I saw another angel coming from the 

temple into heaven, and he also had a sharp sickle. 

This isn't going to be a harvest party at all. It is a judgment that comes from the throne of 

God, to intervene. 

HARMAGEDON BATTLE. 
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(17,20) "Har"  means mountain or a height. "Magedon"  or "Megiddo" means a carnage, 

a slaughter and killing. A  huge  battlefield. 

A WINE PRESS AS THE JUDGMENT OFGOD, GOD'S BATTLE WITH THE WICKED! 

Christians see Jerusalem as the next capital of the 

world. God sees Jerusalem as His city. Israel is 

still the land of God, He has not rejected this land. 

Jerusalem,  His great love, for He weeping for it! 

Now He will intervene hard,  he will not slumber 

nor sleep! 

Two judgments come into action and cause the 

great  fieldstroke-  Armageddon. The vineyard of 

the earth is Israel. The press box is  symbolically  

the plain of Megiddo. But Israel still does not listen to their  Savior,  Messiah! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Peter 4:17 For now is the time when judgment begins at the house of God; When 

it begins with us, what will be the end of those who disobey the gospel of God? 

The house of God: Israel. The wine press  is an image that can be found in Isaiah 5:1-8! 

This is the judgment of all the  wicked peopleswho perish here in masses. Godless 

governments  all fall. The  end of all  injustice has finally  come. 

 

12 I will make the mortals rarer than gilt gold, and the people than fine gold of Ofir.13 

Therefore I will make the heavens falter, and the earth will depart from its place 

trembling by the insurreence of the Lord of hosts, in the day of His burning wrath. 

Jes. 13 
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The blood will come to the toms of horses. 

 

This battle will become a flood  of blood, blood of all the soldiers who have risen to fight 

against God's people, the blood will run far 300 km away! (Sixteen hundred stadiën, 1 stadie= 

185m)) 

 

The blood does not clot here, as a result of a nuclear strike, radioactively contaminated 

blood no longer clots. An unprecedented and final  battle. 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 15 

(1,2) This great and wonderful sign comes from God. John sees  in the sky the sign of the 

last judgments. The end of the Antichrist is in sight. Seven more angels going to do this. 

These pests are now called the last and the worst.  The KJV writes about the  revenge  

(wrath) ofGod. This way we find better references. Revenge  is a word that comes from 

Germanic,  from which the word  "cruel" also comes from. This means  "ruthless" or 

"merciless."" Indeed, the time of grace is over, for centuries God warned of this day! Now 

justice will be done. 

Jeremiah 46:10 But this day is the LORD, the LORD of 

hosts, a dayofwreckage, that He will wring his hands of 

His fellows, and eat the sword, and satiate, and get 

drunk with their blood; for the Lord, LORD of hosts, has 

a victim in the land of the north, on the River Frath. 

(STV)(+Jes. 13:9)(John 3:36) (Frath= Euphrates) 

Romans 12:19 Do not avenge yourself, lovers, but leave 

room for wrath, for it is written: I am vengeful, I will 

retaliate, speaks the Lord. 

Here we find a biblical  principle of life. A Christian  who 

pursues the Bible should never take the law into his own 

hands or avenge himself against all who did him great harm! 

God himself brings justice! The apostle sees  a face as a  symbolic  firesea, but now with 
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the great victors! Their victory is that they would rather have lost their heads on earth than 

be lost forever with the mark implant. Their ordeal was to be put out in the conflagration.  

We also refer to 1 Peter 1:6-7. 6 Rejoice in it, even though you are now, if it is to be, saddened for 

a short time by all kinds of temptations, 7  that the authenticity of your faith, more precious than 

perishable gold, which is tested byfire, may be to praise and glory and honor at the revelation 

of Jesus Christ. 

(3,4) The Victorssing victory songs accompanied by  the  harps. We find two in  Exodus 

15  and the other in  Deuter. 32. After the passage through the Red Sea, when escaping 

the Pharaoh, which is a counter-image of the  emerging  and menacing  antichrist, there 

they sang this song. Also today we see the statues and plagues  of Egypt revived. Lamb 

song:  Ps.86:9-12 as prophecy! 9  All the nations you have made shall come and bow 

down before You, O Lord, and honor thy name; 10 For thou art great and do miracles, Thou, O 

God, alone.11 Teach me, Lord, thy way, that I may walk in your truth; unite my heart to fear your 

name.12 I will praise You, Lord, my God, with all my heart, and honor your name for ever; 

 

 

Rom. 8:37 But in all this we are more than victorious  by Him,  who loved us. 

Itseems wonderful that John was allowed to see this, that  hymn  in heaven, and in reality 

this has yet to happen! The exile of the apostle became  a great blessing to him, to see 

and write down all these hopeful  prophecies!   Deut.32:4 and Openbar.15:3 

God is righteous and truthful! 

We must keep in mind that God is just. The worldly injustice will now be completely and 

mercilessly  punished. That is why we too must striveforfairness. This can bring a severe 

test and disadvantage.   Don't give the devil a foot. "Whoever is dirty gets even dirtier" 

"Whoever is righteous does even more justice. Be Bible faithful! 

Romans 12:2 And does not become like this world, but is reformed by the renewal 

of your thinking, that you may recognize what is the will of God, the good, the 

beneful, and the final. 

AN OPENHEAVEN!   
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(5,8) The apostle sees the gates of heaven 

open, as it were, where God dwells! At the 

moment, no one has seen anything like this, 

not even today's  astronauts. Even the 

unbelievers- or those who disobey God's word, 

the  Bible- will never be allowed to see it.   

(Isa. 8:20) . You can travel all over the world, 

and still miss the mostbeautiful  of  all  

creation!   No, this is reserved for the disciples, 

and all the followers of Jesus. All  who were 

convinced by God will still be able to see 

heavenly  things! Hence that rock-solid  hope,  

which lives among the true Christians! 

Remember the words of Jesus: 1-51 Jesus answered and said to him, "Because I said 

to you, "I saw you under the fig tree, do you believe?" Thou shalt see greater things than 

this.51 1-52 And He said unto him,  Verily, verily, I say unto you, thou shalt see 

heaven open, and the angels of God rise and descend upon the Son of man. Joh.1 

2 Thess 1:10 That will happen on the great day when He comes to be honored among 

His people; with great wonder, all who have relied on Him will look up to Him. And you 

will be there because you have believed what we have told you about Him. (Bookvert.) 

 

THE FINAL JUDGMENTS 

These seven angelssuffered as  

heaventemplepriests,  fulfillingan 

assignment. The  prayers answered for  

righteousness will be poured out on earth, 

and God will retaliate. The heavenly justice 

system has decided this! It is the  fiery  

prayers of the martyrs who were persecuted 

and  beheaded by the Antichrist. Also think 

of so many Christians who were persecuted 

and killed at pyres etc. God doesn't forget 

anything!!!! 

They have been given God's revenge scales-  from God's tribunal , with the  " 

plagues." KJV)  The word teasing,  (plygy) can also be translated as "disasters" , all 

kinds of never-before-seen natural disasters. They can also be heavy pandemics. Here 

we note once again that behind these plagues, God intends to bring perfect  justice. 

There is clearly a link between disasters and the retaliatory iniquities  such as attacks or 

chemical weapons on this earth. These angels were given these bowls of the four 

cherubs (beings) for execution.  These cherubs are angels of the highest rank. Satan 

was  originally  a cherub. 
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In Psalm 18:11,  God himself rode a cherub  for David's sake, which was in distress! 

God thrones Cherubs! (Ps. 80:1) Cherub means wagon or blessing. They bring people's 

prayers to God! 

The temple in heaven. The place where the covenants  of God lie, the covenant with 

His people, and the covenant with the whole world. The old and the new  testament. The 

temple is filled with smoke and has become inaccessible until the shells are poured out! 

God only wants to see the earth when the earth is completely  purified. It seems that God 

does not want to see the execution of the scales, this indicates that they will be 

indescribably violent. 

24 Because you refused, when I cried, did not heed anyone, when I extended my 

hand,25 ye ignored all my counsels, and did not want my exmonition,26 therefore I shall 

laugh at your destruction; I will mock when your horror will come.27 When your horror 

will come as a storm and your destruction will rise like a whirlwind, when tightness and 

fear will come over you,Prov.1 

God does not let himself be mocked, the mockery of God increases today, but if men 

understood what they were doing, they would beg for mercy and forgiveness! God 

receives all the honor, He lets all the wicked, his enemies perish, in preparation for the 

thousand years of peace, in which Jesus,  Koning of  kings,  will rule the whole world. 

Instead of the High Priest, who made atonement for the people on the day of atonement, 

here are seven angels who leave the temple to make judgments about  our planet! 

CHAPTER 16. 

THE FIRST BOWL. 

 

(1,2) This scale  actually causes an incurable  disease,  or  

an  evil wound,  a  poisoning    cancer, this disease will take 

epidemic forms and also reach its peak in it, despite all 

human efforts. Another translation speaks of growths and 

of ulcers.  

The ulcers also belonged to one of egypt's plagues. 

Exod.9:10. The soot from the melting furnace is almost 

comparable to the  radioactivity released from Chernobyl  or Fukushima! A doctor at a 

Boston medical center explains that the concentration of lithium in that special biochip 

can be releasedat cracks and cause cancer  or  ulceration. That is why we can decide that 

this is a type of skin cancer.  This plague corresponds to a curse described in 

Deut.28:27,35 which has never been seen, or read later. 27 The Lord will strike you with 

Egyptian sores, with bumps, rashes, and scabies, from which ye cannot heal. 

Deut.28:35 The Lord will strike you with angry sores on the knees and thighs, from 

which you cannot heal; from your sole of the foot to your skull. 
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The curse only affects the people who had the mark or chip placed- and worshipped 

the antichrist. So there is a pronounced connection between the chip and the curse. It 

can release the bacteria that is inserted into the chip,causing an internal wound or ulcer. 

(Greek helkos). The body has no defence against this  manipulated  bacterium- that's why 

it's incurable! . 

THE SECOND SCALE. (2) 

This curse scale is a global environmental disaster 

by sea and ocean. All  seas  and oceans  will be dirty  

red. All fish dies! An unthinkingdamage to our planet, 

with famine in many places, where fish was a source 

of income. We'll think of the consequences of the 

dead and rotting fish. What an unbearable stench 

this will be. The warming or cooling will show 

catastrophic consequences! Will there still be potable 

water? 

Will earthly life still be possible? Many will think of the end of the world. Purification stations 

could be prevented! This scale of revenge can also be the result of the use of nuclear 

weapons, nuclear disaster or a  sudden natural disaster caused by climate change. 

THE THIRD SCALE 

(4,7) This disaster is in fact a "follow-up judgment" of the second scale. "All waterand  

becameand  blood"  Flowing blood rivers! Disastrous for water extraction.  The reason 

for this disaster is, in fact, a vengeance from God for the injustice to  6, inthe  prophets and  

bloody  persecuted  Christians. All injustice to christians will  now punish God himself. Will 

one now have to drink blood instead of water? 

This is the punishment god gives to all the wicked and idolaters who kill the "true"  

Christians now and then!   In Genesis Four, Cain was dead, but God still heard his voice. 

Wouldn't He hear all the voices of the tortured and  murdered Christians together? The 

altar says  "yes"  A wonderful answer in righteousness, but in God's time! God is just. 

THE FOURTH SCALE 
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(8,9) Damage to the sun! It's like an overheating of the sun because of 

this shell!  

This plague will cause a global and  excruciating heat wave with inevitably many victims.   

Men will curse and slander God! TheProphet Mal. (4:1) 

1 For behold, the day comes, burning like an oven! Then all the overconfident 

and all who do wickedness will be like stubble, and the day to come will set 

them on fire (says the Lord of hosts) who will leave neither their root 

norbranch. 

This is where we talk about that time; This has  no to do with global warming or a 

consequence of nuclear weapons. Scientists are confused, and they have no explanation. 

Politici  would much rather keep quietabout it. 

Heat waves get hott and last longer, according to U.S. scientists at the National Center 

Atmospheric Research. Whoever reads this should not be afraid, as long as  he  has 

accepted Jesus as his Lord and Savior! 

 

 

 

THE FIFTH SCALE 

(10) This judgment is the judgment of the  coming  

antichrist,  world dictator, his throne or palace on earth 

is overthrown. This indicates the place where the curse 

falls. 

The throne or the elevated holy chair in Rome or in 

Jerusalem where the Antichrist will be worshipped  in 

the temple? (Hebr. State seat, seat).  The Empire was 

embezzled, this is the  www-666 system that 

collapses,  cyberattack? Alle computers fail, no more 

state control  possible. 

Chewing on the tongue of pain can be a 

consequence "like "  of a neutron bomb or another 

chemical bomb. This will be a terrible scene on earth, when parents and children will have 

tobear such excruciatingpain. Yet no repentance  among the  unbelievers!   People don't 

want to see a connection between the  severe  disasters and God's judgments. Wouldn't 

you   be calling for Jesus today for forgiveness and to protect you from escaping  

tomorrow's judgment day? 
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THE SIXTH SCALE 

(12,15) A gigantic world war with an unprecedented  merciless  battle is on the way. . 

"Armageddon"  led by the Antichrist. 

The water of the Euphrates dries out 

completely as a result of a natural disaster 

or a planned nuclear bomb. Apparently, the 

Euphrates would already be drier,  with the 

resultthat more snakes would appear there 

and become dangerous for humans. 

Note that the Bible indicates a reason here, 

a schedule: 

 

 

 

Armies from the east come to fight. Who are  they? 

China? 

The demonic powers gather the heads of 

government to fight the God of Israel on the land of 

God. ISRAEL! 

 

 

John sees how this came about: 

 

(13) Three unclean spirits  go out of "the mouth" 

of three:  Satan,  (dragon)  antichrist and false 

prophet. Remember, this happening here is based 

on God's judgment  and command! 

 

From my own experience, I  saw  something  like this  

happen with my own eyes  during  my  

liberationorder,  from a Jewish woman, high priestess 

to the  witches. Sometimes those spirits are visible in 

the form of an animal, e.g. frogs, or other, 

sometimesinvisible. Think of the frog infestation  with 

contamination in Egypt which brought destruction. (Ps.78.45) 

(14) They go out with a demonic intent- tocreatemiracles, miracles, in front of the 

people. These miracles will deceive many, especially the kings of the earth, heads of 

government. These people will be inspired with very bad and cunning  thoughts-a 

diabolical politics , and war plans. All nations  will be demonized and  hysterical!  

Everything will lead to Armageddon! 

Think about how God seduced Ahab. (1 Kon.22:19-23) There came such a spirit of 

lies in the mouths of all the  stateprophets of Ahab! Later, through great gatherings, 
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supernatural  signs,  miracles, healing miracles, etc., many false believers will be 

tempted into battle, riot, war! Think of Paul's words: 

1 But the Spirit says emphatically that in later times some will fall away from faith 

by following errant spirits and teachings of evil spirits,2 by the hypocrisy of lying 

speakers, which are branded in their own conscience, 1 Tim.4 

An American Christian wanted to build a villa on the  hill near the plain of Megiddo, in 

order to see the second coming of Jesus with his own eyes, then he was explained that 

the Christians would already be with Jesus, and he revised his plan and studied the Bible 

even better. Indeed, those who do not believe in His second coming will be startled by 

His coming, which the Bible has been talking about for centuries!  (15)  Suddenly there 

is a warninghere about the second coming ofJesus, the true  Messiah. Be ready,  lined 

with the white garments of preservation is a final call. Still blessing for the watchful 

believer! 

 

 

 

THE SEVENTH SCALE 

This pest consists of a very exceptional earthquake with an almost inesting force. It looks like our 

planet has come to an end here. Islands and mountains disappear! (20)  God says this 

earthquake will be the greatest of all time. This will  be preceded by a severe thunderstorm, in 

which voices will be heard! 

The great city of Babylon will disintegrate. Many major world cities will be wiped off the map, 

even islands will disappear into the sea. Which city is it about, that Babylon on seven mountains  
namelyRome. The history of Rome corresponds to what is said of Babylon.  (19)  The city has 

been torn into three parts, by major landslides, of which we already have examples today, in 

Italy! 

Babylon must now drink the goblet, i.e. undergo the judgment of God himself! Others see the old 

city in Babylon. (Cfr Hfdst 17) The old town was rebuilt by Sadam for a while, but time will make 

us wiser. The connection to the next chapter must not be lost. The dividing of chapters 

sometimes breaks the context. Today's Iraq will have different costs than rebuilding the old city of 

Babel. Unless the International Community wants to bear the costs, and the Pope moves. And 

consider the financial crisis that is taking on global proportions. 

THEN COME THE DESTRUCTIVE  HAILSTONE FLAGS! 
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Already hailstones are getting bigger and bigger! 

The damage cases are getting bigger and bigger!  

Now we already find hailstones like tennis balls. 

Here it is about  40 kg  heavy! If you are impressed 

now, believe what God says before they fall! Just 

think of the  unimaginable  consequences,  of  the  

factories,  houses,castles and palaces,  they will be 

reduced to rubble. Insurance companies  are going 

to be a thing of the past. We read again that the 

unbelievers will slander God, curse him, because of 

this  great  natural disaster. 

 

Unpredictable consequences, an  uninsured damage! 

Already there are hailstorms that can be very dangerous 

and cause great damage to cars and aircraft. People see 

God's judgments coming with their own eyes-  and  

hopefully people will think again! 

 

 

CHAPTER 17 

This (1)  angel demonstrates the coming judgment of "a world statechurch,  a  mother 

church,  a unity religion", the great whore,  who thrones above all peoples. (=wateren).  

Contiguous meaning of  the  waters:  Waters, water sources and rivers, in Babelse time, 

were places where the whores came to  seducetheir customers , and made secretdates. 

That's where the  rich  merchants could be found. Today  it's  those traders  and  the  

powerful  bankers. Compromises are made between the World Church and heads of 

government. 

Jeremiah saw  Babel,  Rome! Jer.51:13 Thou, who dwells on many waters, who is 

mighty by treasure! your end has come, the measure of your greed. 13 Toi qui habites 

près des grandes eaux, Et qui as d'immenses trésors, Ta fin est venue, ta  cupidité  est à son terme 

! 

The Latin translation: "cupiditas":Love, desire for sex and money! Jeremiah saw the end 

of ecclesiastical money and  all  fornication in Rome( 1 Tim.6:10).  

We may ask ourselves which is the symbolism or true meaning of the 'great whore'here. 

The  Babylon smuscat for a world religion, a world church, just as Wall Street  immediately 

conjures up an image of the financial world, and  Hollywood stands for the film world. We 

can also understand that this Babylon will be the religious worldcenter. 

 

Why the name whore? 
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This givesback the best picture of infidelity with many men, kings here. Diluted  Roman  

Christianity has not remained faithful to the Bijbel, the word of God, it took on an anti-

Christian character early on. 

 

(2) At the moment, the Vatican is still    the  most 

acceptable explanation because verse two clearly 

brings out the whore and idolatry.     Forrsing is 

selling Christ for his own political and 

financialinterests. Emperor Constantine, 

sunworshipper played an influential and prominent 

role at the time. He  is known in history  as the 

founder of the Catholic Church. is the creation of  

its  own ecclesiastical  doctrine,  (wine)  and  laws, 

which areun-Biblical.    

New idols were made, with "saint names" 

replacing the ancient idols. Serving God according 

to your own will is  pure  idolatry. Rome has only a mock Christian face left. So that 

"Christian church" became a Roman church. 

The world has become drunk on Babel wines. Babel traditions, consisting of pure image 

idolatry, occult practices, magicians. Rome 

abandoned healthy teachings and became apostate, 

thus creating a Babels Christianity. 

Nimrod was "the 

sungod"and 

established zich in 

Rome,  Semirames,the 

"virgin" born,  

Tamuz,the divine  son. 

Semirames  promoted 

celibacy, as opposed to 

God-appointed marriage. (Cybele) Thus came the 

nuns, who served the Chaldean  priests with their 

bodies, before sex they were called gifted virgins. 

(temple whores) 

Sacrifices were later made to Tamuz. By the letter T the first cross in T form was made, 

on which people were sacrificed to  Tamuz. Tamuz also later called Moloch. Semirames- 

calledqueen of heaven  - introduced the confessional system to discover control and 

secrets. This is the origin of the cross as execution. Semirames, changed the name of 

Nimrod to Bale, sun god. (Richt.2:11) When Jesus died, there was a solar eclipse,  it did 

not become a sun sacrifice in their eyes. 

The apostle John called apostates, antichrists! It lost its good vision of life, and walked on 

as someone who is drunk-  mindless. The introduction of child baptism was the fall for  

growing  Christianity. 
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(3,7) Now we follow a description of this world 

church or the whore. The apostle sees this woman, 

this church, in the anti-Christian Empire with its 

seven heads and ten horns, an empire originating 

from the Roman Empire. The apostle sees  that 

woman in a desert,  why? The desert strikes me in 

the Bible as an image of the wicked world, with 

temptations, sin, and  a place of residence for 

aggressive and unclean demons! 4  This verse 

shows us the horrors and riches of this woman, a 

rich world church. Clothing: purple and scarlet red. 

(Isa. 1:18) The massacres by ecclesiastical courts, of bible-faithful Christians in the Middle 

Ages and a tacit approval by the pope  as of the Holocaust in the second world war. 

 

Rome can be called the great Babylon because 

of all the ancient Babylonian practices that have 

crept into this church. 

Her gold cup in hand  full of sex scandals  and 

corruption! As examples testify  today: "operation 

chalice". Their carved hosties in the image of the  

Roman  sun god,  formerly  Nimrod. (Jer.51:7). 

Watch  the incense waving in the two images! 

Their mitres  are symbols of the  Filistin fishing 

god Dagon, and so we can move on to heal you 

from  spiritual  blindness. Eand old woodcut taken as evidence. These  rituals  happened 

because the Chaldean idolatry that 

came to settle near Rome and  

strongly  influencedChristianity. The    

hostility of old priests, bishops; 

cardinals, towards  Bible-faithful 

Christians, and rejecting " soul-

winning "is superfluous  and  strongly  

sectarian. 

 

In fact, that Babel church rejects 

christ's command! (1982 personal 

experience) 

"A MYSTERY: THE GREAT BABYLON, MOTHER OF THE WHORES AND OF THE 
HORRORS OF THE EARTH." 
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(5) A title: The great Babylon,  a mystery,  what mystery? The sun worship, the false  

mysteryreligion  of Nimrod. Nimrod was  later  murdered by Sem, a son of Noah, a conflict 

of religion,  we may  say! Nimrod  thefirst lawless world leader,and  he rejectednoah's 

saving God. 

6 And you now know what is holding him back until he reveals himself in his time.7 For 

the mystery of lawlessness is already in effect; wait only until he, who is still 

holding back at the moment, is removed.8  Then the lawless will reveal himself; he will 

kill the Lord Jesus by the breath of his mouth and make him powerless by his appearance, 

when He comes. 2 Thess.2 

 

Indeed Paul had noticed that 

hiddenness  of the new  "spiritual"  

Babel! We refer to the  French 

translation from above. Ta fin est 

venue, ta  cupidité  est à son terme ! 
Jer.51:13 

In the word cupidité we also find "cupid"! Cupid was 

anidol.  Watch  the  cupidstatue behind the papal mitre. 

Cupid means desire, desire. Cupid the angelic figure with bow and 

arrow. Nimrod was a  humanhunter! (Gen.10:9)  So there is an 

identifiable connection between Nimrod and the Cupid symbol! 

Cobblestones with wings on antiques and other objects are not so 

innocent. 

The Romans took over the "heart"  as  a symbol of the Babylonians. In 

the Babylonian language, the word  "heart" stands for  "ball",  Bale  , 

(lord)  the symbol of Nimrod, The sacred heart penetrated   into Catholic 

paganism. The Romans named Nimrod, later Valentine, and celebrated  

around 490 AD the  Valentine's Dayfeast introduced by Pope/Emperor 

Gelasius! 

Nimrod was also known as "Saturn". Saturn is derived from the 

Semitic-speaking Babylonians, and for them this meant"staying  hidden" or secret! 

Nimrod fled as far as Rome,  in the  Nembrod  (Nimrod) mountains,  and this had to 

remain a secret. The ancient name of Rome before it was rebuilt in 753 was called: 

Saturnia, where Nimrod was killed!  

http://x68.xanga.com/a28f50f2d5734232947945/b183784473.jpg
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(6) .  The apostle saw a  horrific  bloodshed! He saw  

apostasy of the Biblical foundation as the only 

Christian authority. A  Babel church  that  condemns 

and kills innocent  people.  Also in  the city of  

Veurne,during  the  Catholic  Spanish occupation, 

biblical Christianand market were floggedand another 

strangled! 

 

When we read that the peoples have become drunk 

on its wine, (false doctrine),  it means that people 

have developed a love for idolatry, saint worship,  

paganism,  greed for money, credulity and all kinds of 

occult practices. 

 

 

 

 

 

(7,13) The beast that was, and isn't, and will rise. 

 

This beast used  to be  declared  as the Roman Empire,  the holy Roman empire, which 

was, seemingly disappeared and resiculated! This  was- as we  expect - the emergence 

of a 10-state union, ten strong countries that will emerge from the Eastern and Western 

Roman Empires. (Cfr. Daniel) Unbelievers will be dumbfounded,their eyes not believing, 

when they see that the  old  beastly Empire is back. It will rise from  the abyss, this is the 

place where many demons, fallen angels were captured. A place of torture etc. 

(9) THE SEVEN HEADS. 

Would these be sevenmountains,  kings  or kingdoms?   

Rome built on seven mountains. (hills) https://biblespace.org/2020/02/28/god-en-zijn-

bergen-2/  (Kings or Kingdoms)  Here we find different explanations. We keep it in line 

with the context of kings and kingdoms.  

Let us see it in relation to Israel. John wrote this at the time of the existing Roman 

empire, as the first empire. Then we find the five empires that have gone down. Namely: 

Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, Persia, Greece. Then comes the renewed Roman empire 

composed of ten kingdoms with the character of the ancient empires. (See Daniel 2:41-

44)  

Today's weak  Europe needs a strong president! There will be a  global reshuffle  if we 

follow the prophetic line of the Bible. A new world order is  rapidly  forming due to 

necessities or global major problems. So there will be a world government!  

(13,14) These verses teach  us that there will be an absolute  political transfer of power 
from the ten heads of  government to the antichrist- anungodly world leader. All 10 have 

https://biblespace.org/2020/02/28/god-en-zijn-bergen-2/
https://biblespace.org/2020/02/28/god-en-zijn-bergen-2/
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the same  necessary conviction  about something. All ten of them may hate the Jewish 
people-Israel! A double battle. These  temporary ten kings will unleash a world war  and 
attack, and lose, Israel. (Gog, Putin,  from Magog ?) Beware Jesus will overcome! How?  

and those who are with Him, the called and 
chosen and believers.   (After recording!!!)  

The second battle will be against the "whore" namely the "united worldchurch. 

The antichrist- the world's political power - is now turning against all religion, to make a 

judgment that God had written down in His Word. (17)  Babylon is the woman, the great 

world capital from which world power and total control was assumed, we think of the 

Vatican of Rome, Babel's daughter. Worshipping the evil spirits. ( 9:20) 

 

 

 

Today we are once again making a full breakthrough of the witchcraft cult. What was 

once forbidden comes back to life, in ourdays, with all the evil consequences that entails. 

In fact, it is all alliances of  statechurches that cooperate with worldpolitics and conclude 

agreements. This city, Rome, has known its history, drunk the blood of apostles. 

THE VERDICT ON BABEL'S DAUGHTER,  READ  VATICAN CITY! 

(15,18) The waters are a meeting of countries. But the antichrist will change his mind 

and hate the "whore," the world church.   After all, the antichrist wants to be worshipped 

himself. 

 

Daniel 12:11 And from the time when the daily sacrifice is stopped and an 

abomination (a pagan)  is erected, which brings destruction, it is a thousand two 

hundred and ninety days; 

 

A global system, social media, will make this possible, a supercomputer will still come! 

Seat number 666 is still vacant in the European Parliament!  Their ultimate goal, which 

they do not yet know, is to fight against the Lamb, namely God's people Israel. The Pope 

is now worshipped- that sign is reminiscent of the Prophet Daniel, the horror of 

devastation, paganism 
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(15) The whore sits on the waters, peoples, or is president of a global religious 

organization in the U.N.? (Rev. 17:1) We are experiencing today that it is again about 

gaining world power, pay attention to  Russia,  China,Europe, America, etc. 

 

This is done through mass manipulation, at a global financial level. The influence of 

Babel's daughter (Vatican) on trade in the EU and beyond has made many of the 

population rich and prosperous. 

 

 

 

 

(16) The religious organization- world 

council of churches with world power - is coming to 

an end. The antichrist puts an end to the existence of 

their made world church of all religions in the UN. 

ROME WILL BURN FLATAGAIN! (17.18) 

God puts the governments on and off. He fulfills his 

prophetic  WORD, the Bible! Here it will become clear that the deceptive  Babel  faith of 

the whore  completely  collapses, and in the end, God's Word triumphs with certainty! 

The Vatican will have great power over all nationsfor a short time- then it will go 

down! 

CHAPTER 18 

Here we may find the angel Michael, prince of Israel. He has great power. (see Daniel). 

In the previous chapter, we saw Babylon as the mother of whores, a kind of multinational. 

This religious institution,  world church, thewoman,  artfully  forms a unity of all kinds of  

faithbeliefs. Protestant  statechurches alsoleave biblical  authority, and are deceived, 

returning  to their  ancient  roots. 

In this chapter we look at the total demise of the world church, Babel,  Rome, as a 

religious, economic and political world centre. The great city is coming to an end, a center 

of  Satan's worship. (2 Thess.2:8,9) 

 
Then the lawless will reveal themselves; he will kill the Lord [Jesus] by the breath of his 

mouth and make him powerless by his appearance when He comes. 2 Thessalonians 2:9 On the 
other hand, his coming to the workings of Satan is with all kinds of powers, signs 
anddeceitful miracles,  2 Thessalonians 2:10  and with all kinds of enticing iniquity, for those who are 
lost, because they have not accepted the love of truth, by which they could have been saved. 
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(1,3) Watch the message of this authoritative angel.  We must look forward to the role and 

influence  that the  Vatican will still play in political Europe and the religious Middle East. 

The whole collapse of the great Babel is announced here. We can understand the modern  

Babelse  world system under this.   

 

Please note: cases, cases.. twice. Accordingto Jewish researchers, it has its 

meaning from the prophecies, and they point out that the prophecy is fulfilled twice. So old  

Babel  has fallen, and now Babel's daughter  will  fall,  for the world  unexpectedly and  

very  quickly! These two Babylons have many  clear points of contact. 

 

 

9 We have mastered Babel, but she is not healed;then leave her, and let us draw any in his 

land; for her judgment reaches to heaven, and is elevated to the upper clouds.10 The 

LORD hasbrought our righteousnessto it; come and let us tell the work of the LORD, our 

God! 11 Purifies the arrows, equips the shields perfectly; the LORD has raised the spirit of 

the kings of Medie; for His intention is against Babel that He may corrupt her; for this is 

the vengeance of the LORD,  the vengeance of His temple. Jer.51 

 

First it was the Babel king,  who destroyed God's 

temple, and Babel,thegolden  head,  disappeared, 

by a  sudden unexpected raid by Meden and 

Persians! 

The second time it was the Emperor of Rome who 

destroyed the temple  in 70 AD, and  Rome 

disappeared as political  worldpower,  it slowly  

returns,    and  will  then  disappear  as the last 

worldpower. This is about the two temples! 

Jeremiah wrote "temples"  Other  translations write  

temple, but that is not an obstacle, it is about God's  

resentment, for the sake of temple destruction! 

Babylon is also described here as a center for demonic powers, Satan worship, occult or 

hidden Pharisee  powers. It    has become  a  barren  place  for  demons,  unclean birds, 

we think of barn owls, bats, etc. 

It's Matth. 12:43 Once the unclean spirit of man has sailed, he goes through arid places  

to seek rest, but he does not find it. 

The reason for this judgment on Babel is the wine,  "fornication". This is all forms of 

idolatry, in which most countries have traditionally  participated, all false religions that have 

been spread. For example, Rome,  and the Vatican the second Babel, is an example of 

all kinds of  paganism, which has nothing to do with the teachings of  Christ. 
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Alles originates    from  ancient Babel  and  later with the Roman  emperor cult,also solar 

worship! Today, this takes shape under an  enchanted  pursuit of false unity, a world 

church, a merger of all kinds of renegade churches. 

The union between religion ,politics,  and economics have made the world's greatest 

capitalist merchants  leaders.       The Vatican's fornication    was to side  with  capitalism.   

 

 

 

ASSUME HER... CALLS GOD! 

(4.7a) Another message from heaven! Eand call to  "my people" in the first place is that 

here Israel and sham Christians. Think of Lot and his wife. Then all who belong to Jesus  

before  the day of the recording. 

Leave Babel's Rome or  the coming world church,lest you come into her judgment. So 

you don't get her "teasing."  This word may be translated as  possible chemical  

"attacks"! Don't seek unity  or communion  with her, like the nameChristians. Israel still 

does not listen to Jesus, their Messiah, there is a great danger of deception, and accepting 

the  dangerous  false Messiah! 

The sins of this Roman  Babel  are accumulated and cry for revenge, yes the vengeance 

of God comes over it, double! Rome itself persecuted the  Jews,who  followed the Torah  

and called Bible-faithful  Christians,heretics and geuzen,  with torture,torture  and death. 

Bible-faithful Christians see them  again  today  as apostates, rejecting the authority and 

doctrines  of the Vatican. God  is not like the people, and has not forgotten the pyres! 

Rome's iniquity will be punished with heavy judgment in the near future. 

God already cried out to his people in ancient Babel: 

44 And I will visit Over Bell in Babel, and take from his mouth what he has devoured, and 

nations shall no longer flow un to him;even the wall ofBabel has fallen!45  Pull out, my 

people,and let each save his life from the burning wrath of the Lord, Jer.51 

Papal Tiara is Persian (Babylonian?) in design.  Source: THE CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA,  
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A ROYAL THRONE 

(7b) A throne speaks of a royal life. This is 

exactly the right thing to do with the 

Vatican! Only the last popes have for 

appearances, apart from their literal 

coronation to Pope, with the tiara. This 

crown was used in the Persian empire, to 

which Babel also belonged. The statue of 

the tiara was found in Iraq, Babylon. The 

three crown shapes can be seen on the found statue in Iraq. Can you 

still doubt? She is also not a widow, (not poor) but queen! She has 

very good relations with most kings of the earth, has also become a recognized state 

herself since 1922, with a head of state, or a king named in the Bible. She thinks proudly 

that she can no longer be destroyed. She imagines herself to be the imperishable 

Titanic. She had built up a very great world power. Hidden satan worship became the 

new but hidden  practice! 

THE SECOND BABEL, WILL RETALIATE  

BURN THE FIRE. WHY? 

(8) Total destruction one day, with 

judgment fire? Nuclear fire?  Pandemic? 

Volcanic fire? Hdistress  and teasing  as a 

result. 

The idols had been worshipped and 

revered for years. All these years, God 

has been patient with this Babel idolatry, 

which He had strictly  forbidden. If the last 

pope is the Antichrist, he will not die in that 

fire, but will be somewhere else at that 

time. 

 

(9,11) The great disappointment of all time will unfold when    social  media will reveal the 

demise of that mighty  Babel.   This will cause an unimaginable global crisis with no 

recovery. The kings of the earth will mourn and complain,  by the great loss, the worship 

of the golden calf and the Mammon will have come to anend. The  powerful  traders  will 

be watchingfrom afar -  quarantined  probably- out offear. They lose their  profits, and daily 

bread. An economic  and financial world disaster with apocalyptic forms! The adoration of 

the Mammon will  end. The  painful demise of capitalism! 
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(12,13) Why are these products described here? 

Why not just describe it as  "trade"?   They are products that 

in that time after so many  world disasters and judgments 

are brought to the center of the super-rich, to survive. It 

points out        that these products will have a  great  and 

important value for livelihood,  health,  and opulence. To 

people's souls. Slaves?  New slavery? Again people who 

will be forced to submit, just to survive! 

We see it happening today, which no one would have dared 

to think! 

(14.20) All the precious fruits,  splendor that the soul of that  woman,  Babylonian  church, 

went out to is  suddenly lost and can no longer be found! 

 

 

(17) The sailors,and all sailors at sea, will 

see the  ancient  city of Rome burn up from 

the sea,they throw dust on their heads as a 

sign of  great  sorrow. They can see it from 

the sea, but they can't see the old Babel! 

They no longer dare to approach  life-

threateningly and out of  fear. Babel  traded  

exactly  all the riches of the earth and it was  

centralized. 

Globalisation is also  found today in all political, economic and religious worlds. That 

center Babel even bought slaves,  also in modern form, souls. Accepting the mark is like 

selling your soul to Satan. It makes us think people could sell their souls. 

(19) Throwing dust on their heads is not a Western mourning practice,  but biblical 

symbolism,  and  can point to the culture of those sailors. Cfr. Matthew 11 Going into bag 

and ashes points in the direction of sorrow and repentance.  These sailors had known all 

their friends who have now died, thousands in one fell swoop! 

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF THE VATICAN BRINGS JOY TO HEAVEN! 
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(20.24) God himself has tried Rome! 

Here we suddenly hear a different voice: Be cheerful! All citizens of 

heaven are jubilant, their time of joy has now come. Rome, which 

murdered apostles and  torturedsaints, is only now receiving  its  just  

judgment. The retribution has come, and therefore "saints,  apostles 

and prophets" can now be happy. Babel thrown into the sea like a 

millstone,  an image of eternal judgment. 

Mt 18:6 But anyone who tempts one of these little ones who 

believe in Me to sin, it would be better for him that a millstone 

be hung around his neck and he was engulfed in the depths of the sea. 

(22,23) Here we find a description of what Babel society 

was likein that city.  City life which  will disappear! No more 

satanic  music or musicians. The organs and the trumpet 

blowers are  now  gone! Artists and  precious works of art 

have been burned. The millstone will be gone, no more 

grain should be pumped! No more light, no more electricity, 

everything  is  just gone! 

 

THE MERCHANTS HAD  BECOME THE RULERS OF THE EARTH. 

Today, Christians must be particularly attentive  to the strongest capitalist countries in the 

world. This points us in the direction of the  announced  new world order  NWO  which 

strives to seize world power. Through seduction, media, mass manipulation  via Corona, 

and chaos,    antichrist and false prophet will have put the world at their feet. It's the kings 

without a kingdom! Their temptation will be with  magic,  wicca  and magic. Greek: 

'Pharma-keia' The use of narcotic drugs and all kinds of drugs will still be legalised,  by 

lawlessness.  Magical arts in .m. idolatry.  

Jeremiah 51:1 Thus says the Lord: Behold, I conceive against Babel and against 

the inhabitants of the Heart-my-opponents the spirit of a further 

Satanic worship, witchcraft and the like, today seek to distract 

and deceive all those saved by Jesus, and deceive them into    

destruction,the second death! Open gatherings with witchcraft 

are allowed today! Babel will also be the world center of the 

underworld. 

7 For the mystery of lawlessness is already in effect; wait 

only until he, who is still holding back at the moment, is 

removed.8 Then the lawless shall reveal himself; he will kill 

the Lord Jesus by the breath of his mouth and make him 

powerless by his appearance, when He comes.2 Thess.2:7 
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Verse 24 Here we read again that Rome has been guilty of murdering many  true  

Christians. Peter and Paul left their lives there in Rome and died of torture under Emperor 

Nero! (on purpose, small n!) 

 

King Charles IX in France famously claimed in a letter to 

Gregory XIII that he had killed 70,000 Huguenots and from 1518 

to 1548 more than 15 million Protestants must have lost their 

lives as a papal inquisition. Christians gathered among the rocks 

under the oppression to listen to the preacher.  A city where 

saints  were  murdered and persecuted, there are god's 

judgments. 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 19  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1,10) The apostle twice hears    a large crowd of believers say "Halleleu  Jah",or praise 

theLord! Finally, a just judgment, the end of lawlessness, corruption and cover-ups  are  

now  over. Where does that great joy come from in heaven? 

We see a double reason for this. The judgment has come on the great whore, a world 

church of the end times that led the whole world astray. (Rev. 17:5). We see that there has 

been a worldwide marriage between  the  church and  the  state. (Revelation 17:17, 

Dan.2:43,44)  On earth came the kingship,presidency,  of  the woman  (new  papacy) over 

all the kings of the earth. That woman  is the mighty Babel, as the temporary capital of the 

world. And then comes the blood feud of God for the martyrdom of  all  His children and 

apostles! (Hfdst.18)  Praise  for seeing the smoking Babel. As all this is fulfilledonearth,  

we are now reading what important  ceremony begins in heaven.   
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The Lord Jesus, our God, accepts his 

kingship over the world  

and the wedding party in heaven begins!  

(6) 

 

The bride's dress is an immaculate fine linen, 

obtained by the righteous  "deeds" of the saints. 

(NBG)  "Acts" is not in the basic text. The KJV 

translates:  "righteousness." This word means  

the quality of are-enacted spiritual state.  (Oxford 

Dict.) 
 

10 Blessed are those who are persecuted for the sake of righteousness; for theirs 

is the kingdom of heaven. Matthew 5  (read Isa.32:17) 

 

 

This is only about  righteousness, with the result that the Christians were persecuted,  for 

their living faith, when they testified to Jesus that He lives,and obeyed Him. Being baptized 

and testifying are the first acts that come from the promise of forgiveness through faith in 

Jesus' sacrifice. So witnessing is  also  inviting! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matth. 22:9 Therefore go to the crossroads of the roads and invite all that you find 

to the wedding. 

In our lives we have received many invitations. But the most special invitation a man can 

receive in his earthly life is the invitation to the wedding party of the Lamb of God, Jesus. 

The invitation is:  Whether one wants to believe in Jesus Christ, Son of the only living 

God. Jesus, the Word that has become flesh and lived among us... (John 1:14) Those 

who have received the invitation will prepare for the feast, by following Jesus. In the 

situation described here, the municipality is already inheaven. 

 

(10) Worship God! Why does this angel speak so sternly to John? Reason:  For the 

testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy. The apostle is full of admiration for this 

angel who explains everything to him! The angel informs the apostle John that he too  

hasonly the testimony  of  christ.  The  prophets have spoken of this testimony. That he is 
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even an angel, a fellow warrior of Christ, and we should not  kneel or worship each other. 

It is very sensitive, for the apostle does it again in Openbar.22:9. 

Sometimes on Earth, too. Here we should not worship each other, but love and respect 

only as described. The apostle Paul pointed out that he had no favorites among the 

evangelists. This text below is still valid today 

 

12 I mean this, that each of you has his slogan: I am of Paul! And I from Apollos! 

And I love Kefas! And I of Christ! 13 Is Christ shared? Has Paul been crucified for 

you, or have you been baptized in the name of Paul?1 Cor.1 

 

 

 

THE KINGDOM OF JESUS CHRIST, 

 KING OF KINGS, BEGINS. (11.16) 

44 But in the days of those kings, the God 

of heaven will establish a kingdom, which 

will not be destroyed in eternity, and 

whose dominion shall not pass to any 

other people: it shall shatter all those 

kingdoms and put an end to them, but 

itself shall exist in eternity, Dan.2 

"He's at war in justice." (11)  On earth,  

there was a great deal of popular deception  

and mass manipulation  through  the  media  

by  anti-Christian rich  politicians,bankers  and 

church leaders. Ook Israel was deceived  and 

seduced by a false  Messiah. Jesus, will make the Antichrist and the false prophet 

powerless. Jesus pulls on a triumphant white  royal  horse, with his congregation in his 

entourage! The end of all injustice in this world has now come. 

(12) "Eyes on fire"  Fire symbolizes judgment and cleansing. Nothing slips away, the 

slightest iniquity will disappear.  

Now it will become clear who has the  last word.   "The Word", the Bible! (13)  Jesus is 

literally called the "Word of God"! The words of Christ will prevail, the anti-Christian lies will 

not endure. Then people will no longer be fooled with an  outdated  theory of  Darwin! Woe 

to them and cursed are those who reject god's Word or falsify it, at last the world will be 

redeemed from all kindsand from false faith. 

VERSE14. JESUS IS NOT COMING ALONE!  WE COME WITH HIM! 
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13 to strengthen your hearts so that they are impeccable in holiness to our God and Father 

upon the coming of our Lord Jesus with all his saints. 1 Thess.3 

14 Enoch, the seventh of Adam, also prophesied about them, saying, Behold, the Lord has come 

with his holy tens of thousands,15 to stretch over all the four shears and punish all the wicked for 

all their wicked works, which they have ungodly practiced, and for all the harsh language that the 

wicked sinners have spoken against Him. Judas 

Judas used in his letter, texts from the prophetic book of Enoch, which was used until 

about 300 AD. The  book disappeared and was later found in Ethiopia, where many of 

theJews fled during the reign of  King Manasse. (2 Kon.21) They fled because of the 

desecration of the temple, and took much comfort with them. 

The prophet Enoch had already seen the second coming of Jesus "with his holy tens of 

thousands" These are all angels in heaven, the believers of the O.T., the congregation 

members and the martyrs from the great tribulation coming on white horses, as true 

warriors of King Jesus. Here are some verses from the lost book of the prophet Enoch. 

Enoch: 69.26 And they had great joy, and they blessed, praised, and exalted the 

name of the Son of Man that had been revealed to them. 69.27 And he sat on the 

Throne of His glory, and all judgment is given to the Son of Man, and he will 

cause the sinners to disappear and be destroyed from the face of the Earth. 69.28 

And those who deceive the world will be bound in chains and sealed in the 

prepared place of their destruction, and all their works will disappear from the 

face of the earth. 69.29 And from then on there will be no corruption. Because the 

Son of man has appeared, and will sit on the Throne of His Glory,  and all that was 

evil will pass by and leave before His face, and the word of the Son of men will be 

strong for the Lord of hosts. This is the third Enoch speech. 

THE LAST BATTLE: HARMAGEDON 

(17,21) The announcement ofthe great battle 

called "Armageddon" is repeated here. A  great  

angel standing on the sun  invites the unclean 

birds, for they will receive a feast, corpses of  

soldiers, generals,  kings and presidents etc. 

Many unclean birds, like vulturesetc. increase in 

number enormously,  and this has already been 

established in recent years. We can call this a 

preparation for all these prophecies to be fulfilled, 

as described. This  latest battle against Israel will 

destroy all  hostile  earthly armies, kings, 

presidents and generals led by the antichrist. 

End of Jew hatred!!! 
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ALL THE ARMIES ARE GOING  DOWN NOW! 

We find the western block there (Dan.11:41-

45). Egypt, Libya and Ethiopia, too. 

(Dan.11:42-43). The peoples of the rise of the 

sun, China, etc. the Eastern Bloc.( Op.16:12). 

The northern bloc  Russia,  Gog and his allies. 

These armies will march to fight Against Israel, 

God calls  all nations to destroy them. 

It's like King David's battle against the giant 

Goliath! 

Zechariah 12:1-7. 2 Behold, I make 

Jerusalem a scale of intoxication  for all nations around; yes, also against Judah it 

will bethe siege ofJerusalem. 3 On that day I will make Jerusalem a stone,  which all 

nations must raise; All who raise him will be wounded. And all the peoples of  the 

earth will gather there. 

We also find other texts that speak of this great apocalyptic last world war with the centre 

of Israel. 

(19) Why did these world leaders not see and understand that they would fight against the 

God of Israel,their Creator?  These world leaders were deceived  by evil spirits, who 

inceived them  and demonically influenced them to completely destroy Israel. This  Hatred 

of Jews already lives    with  many heads of government. The Vatican also lives with a 

hidden Hatred of Jews! The Bible speaks more than once about this great day of war that 

God has foreseen. 

Psalm 2:1-5 speaks of  the wrath of the Lord. 

1 Why do the nations and nations wobble on vanity? 2 The kings of the earth join in order of battle, 

and those in power conspire against the Lord and his anointed: 

Isaiah 2:10/19/21 speaks of  the terror of the Lord. 

19 Then one crawls into the caverns of the rocks and into the burrows of the 

ground for the horror of the Lord, and for the glory of His Majesty, when He rises 

to frighten the earth.20 On that day man shall cast his silver and gold idols, which 

he had made to bow down before it, before the rats and the bats. , 

Joel 1:15 talks about the devastation coming from the Almighty. 
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15 Woe that day, for near is the day of the Lord; As a devastation, he comes from 

the Almighty. 

Luke 21:25-26 the nature that is going to become irregular, more earth and sea quakes, 

hurricanes. Zacharia still speaks of icy cold. The book Enoch also talks about  serious 

climate change in the last days. 

(20) Here we read about the capture of the antichrist 

and the false prophet. They do not come into the last 

judgment, they are cast into the pool of  fire,hell. The 

hell  that many no longer want to preach and warn 

about are  the bread prophets?  These are the first two 

people, two mass murderers who end up alive in hell. 

They seem to have escaped Babel's demise.  Were 

they in bunkers? In  space? Many will perish because 

of the "Word of God"! 

HOW WILL GOD FIGHT? 

"their eyes will rot in their greenhouses" 

12 Then this will be the plague with which the Lord will strike all 

the nations that have been torn out against Jerusalem: He 

will make everyone's flesh, while still on his feet, eat away, and 

everyone's eyes will rot in their greenhouses, and everyone's 

tongue will rot in his mouth. Zach.14 

This is precisely the result of a poison gas attack, which 

also indicates chemical warfare or radiation emitted as a 

military weapon. 

The Day of the Lord should be known and understood by 

every man! Unfortunately, not everyone believes the 

Bible. Jesus, come back to rule! Only then will there be 

world peace. World politicians still prove their inability to 

establish a lasting world peace on earth. These two world 

leaders are targeting Israel, dragging all the peoples with them through the media. Today 

we can notice all the new fire of Jew hatred.  The media likes to keep putting Israel   in a 

bad  light, one-sided coverage. This is called mass manipulation The prophet Habakuk  

describes how Jesus comes as a warrior.( Hab.3:12,13)  11 The sun, the moon, return to 

its dwelling, because of the light of your advancing arrows, because of the sheen of your 

lightning spear.12 In wrath you pass through the earth, in anger thirst Thou people.13 Thou 

shalt go out to save your people, to save your anointed. You  shatter  the top of the wicked 

house and expose the foundation to the last stone. Sela  Jesus is raising his people's 

salvation. 
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CHAPTER 20  

 

 

 

JESUS WILL REIGN FOR 1,000 YEARS WORLDWIDE! 

Jesus, has assumed the kingship and will now  reign as 

King of kings in Jerusalem. The vanquished armies that have been erected against 

Jerusalem are now  completely  defeated. Gog  and Magog's  war  with Israel is over. 

Armageddon's over.  The antichrist and the false prophet who led the world to the abyss 

were arrested and disappeared from the earthly scene. Woe bete, those who didn't  want 

to believe in the Bible. 

There are five conditions before the 1,000-year empire can begin. 

➢ 1.De congregation must first have its fullness of believers (Rom.11:25) 

➢ 2. The municipality must be included. (1 Th.4:15-18). 

➢ 3.Must the State of Israel haveemerged .( Matthew 24:32) 

➢ 4. Must first be known to the person of the antichrist.( 2 Thess.2). 

➢ 5. Satan will be bound, and will not be able to work on earth. (Op.20:2). 

(1,3) As we know, Satan is still  a creature of God. Now he 

is captured,  by  that one angel Raphael (cfr Enoch) from 

heaven.   And  in fact,  he has never really been free again, 

he  was  always bounded in  his act of evil, depending on 

God's will. (Job)  After permission from God,he  restricts  

visiting (punishment) to the people. As a result, that  old 

snake and its demonarmy- no longercan entice people into 

harm- or overwhelm them as he does intensively  today.   

Now people are tempted and overwhelmed to do great  

heinous  harm:  like war, abuse of power,  murder, popular 

deception,  robbery, rape, terrorism, divorce, etc. He 

sometimes inspired luxury, prosperity and success, but 

also the manufacture of murder weapons. Prisons  today 

still do not bring a solution and do not change the  evil  

man. He'll be out for a short time. God has another purpose.  Satan, too, is not changing 

after nearly a thousand years of captivity. 
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JOHN SAW THRONES, RIGHTCHAIRS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(4,6) Here we have  the result of the first resurrection  "from the dead". Here we must 

pay particular attention so as not to create confusion  about the concept of  'first 

resurrection'. The apostle saw  here  the  martyrs  from the tribulation. They had been 

beheaded on earth by refusing the anti-Christian mark and worship.  He saw the souls. 

Risen people  are perceptible in the afterlife. These martyrs rose together with the 

believers from the O.T. at the visible second coming of Christ. (1 Cor. 15:23) (Psalm 49:13-

16) 

In the past, the apostle also saw believers who would rule with Christ, the congregation. 

(5:10)  All  the unbelievers  before that  Messianic  empire only get up at the end of the 

1,000-year empire. (Ps.49)  All who rose up in the first resurrection, upon His coming,  will 

rule with Him for a thousand years! 

Christ is thefirst. He is the first to  glorify  the realm of the dead. At present, the time is 

ripe  for  the resurrection of the  municipality  "the great harvest". 

The afterthread: Christians- usually  many  Jews - who come from the great tribulation, 

and lost their lives because of their faith in  Christ, under the dictatorship of the coming  

Antichrist. Three forms of resurrection. First of all, we have a resurrection of Israel, as a 

people and a nation in 1948.  (Ez.37). Then there is the spiritualresurrection,  from 

spiritual death to life (rebirth).   (Ephesians 2:1-6). 

 

The physical resurrection. Through the fall, our bodies die, but through Christ the Bible 

faithful  believers are given a glorifiedbody. 

The graves of God's children will open! Islamic terrorists are already applying the 

beheading as the death penalty. Talmudic Jews with the sevenNoahitelaws  will  also  

apply beheadings. Thrones can be understood here as  heavenly  rightbanks. (Cf. Psalm 

122:5-6). 

 

 

 

THE FIRST, Jesus  THE GREAT HARVEST,  the congregation   DE NALEZING,  many  martyrs  
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A THOUSAND YEARS OF TRUE PEACE ONEARTH! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This world has known only during its existence, only armistices, for a certain period of time. 

In 1918, for example, a truce was signed for  a period of  20 years. 

What Jesus brings is true far-reaching  peace and a nature transformation. Many  Bible 

verses can be found with a description of that never seen peace in this millennium and 

that empire. That empire isn't forever! 

 

There will be a theocratic world government and a temple in Jerusalem. 
 

And all nations will flow forth 3 and many nations will rise up and say, Come, let 

us rise to the mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God Jacobs, that He may 

give us a say in his ways and that we may walk his paths. For from Zion shall 

come the law and the Lord's word from Jerusalem. Jes.2 

 

We must understand that there has now been are-creation, as after the days of the flood. 

Very deep-grounded, but much better. 

In fact, God himself in the person of Jesus Christ will rule from Jerusalem over this earth 

in righteousness. No morepolitical  e-elections. No more corruption. No more deceitful 

democracy or dictatorship. Peoples will desire to 

learn the new lifestyle. (Ps.7:8, Ps.9:8, Ps.98:9) 

 

There will be awide-ranging armament,  then  

comes  a pious human wish, after much 

suffering.  

 

"never again war"! 

 

Micah4:3 And He will direct between many 

peoples and judge powerful nations into 

distant lands. Then they will forge their swords 

into plough shears and their spears into pruning knives; No people will raise the 

sword against another people, and they will not learn the war again. 
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After the horrific wars known to us, with millions of victims, there is real peace, not a truce. 

No more military cemeteries to mourn young lives that died because of human money-

seeking. (1 Tim.6:10)  

 

There will bea new  healthy  environment  and peace for plants and animals! 

Not because of political "green", comes the solution,  but by  King  Jesus! The curse of 

the earth disappears. (Gen.3) The plant world and the animal world will be revived as in 

the garden of Eden.  

13 For a thorn bush a cypres will hurry, for a thistle a myrtle will hurry, and it shall 

be the Lord to a name, to an eternal sign that shall not be exterminated. Jes.55 

                                     No more weeds! What a blessing! 

Isaiah 11:6 Then the wolf will be with the sheep and the panther will lay down at 

the buck; the calf, the young lion and the dung cattle will be together, and a little 

boy will herd them; 

The time when the animals devour 

each other or a human will be 

history. That's how peace will be 

among the animals. So there will be 

an intervention in creation.  

No more idolatry... No more 

false religions! 

And the Lord shall become king over all the earth; On that day the Lord will be the 

onlyone, and his name the only one. Zach.14 

Finally, no more different statereligions, no more liberals,  no more sects,  no more 

alliances, to form a carnal unity. No more religious wars, no more murderous crusades, 

no more heretics!  No more pope,  no more statues of saints, for Jesus reigns! 

No more diseases, but the death penalty!  (Isa. 35:5, Isa.65:20) 

3 Then the eyes of the seething shall no longer be blinded, and the ears of the 

hearing shall note 4 the heart of the brash shall gain insight and knowledge, and 

the tongue of the tribesmen shall be able to speak clearly. Jes. 32 

In that time, therefore, no more disabled people will be found. People's health will be 

optimal for a thousand years. Only those who deliberately sin will die after 100 years. 

Men will no longer be tempted to sin by the demons, for they are all bound. Those who 

do evil will be held fully responsible, and die after the age of 100 if they do not repent of 

their evil. 
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(7,10) As trial  and repechage,  Satan is unleashed, who will again seduce the unfaithful  

peoples  into  rebellion. That ordeal will make a final purge  among the  world's population,  

between people who do not love Jesus with heart and soul and those who obey Jesus only 

out of fear of thedeath penalty.   Satan, only  temporarily free from prison,    again he 

does  thesame, his  visits,  gathering peoples, incitement to war and violence. 

Today we see exactly the same thing, one releases a prisoner earlier,  and they start again, 

they have not changed in nature. (Isa. 65:20). "Gog  from  Magog", in Ezekiel was the 

enemy of Israel. Gog  means  an  elected leader, is not the same from Ezekiel, because 

there he was destroyed on the mountains of Israel! In any case, it  now points to a 

confederation of  great peoples who want to fight again against the Prince of Peace Christ 

in  Jerusalem, but that will  be very short-lived . Fire from heaven destroys them here in 

one fell swoop all warriors. Satan himself is now coming to an end,  thrown into hell, 

where the antichrist and the false prophet are already located. They  were the first people 

to be in hell without coming to the final  judgment. They disappear forever, the earth and 

the sky disappear from their eyes! 

THE LAST JUDGMENT. 

(11,15) The last judgment speaks for itself, many 

judgments have already come upon this world, and 

after this kingdom of peace, the  great white 

throneappears. In John 5:29, Jesus himself speaks 

of the two resurrections, one alive and one for 

damnation in hell. All the dead, rich or poor, or who 

rejected the Bible, or  did not accept christ's 

sacrifice, will hear their condemnation here. No 

two sizes and two weights will be used here as in 

this world. Whether one was buried or cremated  in 

all wealth with many  wreaths  or in poverty, will not 

play a role. Pope or  president  doesn't matter here! 

Hell  "with sulfur"  must not be spiritualized to soothe 

conscience! This judgment is called  "theseconddeath"!  In the Book of Revelation,   many 

judgments have been described, and this has  now been the last judgment. Paul also 

speaks of the right seat of christ, this is for an assessment of the works of faith of christians. 

(2 Cor.5:10). 

BOOKS WERE OPENED...... 

The world-famous book, theBible. 
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When people refuse to believe in theBible, they  will  

hear themselves condemned here from the  

Bible,God's word! It is only here that people will 

understand that their lives without Christ or God 

made no sense. The Bible is a preparation for eternal 

life! The Bible points the way to a heavenly life. How 

could one give sensible guidance to death without 

listening to God's counseling? 

The Prophet Enoch (39,2)  In those days Enoch received scrolls of indignation and anger, 

and scrolls of uproar and confusion (chaos). But there will be no mercy for them,says 

the Lord of hosts! 

THE BOOK OF WORKS. 

Mt 12:36 But I say unto you: Of every vain word that men shall speak, they shall 

account for the day of judgment, 

Everything we've done will turn God away, he won't cut into your life movie! Everything 

that has happened in a human life will be thoroughly  reviewed. There will be judgment as 

of sin. Not only disbelief will be punished, otherwise all unbelievers would receive the same 

punishment, and that would be unjust. Everything that was covered up on earth will 

become public there for everyone. The Judge won't be available to buy out. This judge 

can't ignore anything, but He's just. 

The book of life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The previous books have indicted people. All who believed in Jesus were paid their debt, 

that is the happy message of the Bible! It contains all god-born people. All who are born 

of water and spirit. All with eternal life. Eternal life is not for sale, but to be given out of 

grace, for anyone who wants to, just believe!  

 

 

ARE YOU IN THE BOOK OF LIFE? 
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You're registered on Earth, but are you registered in heaven? 

If You, who were to read this for the first time, and You want to 

stand in it and be saved, then kneel down and ask Jesus for 

forgiveness for all that You did, however badly, and believe 

that Jesus carried your punishment to redeem You. Ask that 

He may change Your life, and He will interrogate you and be 

merciful! A new life can begin even here on Earth and no 

matter how old you may be. Your future is in the Bible! Jesus 

now knocks on the door of your heart, and waits! Open up and 

your life will change from water to wine! Jesus, want to be 

your refuge during this earthly life, where man does not live 

only on bread! 

CHAPTER 21 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1,2) A new earth and a new heaven, God  shows something  completely new to the 

apostle. (Enoch 91.16)  Only now has the end of the world come, so not at all in the year 2012! 

(Isa. 34:4)  And what is particularly  striking is that there is no more sea, so she can   no 

longer cause any more casualties!   The symbolic image of the turbulent,noisy or rebellious 

peoples has also fallen away, this points to a blissful and quiet life. The apostle John then 

sees a  very  peculiar image, namely he sees a descending city from heaven, the  never-

before-seen  beautiful heavenly Jerusalem, a place of residence for God and people. 

What no eye has seen and no ear has heard, and which has not occurred in a 

human heart, all that God has prepared for those who love Him. 1 Cor.2:9) 

(3.5) The tabernacle  (NBG tent)  of God is now with the people. The tabernacle was an 

image of God's presence. He liked  to be among his people, that was the wish of God, who 

freed them from Egypt with great miracles. In fact, god's intention has been to live with the 

people for some time.  Now He dwells in a  separate heaven in the heavens. Heavens are 

residences for  ministering  angels and spirits. In the new Jerusalem, God will live with His  

people. 
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He knows them all by name, if He will addressyou,  He will call you by your name,  you 

are not a number with God! He will speak like a Father to His son! He  also spoke to John 

from his throne! God has a desire for that  coming  time, true Christians also have this 

desire, when they are busy with things from above. ( Col.3:1,2) . 

The grief of death and lost souls  will no longer be there. The complaining of pain from 

diseases will no longer be heard there. A  new world without clinics and cemeteries. These 

are places where there was a lot of sadness on the  old  world. 

That's why we're not sad anymore! For tears were 

and are a consequence of sin! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the unbelieving  man, death is still a normal thing. It has been a  time of hopelessness, 

uncertainty, and a veil of incomprehension. Death makes unbelievers fearful, because 

those who do not believe face an unknown world! In the letter to the Corinthians, we read 

that death is the last enemy. Indeed, there is a lot of evil happening under every death 

threat, no matter where she goes. If you don't want to fight in wartime,  wait for  the  

execution. People are capable of doing anything at the threat of death. 

 

 Spr 29:25 Fear of men is a bow, but whoever trusts in the Lord is untouchable. 

The apostle had to write these things down at the behest of God, with God himself saying 

that he would make all things new. A new creation. 

 

 

 

 

 

(6,8) GOD IS THE BEGINNING AND END OF ALL THINGS. 
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All who now  believeand die "in" Christ and all that  will 

inhabit the new Jerusalem as the promise teaches! 

Here  his"Sons of God", are still called children of God. 

And who will not see the new heaven and the new 

earth? Asthe cowardly , those who give upthe christ 

struggle through fear,  do not persevere,  (Acts 2:42, 2 

Tim.2:12)  the unbelievers, those who reject the Bible.  

 

2Tim. 2:12 If we persevere, we will also rule with 

Him as kings; if we deny Him, He too will deny us; 

The idolaters are  those who live only for money, gold 

and silver, and put all kinds of wealth, power,   and all  

earthly pleasure above God. Idolatry is all that keeps 

man from God. The odious, those who love  all  

unnatural sex, homosexuals,paedophiles, rapists,  etc. 

The wizard,magician, witch, liar, murderer,  drunk, 

adulterer, also drug addict. This second death  will be 

bad,  more painful than man can imagine, which is why Satan wants to put all this 

cunningly into perspective. It's not all that bad! Talking about hell  is not popular or 

attractive, therefore certain  "churchand" do notdo this . That is why  many are silent 

about hell or deny its existence! In history, a Theo who lied invented purgatory! But 

unfortunately God  is love and righteous! True evangelists still warn  sternly  of this 

punishment of God. 

A STRONG ANGEL OF JUDGMENT LEAVES THE APOSTLE  

SEE BEAUTIFUL THINGS AGAIN! 

(9,10) John describes here  the bride of the Lamb, theheavenly  holy  Jerusalem,  

descends from the heavens of God. That  is where  all god's childrenwill live together in 

His glory , in peace and not inquarrel.  This glory will notbe comparable tothe most beautiful 

of today's sinful  and ephemeral  world. 

(16,17) The side and height of the city is about two thousand kilometers. The distance from 

Brussels to Moscow. (11)  The building materials of the city consist of  gemstones,such as 

Jasper(green or red?), crystal clear,  with which rings and jewels are made. (KJV) 

 

 

The Twelve Pearl Gates    (12,13) 

These are described with the inscriptions of the  twelve tribes of Israel. Gates give  access 

to something, every gate belongs to a tribe!  This makes the connection between the 
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Christians and God's People feel. Christians who cannot now feel connected to God's 

people,  or hostile to Israel, will not be there either. 

The diamond  wall  (14) of the city will have twelve 

foundations: the names of the twelve apostles will be on it. 

Again, there is something else, so the foundations of the 

wall are visible, not workof people, but of God! It suggests 

that God's People will understand why they were supported 

by the true Christians, and hated and murdered by the 

Roman  or Babel antichrists. 

(19,20) What a beautiful image that will be, all these  twelve 

different visibleoaths!  It sounds incredible, because we use 

these things for jewelry, and here it was used  to  lay 

foundations 

 

(21) This city has pearl gates, such 

pearls  of this size are also not 

known to us,  but beautiful it will 

surely be. The walls youit 

diamond, and the city out of gold. 

For people who love to build, this 

should appeal deeply,   but by 

disbelief it will come across to them 

as a beautiful air castle. What a 

difference between the heavenly 

and the earthly! 

(23) A heavenly city without 

expensive electricity. There's no 

more sun or moon. We can 

immediately think of a different climate. No more moon means no more timepieces for 

time. No more nights. (Fig. Heavenly Jerusalem in ancient Synagogue Dura Syria) 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 22 

(1,2) A river that rises from the throne of God. The symbolism of water in the Bible was 

always the word of God. Here it speaks of righteousness based on God's throne. 
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Ps. 36:6,8  your righteousness is like the mountains of God, your direction is a great  

flood. 8 Thou shalt drenched them with the  flow of thy love. Man and animal deliver thou, 

Lord. 

The very fertile trees of life unknown to us stand along the river. Enoch wrote about trees, 

which should not be touched by people of flesh and blood. This was until the last judgment, 

and then it would be given to the righteous.  (25:4) We feel  like in a new paradise, as in the 

Book of  Genesis, but now a life that death will no longer  know. We can understand here 

that eternal life springs from God himself. Our bodies  will no longer consist of flesh and 

blood, therefore the healing will only have to do with the spirit of man, and/or  the people 

coming from the millennial realm. 

37 And on the last, the great day of the feast, Jesus stood and cried, saying, If 

anyone is thirsty, he come to me and drink! 38 Whoever believes in Me,  as 

scripture says, streams of living water shall flow from his interior. John.7 

Here we see how important it is to believe as the Bible teaches. Deviating from the healthy 

doctrine is  dangerous, and the work of Satan. The condition that will be there in the new 

Jerusalem will be perfect, without any defect. 

There will  be no   curse or  curse.  (3)  The workings of demonic mand  the devil will 

never be there  again. No more temptation or reason  for evil, as today people fall victim 

to demonic overwhelm. No more curse on  this  new creation. The name of God on their 

foreheads! This  determines whose property these people are. What a contrast to the mark 

of the antichrist, the great deceive, who will deceive so many people, because they did not 

want to accept the truth! All who will receive the mark have become the property of the 

lawless. 

(5 ) No more nights or darkness. No more torches or lamps! Great, sleep will no longer  

be  necessary  for  the glorified bodies that  will no longer have imperfections,  fatigue or 

old age.   No more birthday parties! A life of glory, we may say. When kings live and rule. 

This is exercising the power of Christ. We do not yet know what this will mean. (6)  God 

confirms that his words spoken by prophets and servants will be fulfilled in truth! 
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(7) Indeed, happy  and hopeful is that man who  sticks  to  God's  prophetic  words. Anyone 

who reads and examines the Bijbel  will know what times we live in today. Prophetic Bible 

interpretation  will keep his faith very vivid, for it shows every day that God has spoken 

the truth to the people. The future will show that only the Bible is the only living and true 

word of God!  It encourages every day, and every day is one step closer to Him!   It is a 

pity that not all want to believe this or  be  deceivedand by false wonders, traditions, false 

preachers, etc. I'll be here soon, may also be translated as  "I'm coming suddenly"! Once 

again John kneels before that angel, and was  re-re-appointed.   

(10) The words of this book were not sealed, this indicates that God wanted it to be read 

anyway,  and was understood according to the maturity of time. These inspired words are 

gradually becoming more intelligible,  only for those who believe, because they are 

notsealed. They are studied  and understood by people who have received the Writer in 

their hearts. The Bible was for a long time forbidden or also reserved only for  the  

"initiates". Fortunately, that has come to an end, and God  then used people like Luther. 

The gap between true Christians and unbelievers will widen. (11)  For whoever sins will 

come to greater sin, but whoever is righteous will  pursueit evenmore. "Who is dirty"  Dirt 

has the meaning of  "verye sin"  iniquity lawlessness! For example, we say, "you dirty liar" 

and mean that the lie was great! The temptation to sin will always get stronger and greater,  

and do not give the devil a  foot! 

Today, too, we see that crime is still growing and that there will be no change or 

conversion.   As early as 2,000 years ago, the   Bible warned what people's behavior would 

be like in our days. 2 Tim.3 

What history book speaks of 10-year-old killers? 

 

Who is holy.... Means here that the Christian is increasingly disassociating himselffrom 

the world's behavior and lifestyle. He's going to isolate himself more, to do the Father's 

will. Matthew 12:50 For all who does the will of my Father, who is in heaven, is my brother 
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and sister and mother. Soon there will be the big family meeting, the wedding! Are you 

part of Jesus' family? 

YES, JESUS WILL HAVE PAY! 

(12) What we can understand by this reward is nothing more than compensation  or some 

kind of recognition for all that was done out of love for Jesus. Or  e.g. The reward of sin  

is  death! See I'm coming all of a sudden! 

Ro 6:23 For the reward that sin gives is death, but the grace that God givesis eternal life 

inChrist Jesus, our Lord. 

I, the Lord, understand the heart and test the kidneys, and that, to give to 

everyone according to his ways, to the fruit of his deeds. Jeremiah 17 

(14) Blessed are these people who once knelt in their lives and asked forgiveness with 

heart and soul to the Lord Jesus Christ himself, and began a new life. They are people 

who are truly born again and bear fruit, who correspond to repentance. 

 

 

 

 

By coming to faith, one receives a right of access to enter into the new Jerusalem. Any 

human being can get this right, including the greatest criminal of all time. (15)  It describes 

people who have no right  to inhabit the new Jerusalem. Dogs are meant to mean these 

infidel  people,  (image of Filistins were dogs)  dealing  with impurity. We must respond 

appropriately when people reject, mock or ridicule the gospel. 

Matthew 7:6 Do not give the holy to the  dogs,  nor cast your pearls before the  boars,  

lest those who trample with their paws and, turning around, tear you apart. 

We must avoid them doing this, and do not go any further, not give pearls! Once again we 

find wizards, occultists,  also included, dealers of drugs. Here the size is described and 

the shape.  

 

(18,21) This book ends with  a very serious warning,  which is clearly appropriate for our 

apocalyptic times, namely the forgeryand of the Bible. Many serious errors occur in the 

end times. Confusion and less spiritual unity. 

God himself will judge those who translate the Bible  into their own  insights, by adding 

andomitting. Also in these last verses of the Bible we taste the apostle John's idea that his 

words he wrote down were under the guidance of the Holy Ghost. The very last promise 
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in God's Word is about His second coming, which is why every child of God longs for jesus' 

second coming on earth. 

DEAR READER, ARE YOU READY? 

 

 

 

 

 

Vg. R.GAYTANT Speaker- Evangelist  
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